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Foreword 

This Technical Report has been produced by the 3
rd

 Generat ion Partnership Pro ject (3GPP).  

The contents of the present document are subject to continuing work within the TSG and may change following formal 

TSG approval. Should the TSG modify the contents of the present document, it will be re-released by the TSG with an 

identifying change of release date and an increase in version number as fo llows: 

Version x.y.z 

where: 

x the first digit : 

1 presented to TSG for information; 

2 presented to TSG for approval; 

3 or greater indicates TSG approved document under change control. 

y the second digit is incremented for all changes of substance, i.e. technical enhancements, corrections, 

updates, etc. 

z the third digit is incremented when editorial on ly changes have been incorporated in the document. 

Introduction 

The Release 10 WI for HNB and HeNB Mobility Enhancements (RP -101426) introduced signalling via horizontal RAN 

interfaces (Iurh, X2) for the support of H(e)NB to H(e)NB mobility.  

A new Release 11 work package was agreed at RAN#51, starting with a feasibility study, taking both 3G and LTE 

aspects into account: 

- UMTS only : Work on support for enhanced mobility in CELL_FACH for 3G home access was discontinued in 

Rel-10. Th is SI considers support of CELL_FACH state and the benefits that support of CELL_PCH and 

URA_PCH states can provide. 

- The extension of SHO capability to include operation with the macro network can allow better integration of 

HNB cells with the macro network.  To support SHO an extension of Iur from the HNB-GW  to a macro RNC 

can be used, and this can also be used to link HNB-GWs as the Iur is a symmetrical interface. If supported for 

SHO, the presence of an Iur between the HNB-GW  and macro RNC would allow use of enhanced SRNS 

relocation between the HNB and macro networks to further improve Hand-in/Hand-out performance compared 

to the CN involved methods already specified.  

- Support for inter-CSG HO was discontinued in Rel-10. The issues involved in supporting inter-CSG HO need to 

be studied. 

- LTE only: Support for eNB to HeNB was de-scoped in Rel-10, but provides significant benefits for open mode 

HeNBs used in mall environments and to extend the macro network coverage. Also deferred from Rel-10 was 

support for inter-CSG HeNB-HeNB HO. 

- Support of X2 via GW proxy for HeNB to HeNB mobility will be studied. 

- RAN Sharing (UMTS and LTE): RAN sharing, supported on the macro network has not been considered in 

relation to H(e)NBs. This will be studied in the context of any further requirements from SA.  
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1 Scope 

This document captures the results of the study item on H(e)NB enhanced mobility in RP -110456[2]. It identifies the 

existing mobility functions for UMTS and LTE, the use cases and requirements for enhancements, and reviews and 

compares scenarios and techniques for enhancement of the mobility functionality. Aspects of RAN sharing related to 

H(e)NB mobility are also included.  

2 References 

The following documents contain provisions which, through reference in this text, const itute provisions of the present 

document. 

- References are either specific (identified by date of publication, edit ion number, version number, etc.) o r 

non-specific. 

- For a specific reference, subsequent revisions do not apply. 

- For a non-specific reference, the latest version applies. In the case of a reference to a 3GPP document (including 

a GSM document), a non-specific reference implicit ly refers to the latest version of that document in the same 

Release as the present document. 

[1] 3GPP TR 21.905: " Vocabulary for 3GPP Specifications". 

[2] RP-110456 Proposed SID: Further enhancements for HNB and HeNB. Alcatel-Lucent 

[3] 3GPP TS 25.467: UTRAN architecture for 3G Home NodeB; Stage 2 

[4] 3GPP TS 36.300: Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA) and Evolved Universal 

Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN); Overall description; Stage 2 

[5] R3-112499 “Mobility Enhancement from Macro eNB to HeNB”, New Postcom 

[6] R3-112595 “X2 Mobility between Macro and Open HeNBs”, Ericsson. 

[7] R3-112428 “Inter-CSG Enhanced Mobility”, Nokia Siemens Networks.  

[8] R3-112567 “Inter-CSG Enhanced HeNB Mobility”, A lcatel-Lucent. 

[9] 3GPP TS 25.331: Radio Resource Control (RRC); Protocol specification  

[10] 3GPP TS 25.215: Physical layer; Measurements (FDD) 

[11] R3-112026 “Macro to small cell, metro cell Hand-in”, A lcatel-Lucent, AT&T 

[12] R3-120205 “Macro to HNB legacy UE hand-in: target disambiguation”, Qualcomm 

Incorporated, Huawei, Alcatel-Lucent, ip.Access, AT&T 

[13] R3-103129 LS from RAN2 on CELL_FACH 

[14] 3GPP 25.304 User Equipment (UE) procedures in idle mode and procedures for cell reselection in 

connected mode 

[15]  IETF RFC 4960: “Stream Control Trans mission Protocol” (09/2007).  

[16] 3GPP TS 36.422, “E-UTRAN; X2 Signalling Transport (Release 10)”, v. 10.1.0 (2011-06). 

[17] 3GPP TS 36.413, “E-UTRAN; S1 Application Protocol (S1AP) (Release 10)”, v. 10.5.0 (2012-

03). 
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3 Definitions, symbols and abbreviations 

3.1 Definitions 

Void  

3.2 Symbols 

Void  

3.3 Abbreviations 

For the purposes of the present document, the abbreviations given in TR 21.905 [1] and the following apply. An 

abbreviation defined in the present document takes precedence over the definition of the same abbreviat ion, if any, in 

TR 21.905 [1]. 

AC Access Control 

MV Membership Verification 

OTD Observed Time Difference 

4 Existing Mobility Functionality 

4.1 UMTS 

4.1.1 Mobility Functions supported 

The enhancements studied in this document build on the existing functionalities provided up to Rel-10. These 

functionalities are listed here to form a baseline for the enhancements considered. 

Table 4.1 shows the mobility scenarios supported up to Rel-10 for HNBs and UEs. Th is table does not include details of  

support of non-CSG HNBs to improve clarity. 

Table 4.1.1.1 Supported Mobility Functions.  

Mobility 
Type 

From>To Rel 
Intro 

CN 
invol
ved 

UE required 
(minimum) 

Source 
O/H/C * 

Target 
O/H/C * 

Inter-
CSG 

Inter-
GW  

Stg 2 
ref + 

Notes 

HHO  HNB > Macro Rel-8 Yes Any C O N/A N/A - 2 

HHO  Macro > HNB Rel-9 Yes Non-csg/Pre-R9 
Non-csg/Pre-R9 
Rel-9 

O 
O 
O 

O 
H,C 
H.C 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

5.9.4a 
5.9.3a 
5.9.2a 

1 
1 

HHO  HNB > HNB Rel-9 Yes Non-csg 
Non-csg 
Non-csg 
Rel-9 
Rel-9 
Rel-9 

O, H 
H 
C 
O, H 
H 
C 

O 
H 
C 
O 
H 
C 

N/A 
Yes 
Yes 
N/A 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

5.9.4a 
5.9.3a 
5.9.3a 
5.9.4a 
5.9.2a 
5.9.2a 

1 
1 
1 

HHO  HNB > HNB Rel-
10 

No Any O 
H 
C 

O 
H 
C 

N/A 
No 
No 

No 
No 
No 

5.7.2 
5.7.2 
5.7.2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

 

SHO  HNB > HNB Rel-
10 

No Any O 
H 
C 

O 
H 
C 

N/A 
No 
No 

No 
No 
No 

5.7.3 
5.7.3 
5.7.3 

 

* O= open, H = Hybrid, C= closed.  

+ Stage 2 reference is TS 25.467 [3] 
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Notes: 

1. No mechanis m is defined for the determination of the target HNB in this scenario. 

2. Th is scenario is not defined in the stage 2. 

4.1.2 Architecture 

Figure 4.1.2.1 shows the Rel-10 architecture, it  includes the macro architecture although no direct connections exist 

between the macro and the femto architectures, all connections are via the core network.  

HNB GW
Security 

Gateway

HNB

HMS

Iu

HNB

Iurh

Iuh

Iuh

Uu

Uu

L-GW

L-GW

Gn/S5

Gn/S5
CN

RNCNode B

Uu
Iub

Iu

 

Figure 4.1.2.1: Rel-10 architecture 

Figure 4.1.2.2 shows the nodes and interfaces involved in the mobility. Th is shows that mobility to or from macro nodes 

is via the HNB-GW  and the Iu. All signalling flows fo r mobility are carried by these interfaces. As inter-gw mobility is 

not supported at Rel-10, then only a single HNB-GW is shown. 
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directly Iu connected to CN

source 

UTRAN 

node 

(macro)

target 

UTRAN 

node 

(macro)

source 

UTRAN 

node 

(HNB)

target 

UTRAN 

node 

(HNB)

HNB-GW 

Iu Iu

Iuh

Iuh

Iu

Iurh

 

Figure 4.1.2.2: Nodes and Interfaces involved in mobility 

4.1.3 Assumption Baseline 

The work up to Rel-10 has been on the basis of these assumptions: 

1. UMTS Macro cells do not support CSG 

2. A HNB serves a single cell 

3. Support for legacy UEs is required. (This may require proprietary methods for complete support) 

4. Minimize impact on existing macro nodes. 

5. No direct connectivity between HNB-GWs, only Intra-GW mobility considered. 

4.2 LTE 

4.2.1 Mobility Functions supported 

The enhancements studied in this document build on the existing functionalities provided up to Rel-10. These 

functionalities are listed here to form a baseline for the enhancements considered. 

Table 4.2.1.1 shows the mobility scenarios supported up to Rel-10 for HeNBs. 
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Table 4.2.1.1: Supported Mobility Functions.  

Mobility 
Type 

From>To Source 
O/H/C * 

Target 
O/H/C * 

Inter-
CSG 

Inter-
GW  

Stg 2 
ref + 

Notes 

S1 HO HeNB > Macro O, C, H N/A N/A N/A 10.5.2  
S1 HO Macro > HeNB N/A 

N/A 
O 
H,C 

N/A 
N/A 

N/A 
N/A 

22.3.3 
10.5.1 

 

S1 HO HeNB > HeNB O 
O 
H,C 
H 
C 

O 
H,C 
O 
H,C 
C,H 

N/A 
N/A 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

22.3.3 
10.5.1 
22.3.3 
10.5.1 
10.5.1 

 

X2 HO HeNB > HeNB O, H, C 
H 
C 

O 
H,C 
C,H 

N/A 
No 
No 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

22.3.3 
4.6.1 
4.6.1 

 

 

* O= open, H = Hybrid, C= closed. 

+ Stage 2 reference is TS 36.300 [4] 

4.2.2 Architecture 

Figure 4.2.2.1 shows the Rel-10 architecture, it  includes the macro architecture although no direct connections exist 

between the macro and the femto architectures, all connections are via the core network. 

eNB

MME / S-GW MME / S-GW

eNB

eNB

S
1

S
1

S
1

S
1

X2

X
2

X
2

E-UTRAN

HeNB HeNB

HeNB GW

S1 S1

S
1 S

1

HeNB

S
1S1 S
5

MME / S-GW

S
1

X2
X2

 

Figure 4.2.2.1: Rel-10 architecture  
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No GW involved 

MME

HeNBA HeNBB

S1-MMEBS1-MMEA

X2

 

One HeNB via GW, one via S1 

HeNB-

GW

MME

S1-MMEA

HeNBA HeNBB

S1-MMEB

S1-GWA

X2

  

Both HeNBs via different GWs 

HeNB-

GWA

MME

S1-MMEA

HeNBA HeNBB

HeNB-

GWB

S1-GWB

S1-MMEB

X2

 

Both HeNBs via the same GW 

HeNB-

GW

MME

S1-MME

HeNBA HeNBB

S1-GWBS1-GWA

X2

 

Figure 4.2.2.2: Handover Scenarios 
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HeNB 

GW

EPC

SeGW

HeNB

HeNB Mgmt 

System

S1-

MME

S1-U

S1-

MME

S1-U

HeNB

S1-

MME

S1-

MME

S1-U S1-U

X2

eNB

S1-U

S1-MME

 

Figure 4.2.2.3: HeNB Architecture 

4.2.3 Assumption Baseline 

The work up to Rel-10 has been on the basis of these assumptions: 

1. HeNBs are single cell 

2. No direct connectivity between HeNB-GWs, X2 based mobility (d irect connectivity) for intra - and inter-GW 

mobility scenarios supported. 

Note: Mobility from/to macro CSG will not be in the scope of the Study Item. 
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5 Use cases and Requirements for enhanced mobility 

5.1 UMTS 

5.1.1 Use cases 

Table 5.1.1.1 shows the mobility usecases considered for the SI based on these items derived from the WID[2].  
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Table 5.1.1.1: Mobility Enhancement Usecases for UMTS.  

Mobility 
Type 

From>To Source 
Type *  

Target 
Type *  

AC/MV 
needed 

Inter-
GW  

Priorit
y 

Notes 

HHO  Macro > HNB  O 
H 
C 

No 
Yes 
Yes 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

1 
1 
2 

 
 
 

HHO  HNB > Macro O 
H 
C 

 No 
No 
No 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

1 
1 
2 

 
 
 

SHO Macro > HNB  O 
H 
C 

No 
Yes 
Yes 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

3 
3 
3 

Priority because of performance 
issues 
 

SHO HN B > Macro  O 
C 
H 

 No 
No 
No 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

3 
3 
3 

Priority because of performance 
issues 

HHO  HNB > HNB O 
O 
C 
H 
O 
C 
H 
C 
H 
C 
H 

O 
C 
O 
H 
H 
C 
C  
H 
C 
H 
O 

No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 

Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 

 
 
 
Inter-CSG 
 
Inter CSG 
Inter CSG 
Inter CSG 
Intra CSG 
Intra CSG 

SHO  HNB > HNB O 
O 
C 
O 
H 
H 
C 
H 
C 
H 
C 

O 
C 
O 
H 
O 
H 
C 
C  
H 
C 
H 

No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

3 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 

 
 
 
 
 
Inter-CSG 
Inter CSG 
Intra CSG 
Intra CSG 
Inter CSG 
Inter CSG 

CELL_FA
CH, 
CELL_PC
H and 
URA_PCH 

Macro >  HNB  
 

O  
H  
C 

No 
Yes 
Yes 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

1 
1 
1 

 

CELL_FA
CH, 
CELL_PC
H and 
URA_PCH 

HNB > Macro O 
H 
C 

 No 
No 
No 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

1 
1 
1 

 

CELL_FA
CH, 
CELL_PC
H and 
URA_PCH 

HNB > HNB O 
H 
H 
C 
C 
H 
C 
O 
O 
H 
H 
C 
C 

O  
H  
C 
H  
C 
O 
O 
H  
C 
H  
C 
H  
C 

No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

 
Intra-CSG 
Intra-CSG 
Intra-CSG 
Intra-CSG 
 
 
 
 
Inter-CSG 
Inter-CSG 
Inter-CSG 
Inter-CSG 

*  O= open, H = Hybrid, C= closed.  

Notes: 

For all approved scenarios support for legacy UEs should be studied  

Unless specified in the table, all inter-GW scenarios are FFS (priority 3) 
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Priorit ies: 1, 2, 3; where 1 is the highest and 3 the lowest. 

5.2 LTE 

5.2.1 Use cases 

Table 5.2.1.1 shows the mobility usecases considered for the SI based on these items derived from the WID[2].  

Table 5.2.1.1 Mobility Enhancement Usecases for LTE.  

From>To Source 
Type*  

Target 
Type *  

AC/MV 
needed 

Priority Notes 

Macro > HeNB  O 
H 
C 

No 
Yes 
Yes 

1 
1 
2 

 
 
 

HeNB > Macro O 
H 
C 

 No 
No 
No 

1 
1 
2 

 
 
 

HeNB > HeNB O 
O 
H 
H 
C 
C 

H 
C 
H 
C 
C 
H 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

1 
2 
1 
3 
3 
3 

 
 
only applies to the case of inter-CSG. 
only applies to the case of inter-CSG 
only applies to the case of inter-CSG 
only applies to the case of inter-CSG 

* O= open, H = Hybrid, C= closed.  

Notes: 

Priorit ies: 1, 2, 3; where 1 is the highest and 3 is the lowest.  

6 Enhanced Mobility: description and analysis of the 
different architectural options 

6.1 UMTS architectural topics 

HNB-GW

Iurh

CN

IuA

HNBA RNCB

IuB

IuhA

Iur

 

Figure 6.1.1: Iur connection from RNC to HNB system via HNB GW. 
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A deployment scenario for the targeted macro-femto use cases above is depicted in Figure 1 for macro-femto RNS 

interaction. 

6.1.1 Enhanced Mobility in CELL_FACH, CELL_PCH and URA_PCH 

6.1.1.1 Problems to be solved. 

6.1.1.1.1 CELL_FACH mobility Support for CSG-capable UEs 

The Problem is identified in LS from RAN2 [13]: 

It is stated in the RAN2 specificat ions 25.304 and 25.367 that autonomous search used for cell reselection to 

CSG/Hybrid cells is applicab le in Idle Mode, CELL_PCH and URA_PCH states, but not CELL_FACH. This means 

that if a CSG/Hybrid cell is not included in the Neighbour Cell List (NCL), a CSG capable UE will not find the 

neighbour CSG/Hybrid cell in CELL_FACH state. However, if the CSG/Hybrid cell is included in NCL then the legacy 

measurement, search, and reselection criteria applies, and any UE can find the CSG/Hybrid cell.  

In the following sections the individual aspects related to the problems to solve in RAN2 for CELL_FACH mobility fo r 

CSG capable UEs are further refined.  

6.1.1.1.1.1 Detection and Search criteria for reselection in CELL_FACH 

In order to support CELL_FACH mobility to CSG cells, a UE with a CSG whitelist in CELL_FACH state needs to be 

able to detect CSG cells  which can be outside of the Neighbour Cell List and additionally whether the search is 

performed using the serving cell reselection Ssearch criteria or v ia UE autonomous search behaviour (as is done in Idle 

Mode, CELL_PCH and URA_PCH states). 

6.1.1.1.1.2 Measuring of inter-frequency CSG cells in CELL_FACH state 

For the intra-frequency reselection case and for the inter-frequency case when the UE has a 2
nd

 receiver, a UE can 

search, measure and read the SIB of CSG cells with no measurement occasions or gaps  required. 

For the inter-frequency case (when UE doesn’t have a 2
nd

 receiver), currently a UE is only required to measure up to 

two additional frequencies, and if more than two frequencies are specified in the NCL then a UE only has to mea sure 

the first two frequencies. 

The measuring in CELL_FACH is done either utilising DRX periods or FACH measurement occasions (depending 

upon the UE capability).  

The CSG cells may not be included in the NCL, and additionally may use different frequencies than cells listed in the 

NCL. Therefore for measuring CSG cells in CELL_FACH state a UE may need to measure on th e dedicated CSG 

frequency(ies). 

The first problem identified is whether the UE needs to be able to read more than two additional frequencies in order to 

measure CSG cells or prioritise the frequencies to include the CSG dedicated frequencies. And the second problem 

identified, which is dependant upon the first problem, is whether there is any impact on the FACH measurement 

occasions or DRX periods. 

6.1.1.1.1.3 System Information Block reading of target CSG cell(s) in CELL_FACH state  

In order to determine whether a UE is allowed to reselect to a CSG cell, a UE would need to read the system 

informat ion and compare it with the UEs CSG whitelist.  

Whilst for an intra -frequency CSG cell the UE should be able to read the SIB of the CSG cell, for an inter-frequency 

CSG cell the UE would need to use DRX gaps or FACH measurement occasions (depending on the UE capability and 

when the UE doesn’t have a 2
nd

 receiver). Due to the SIB scheduling of the CSG cells, the DRX or FACH measurement 

occasions patterns may not be sufficient for a UE to be able to read the whole SIB informat ion for sometime.  

6.1.1.1.2 Target HNB acquiring the UE context from the source HNB. 

In macro networks the UE context is acquired from the source RNC by the RNC managing the reselected cell by 

reference to the UE’s U-RNTI. For HNB systems (pre Rel-11) U-RNTI assignment is managed independently by each 
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HNB and hence it is not possible for the HNB or HNB-GW  to determine the source cell (HNB) using the UE’s U-

RNTI. 

6.1.1.1.3 Support for mixed HNB releases. 

When the HNB-GW is upgraded to Rel-11, it is possible that some HNBs connecting to the HNB-GW  are still pre-Rel-

11. If a central U-RNTI management is agreed in Rel-11, the U-RNTI is unique in all Rel-11 HNBs under a given 

HNB-GW. However since in pre -Rel-11 HNBs U-RNTIs are managed independently by each HNB, the uniqueness of 

U-RNTI within the HNB-GW  cannot be guaranteed. In case a U-RNTI was assigned in an uncoordinated manner by 

pre-Rel-11 HNB, then Rel-11 HNB needs to recognise that this U-RNTI was assigned uncoordinated and no attempt 

should be made to retrieve the UE context.  

6.1.1.2 Possible solutions 

6.1.1.2.1 CELL_FACH mobility Support for CSG-capable UEs 

6.1.1.2.1.1 Detection and Search criteria for reselection in CELL_FACH 

Solution A1: Same search criteria as Idle and PCH 

In order to detect a CSG cell, a  UE with a CSG whitelist in CELL_FACH state should be able to detect CSG cells from 

the “CSG PSC Split Informat ion” IE and  “Dedicated CSG frequency List” IE.  

When reselecting in CELL_FACH state to CSG cells, a similar search criteria applies as is used for Idle and PCH states. 

- The UE autonomous search function shall be used by a UE in CELL_FACH for reselection to CSG cells on the 

same frequency as the source cell, when the CSG cell detected is suitable, and according to the reselection rules 

where the CSG cell is the highest ranked (using the cell reselection criteria).  

- The UE search function shall be used by a UE in CELL_FACH for reselection to CSG cells on a different 

frequency to the source cell, when the CSG cell detected is the strongest cell, irrespective of the cell reselection 

rules. 

Solution A2: UE's NCL for re -selection can be changed on a per UE basis in CELL_FACH 

Network can change the NCL of the UE used for Cell re -selection via dedicated messages. This can be done after 

indication of proximity from the UE or triggered by the network.  

6.1.1.2.1.2 Measuring of inter-frequency CSG cells in CELL_FACH state 

Solution B1: CS G frequencies are included in additional 2 frequencies. 

For measuring CSG cells in CELL_FACH state a UE would need to measure on the dedicated CSG frequency(ies). UE 

could measure first on the dedicated CSG frequency(ies) and then additional frequencies (listed in the system 

informat ion block type 11/11bis/12). St ill keeping the maximum of 2 addit ional frequencies. 

Solution B2: UE measures on more than 2 additional  frequencies  

Variant B2a: More FACH measurement periods are assigned. 

For measuring CSG cells in CELL_FACH state a UE would need to measure on the dedicated CSG frequency(ies). 

This would be in addit ion to the requirement that a UE is only required to measure on two frequencies . 

If a UE is required to measure more than 2 addit ional frequencies and UE requires measurement occasions to 

perform the measurements in CELL_FACH, the UE is assigned more inter-frequency FACH measurement 

occasions.  

If a UE is required to measure more than 2 addit ional frequencies and HS-DSCH discontinuous reception is 

ongoing, the UE could be assigned more DRX periods. 

Allowing more measurement periods has the effect of needing to schedule the UE for more gaps for all FACH 

measurements, therefore some reduction in throughput would be expected in legacy UEs. 

Variant B2b: Additional set of FACH measurement periods are assigned.  
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If a UE is required to measure more than 2 addit ional frequencies and UE requires measurement occasions to 

perform the measurements in CELL_FACH, the UE is assigned an additional set of inter-frequency FACH 

measurement occasions for measuring CSG cells. 

If a UE is required to measure more than 2 addit ional frequencies and HS-DSCH discontinuous reception is 

ongoing, the UE could be assigned an additional set of DRX periods. 

The second measurement period would only be used by UE supporting it and therefore not affecting any legacy UEs 

behaviour. 

Variant B2c: UE uses autonomous gaps  

UE uses autonomous gaps to measure more than 2 addit ional frequencies, where these frequencies are the dedicated 

CSG frequency(ies). 

 

Solution B3: UE measures CSG cells in 2
nd

 DRX 

In the release 11 further enhancements for CELL_FACH Work Item, a 2
nd

 and longer DRX cycle in CELL_FACH will 

be defined (details are FFS). This longer DRX cycle could be equivalent to that specified in Idle modes and PCH states, 

therefore the same autonomous measurement behaviour can be used by the UE for reselection to CSG cells  in 

CELL_FACH as already specified for Idle Mode, CELL_PCH and URA_PCH states . A combination of the 1
st

 and 2
nd

 

DRX could be sufficient to read the system informat ion. 

6.1.1.2.1.3 System Information Block reading of target CSG cell(s) in CELL_FACH state  

Solution C1: UE doesn’t need to read S IB before reselecting to previously visited CS G cell. Instead relying on 

fingerprint. 

For a prev iously visited member cell the UE will have a whitelist entry for the cell, and a set of informat ion pertaining 

to the CSG cell that would allow the UE to send a proximity indicat ion in CELL_DCH. It is expected that a UE wi ll 

know that it near a member CSG cell and therefore recognize from measurements fingerprint the member CSG cell in 

which case it may not need to read the SIB informat ion before reselecting, but rather reselects, then reads the SIB (as a 

final check on the membership) before sending the CELL UPDATE message (if allowed). 

Solution C2: UE reads S I in 2
nd

 DRX 

As per solution B3 above a UE uses the 2
nd

 DRX also for reading the SI of a CSG cell to determine whether UE is 

allowed to reselect. 

Solution C3: If FACH measurement occasions or DRX period is not long enough to perform SI, NW can 

reconfigure UE to suitable state or provide longer DRX 

UE indicates CSG measurement results in a Cell Update message (without SI reading results). The network can then 

decide whether to perform redirection, or to move the UE to a more suitable state, or to provide a longer DRX period in 

order that the UE can perform SI read ing and membership check.  

Solution C4: UE uses autonomous search 

UE reads the neighboring SIBs as done in CELL_PCH or Idle . 

Solution C5: UE uses autonomous gaps  

UE uses autonomous gaps to read the system in formation of inter-frequency CSG cell.  

6.1.1.2.1.4 Common Solution 

The above set of solutions allow for the reselection in CELL_FACH. There is another option wh ereby the UE reports a 

proximity indication (or type of proximity indication) in CELL_FACH  when in the vicinity of a previously visited 

member CSG cells. The network could then move the UE into an appropriate state to perform the search, measurements 

and System Informat ion reading/acquisition. In Idle/PCH this would be CSG reselection as per REL-8 or CSG mobility 

in CELL_DCH state as per REL-9. 
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6.1.1.2.2 Target acquiring UE context from the source HNB 

The solutions listed below do not consider access control/membership aspect that would be necessary in case of Inter –

CSG mobility since access control/membership aspect are discussed within the scope of mobility in CELL DCH state. It 

is assumed that the framework for access control/membership aspect agreed fo r Cell DCH Mobility would be adopted 

for CELL FACH mobility scenario also.  

Solution 1:Assignment of U-RNTIs by the HNB-GW. 

Variant 1a: U-RNTI Reassignment during UE Registration 

When a UE first connects to a HNB, the HNB retrieves a unique U-RNTI from the HNB-GW for the UE. This therefore 

would provide a single, central p lace to allocate U-RNTIs, and hence in theory this could provide a guarantee that each 

U-RNTI allocated is unique across all HNBs reg istered with that HNB-GW, provided that all HNBs support that 

functionality.  A similar scheme, maintains the HNB as the “allocator” of the UE’s U-RNTI, but with a variation and 

involves enhancement of the HNBAP UE REGISTRATION procedure to allow the HNB to inform the HNB-GW about 

the U-RNTI(s) assigned to the UE. The HNB-GW  is then able to respond with different U-RNTI(s) in case these values 

are already in use by another HNB registered with that HNB-GW. In case the U-RNTI value(s) suggested by the HNB 

are not accepted by the HNB-GW, the HNB performs the RRC RECONFIGURATION procedure towards the UE. 

Such a scheme should allow a THNB to query the SHNB from the HNB-GW using the UE’s U-RNTI. 

UE S HNB T HNB HNB GW

2. RRC Cell/URA Update

3. HNBAP UE Signalling Transfer

(U-RNTI, Cell Update)

5. HNBAP UE Signalling Transfer

(U-RNTI, Cell Update)

6. RNA:CONNECT(RNSAP Enhanced 

Relocation Request)

9. RRC: Cell Update Confirm

Ongoing PS Session in Cell FACH State

4.1. Lookup the Context ID based on URNTI

4.2. Determine the HNB where the UE is 

Registered currently.

4.3. Route the HNBAP UE Signalling 

Transfer Message towards the appropriate 

HNB.

1. UE Reselects the Target 

HNB

8. RNA DIRECT TRANSFER (RNSAP 

Relocation Commit)

11. Followed by Steps 7, 8, 9 of TS 25.467 Figure 5.7.2.1-1. HNB to HNB Handover via Iurh interface – UE involved 

7. RNA:DIRECT TRANSFER(RNSAP 

Enhanced Relocation Response)

10. UTRAN Mobility Information Confirm

 

Figure 6.1.1.2.2.1: Intra HNB GW Intra CSG Mobility in CELL FACH state U-RNTI Management 

The description of the procedure assumes the following: 

 UE-1 has one or more active PS session on source HNB but has moved to the CELL_FACH state  

 The UE is able to find CSG/Hybrid cell assuming that CSG/Hybrid cell is configured in the NCL as 

already clarified by RAN2[14]. In case CSG/Hybrid cell is not configured in the NCL, autonomous 

search function in CELL FACH state is FFS (based on the RAN2 work).  

 

1. UE re-selects to Target HNB while in the CELL_FACH state. 

2. UE sends a Cell Update message to Target HNB including the U-RNTI assigned to the UE by Source HNB. 
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3. The Target HNB sends HNBAP UE Signalling Transfer message to the HNB-GW including the U-RNTI value 

and the received Cell Update message. U-RNTI is included as a separate IE to prevent the need for HNB-GW to 

decode the Cell Update message to know the U-RNTI. 

4. The HNB-GW looks up the UE's Context based on the U-RNTI value and determines that the UE is currently 

registered on Source HNB. In case, the target HNB belongs to different CSG than the source HNB, access 

control of the UE is FFS. 

5. The HNB-GW sends to the Source HNB the HNBAP UE Signalling Transfer for that UE with Cell Update 

message. HNB-GW shall include Context ID as the Routing Information. HNB-GW shall also send target RNC-

Id and target Cell-Identity informat ion to the Source HNB to enable Source HNB to encode RANAP Relocation 

Required message. 

6. The Source HNB decides to relocate the UE to the Target HNB. The Source HNB sends an RNA: CONNECT 

message containing an RNSAP: ENHANCED RELOCATION REQUEST message to the Target HNB to 

prepare the Target HNB for relocation. 

7. The Target HNB sends an RNA:DIRECT TRANSFER message containing an RNSAP:ENHANCED 

RELOCATION RESPONSE message back to the Source HNB.  

8. The Source HNB may send RNA: DIRECT TRANSFER message containing an RNSAP: RELOCATION 

COMMIT message, to commit the relocation preparation on the Target HNB.  

9. Target HNB sends UE e.g. RRC Cell Update Confirm message to inform the new S-RNTI for the UE. 

10. Target RNC receives the UTRAN Mobility Information Confirm from the UE. 

11. The rest of the relocation procedure continues as in the Steps 7, 8, 9 of TS 25.467 Figure 5.7.2.1 -1. 

CELL_FACH Mobility handing involving Macro RNC cell (HNB to Macro or Macro to HNB) is based on the 

following assumptions: 

(a) RNSAP messages can be exchanged between Macro RNC and HNB by means of an Iur interface between Macro 

RNC and HNB-GW ).  

(b) Target HNB would be ab le distinguish between HNB to HNB and Macro to HNB mobility by looking at the 

SRNC ID part of the U-RNTI.  

 

With the above assumption, 

- HNB to Macro CELL FACH Mobility would be handled according to Figure 6.1.1.2.2.3  

- Macro to HNB CELL FACH Mobility would be handled according to Figure 6.1.1.2.2.4  

 

Variant 1b: U-RNTI Range Assignment during HNB Registration  

The HNB reports the capability or a U-RNTI range request to the HNB-GW by sending the HNB REGISTER 

REQUEST message. The HNB-GW can assign the size of the U-RNTI range according to the capability or the U-RNTI 

range request of HNBs. E.g. an enterprise HNB can support 16 concurrent users, the HNB-GW can assign 24 or 32 U-

RNTIs for this HNB. During the HNB CONFIGURATION TRANSFER, this range can be exchanged between HNBs if 

there is a possible Iurh connection. When a UE in CELL_FACH/CELL_PCH/URA_PCH reselects to the  target HNB, 

the target HNB can know the source HNB via the U-RNTI directly without any extra signalling via the HNB-GW. The 

current signalling for existing mobility procedures  are preserved. 

For mobility between HNBs with the Iurh connection, the HNB can get the U-RNTI range of the other HNBs via the 

HNB CONFIGURATION TRANSFER via the HNB-GW. The target can identify the source by the U-RNTI in the 

CELL UPDATE message without asking the HNB-GW. 
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Target 
HNB

HNB-GW
Source

HNB
UE

1. RRC Cell Update( 
Cause, URNTI….)

3. UPLINK SIGNALLING TRANSFER INDICATION (CELL UPDATE)

2. THNB identify the 

source HNB via URNTI 

based on the URNTI 

range of source HNB

5. RRC Cell Update Confirm

6. UTRAN Mobility Information Confirm

1. HNB Register 
Request (HNB capacity)

2. HNB Registration Accept 
(URNTI Range)

1'. HNB Regisrer 
Request(HNB capacity)

2'. HNB Registration 
Accept (URNTI Range)

3'. HNB Configuration Transfer 
Request ( Target  HNB)

4'. HNB Configuration Transfer 
Response (URNTI Range of Target)

3. HNB Configuration Transfer 
Request ( Source HNB)

4. HNB Configuration Transfer 
Response (URNTI Range of Source)

4. TS 25.467 Figure 5.7.2.1-1. HNB to HNB Handover via Iurh interface – UE involved

 

Figure 6.1.1.2.2.2: Example Procedures for U-RNTI Range Assignment during HNB Registration  

1. The HNB sends the HNB Register Request to the HNB-GW with the capacity of the HNB. 

2. The HNB-GW response HNB Register Accept to the HNB with a range of U-RNTI for the HNB. 

3. The HNB requests the configuration of the Target HNB(s) by sending HNBAP HNB Configuration Transfer 

Request to the HNB-GW . 
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4. The HNB-GW response the range of U-RNTI for the target HNBs with other parameters. 

At some point later the UE reselects to the THNB as follows.  

1. The UE sends Cell Update to a HNB with Cause = Cell Reselection. 

2. The target HNB identify the source HNB based on the range information of the neighbour HNBs.  

3. The target HNB includes the Cell UPDATE in the Uplink Signalling Transfer Indication message t o the source 

HNB v ia Iurh. 

4. A relocation is triggered to relocate the UE context from the source to the target HNB.  

5. The target HNB then confirms the Cell Update to the UE 

6. The UE responds with a UTRAN Mobility Information Complete. 

The following two figures show the example procedures to support the CELL_FACH mobility between Macro and 

HNB 

Cell update from HNB to macro cell 

Target 
macro cell 

HNB-GW Source
HNB

UE

1. RRC Cell Update( 
Cause, URNTI….)

3. UPLINK SIGNALLING 
TRANSFER INDICATION (S-

RNTI,CELL UPDATE)

2. identify the source 

RNC  via URNTI 

5. RRC Cell Update Confirm

6. UTRAN Mobility 
Information Confirm

6. Enhanced SRNS Relocation Procedure as defined in TS 25.413 and TS 25.423

4.  identify the source 

HNB via S-RNTI based 

on the URNTI range

5. UPLINK SIGNALLING TRANSFER 
INDICATION (CELL UPDATE)

 

Figure 6.1.1.2.2.3: Example Procedures for cell update from HNB to macro cell 

Cell update from macro cell to HNB 
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Target 
HNB  

HNB-GW

Source 
macro 

cell
UE

1. RRC Cell Update( 
Cause, URNTI….)

3. UPLINK SIGNALLING 
TRANSFER INDICATION (U-

RNTI,CELL UPDATE)

2. identify the source 

RNC  via URNTI 

5. RRC Cell Update Confirm

6. UTRAN Mobility 
Information Confirm

6.  Enhanced SRNS Relocation Procedure as defined in TS 25.413 and TS 25.423

4.  identify the source 

RNC via U-RNTI

5. UPLINK SIGNALLING TRANSFER 
INDICATION (CELL UPDATE)

 

Figure 6.1.1.2.2.4: Example Procedures for cell update from macro cell to HNB 

The only difference comparing to the mobility between HNBs is that in the step 4, the HNB -GW identifies the source 

by the U-RNTI comprising RNC ID and S-RNTI. 

Variant 1c U-RNTI Management by HNB-GW 

During the HNB-Registration process the HNB-GW provides a list of U-RNTI values (or a U-RNTI value plus a range 

of subsequent values) available for exclusive usage by the HNB. An HNB may indicate during HNB Registration the 

number of requested U-RNTI values. Reason being that the number of UEs HNBs are able to support might be 

different, or the number of U-RNTIs a HNB has to assign might depend on the HNBs role within the femto network 

(e.g. HNBs located close to the entrances of an enterprise or mall area). The U-RNTI once assigned by an HNB is not 

changed until the UE leaves the coverage area of the HNBs connected to the same HNB-GW, e.g. when handed over to 

a macro NB/RNC. 

The following procedures are described in the next section showing applications of such a centrally managed U-RNTI 

assignment scheme: 

- HNB and UE registration in section below 

- UE mobility: 

- Cell Update to a second HNB, in ‘UE Mobility: Cell Update to HNB#2’  

- HO from a first to a second HNB fo llowed by Cell Update to a Macro NB, in Section ‘UE mobility: HO from 

HNB#1 to HNB#2 followed by Cell-update to macro NB’.  

HNB registration and UE registration 

The message flow depicted below shows one possibility for U-RNTI management by the HNB-GW not introducing 

additional delays in UE REGISTRATION procedure.  
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HNBUE HNB-GW CN

5) RRC Connection setup complete

4) RRC Connection Setup (U-RNTI) 

3) RRC Connection request

6) UE REGISTRATION REQ (U-RNTI)

7) UE REGISTRATION ACK (opt: list of U-RNTIs)

...

1) HNB REGISTRATION REQ 

(optional: number of requested U-RNTIs)

2) HNB REGISTRATION 

ACK (initial list of U-RNTIs)

 

Figure 6.1.1.2.2.5: U-RNTI coordination at the HNB-GW 

1) HNB sends HNB REGISTRATION REQUEST to HNB-GW , optionally indicating the number of U-RNTI 

values it want to get assigned. 

2) HNB-GW accepts the HNB REGISTRATION and additionally provides a list of U -RNTI values the HNB may 

assign to UEs. 

- The HNB-GW, when granting a given set of U-RNTI values to a requesting HNB, marks those U-RNTI 

values as being assigned to this HNB. 

3) UE sends RRC Connection Request. 

4) In answering with RRC Connection Setup the HNB assigns a currently unallocated U-RNTI value out of the list 

of U-RNTI values previously received from the HNB-GW . 

5) RRC connection setup is  completed. 

6) HNB needs to register the newly attached UE with the HNB-GW  and the HNB-GW is informed about the 

assigned U-RNTI being now in use by the HNB performing the UE Registration. The HNB may optionally 

indicate the need for more U-RNTIs for future assignment. 

7) HNB-GW accepts the registration and optionally, if the number of U-RNTI values still available at the HNB is 

below a min imum, it includes a new set of U-RNTI values to the HNB. 

- The HNB-GW when accepting the UE registration marks the U-RNTI value indicated in the UE 

REGISTRATION REQUEST message as “assigned to UE” and additionally stores the information where to 

retrieve the corresponding UE context. As long as the UE is not handed-over to another HNB, the 

informat ion about the HNB that was  initially assigned the U-RNTI and the HNB where to retrieve the UE 

context are identical. 

UE mobility: Cell Update to HNB#2 

The message flow g iven below provides details of how the UE context is retrieved based on the U-RNTI contained in 

the CELL UPDATE message. 
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HNB#1UE „a“ HNB#2 HNB-GW

3. UE moves from CELL_DCH state to e.g. CELL_FACH

4) RRC Cell Update (U-RNTI)

6a) pass U-RNTI to HNB-GW

6b) UE context request for U-RNTI

5a) pass U-RNTI to HNB-GWdetermine the node holding 

the UE context 

Method 1 5b) context stored at HNB#1
5c) RNSAP: 

UL Signalling Transfer 

(Cell Update)

determine the node holding 

the UE Context

Method 2

7)  TS 25.467 Figure 5.7.2.1-1. HNB to HNB Handover via Iurh interface – UE involved

1. HNB#1 and HNB#2 provided with U-RNTIs at HNB Registration

2. UE connects to HNB#1. HNB#1 performs UE Registration with HNB-GW

 

Figure 6.1.1.2.2.6: U-RNTI coordination at the HNB-GW: Cell Update to other HNB 

1) HNB#1 and HNB#2 register with the HNB-GW, being provided with U-RNTIs. 

2) The UE connects to HNB#1, which reg isters the UE with the HNB-GW, which is informed about the U-RNTI 

“in use” at HNB#1.  

3) The UE changes from CELL_DCH state to e.g. CELL_FACH state and due to physical movement, it d iscovers 

another acceptable HNB cell.  

4) UE performs Cell Update procedure and presents the previously assigned U-RNTI to the selected HNB. 

- The receiving HNB needs to query the HNB-GW about the HNB that is known to currently host the UE 

context. 

There are two possibilities to request for the HNB holding the UE context  denoted by the indicated U-RNTI. Either: 

5a/5b) Request the HNB-ID from the HNB-GW, hold ing the UE context denoted by the received U-RNTI. 

- The HNB-GW, when retrieving the request about the HNB last serving the UE, stores the identity of the 

requesting HNB as the “next serving” HNB.  

5c) Like in between macro RNCs, the RRC Cell Update is forwarded to HNB#1via RNSAP means. 

or: 

6a/b) The RRC Cell Update is forwarded to HNB#1 v ia the HNB-GW by HNBAP means. As after step 5b, the 

HNB-GW memorizes the fact that the UE context denoted by the U-RNTI is being transferred to HNB#2 

7) The receiving HNB, triggers RNSAP relocation. Upon HNBAP Relocation Complete the UE context  can be 

regarded as being successfully transferred to HNB#2.  

UE mobility: HO from HNB#1 to HNB#2 followed by Cell-update to macro NB 

The message flow g iven below provides details how to keep the informat ion about the “last” serving HNB up to date in 

the HNB-GW . This is considered key for scenarios, where a UE first is handed-over to an HNB of e.g. in case of 

enterprise or mall scenario and then in turn is handed over to a series of other HNBs, before the UE state changes from 

CELL-DCH to any other non-CELL_DCH state. 
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HNB#1UE „a“ HNB#2 HNB-GW RNC

5) RNSAP: 

UL Signalling Transfer

(S-RNTI, Cell Update)
6) RNSAP:

UL Signalling Transfer

(U-RNTI, Cell Update)

4) RRC Cell Update (U-RNTI)

7) Enhanced SRNS Relocation Procedure as defined in TS 25.413 and TS 25.423

3. UE moves from CELL_DCH state to e.g. CELL_FACH and 
performs cell update with HNB#2. UE context is now witin HNB#2

1. HNB#1 and HNB#2 provided with U-RNTIs at HNB Registration

2. UE connects to HNB#1. HNB#1 performs UE Registration with HNB-GW

8. RRC Cell Update Confirm

9. UTRAN Mobility Information Confirm

 

Figure 6.1.1.2.2.7: U-RNTI coordination at the HNB-GW: HO followed by Cell Update to macro NB 

1) HNB#1 and HNB#2 register with the HNB-GW, which in turn provides U-RNTIs for being assigned to UEs. 

2) The UE connects to HNB#1, the HNB-GW marks the U-RNTI as being “in use” in HNB#1.  

3) The UE, in e.g. CELL_FACH, moves to HNB#2 and the HNB-GW is informed about the U-RNTI “in use” in 

HNB#2. 

4) The UE performs Cell Update procedure and presents the U-RNTI assigned originally by HNB#1 to the RNC 

controlling the selected cell.  

- Based on the RNC-ID which is part of the U-RNTI the receiving RNC is starting RNSAP procedure towards 

the HNB-GW . 

5) The received U-RNTI is passed to the HNB-GW  via RNSAP Uplink Signalling Transfer Indicat ion. 

- The HNB-GW, when retrieving the information about the last serving HNB, stores the identity of the 

requesting RNC as “next” serving node. 

6) The HNB-GW relays the RNSAP Uplink Signalling Transfer to the serving HNB#2. 

7) The HNB#2 triggers an Enhanced Relocation procedure, during which the U -RNTI will be released from being 

in use, hence being “freed” for fu rther usage. 

8) The target RNC then confirms the Cell Update to the UE. 

9) The UE responds with a UTRAN Mobility Information Complete. 

Variant 1d U-RNTI Management by HNB-GW – U-RNTI modification 

This solution is an evolution of what we proposed with Solution 1c. While the registration procedure would remain the 

same of 1c (i.e., containing the U-RNTI range allocation by the HNB-GW  to the HNB), the Cell Update HNB to HNB 

and HNB to macro have been updated. 

The main difference with Solution 1c consists in the U-RNTI being modified every time the UE leaves the coverage 

area of an HNB and attaches to another HNB connected to the same HNB-GW , e.g. when handed over to a macro 

NB/RNC (while, in 1c, the U-RNTI remained the same as long as the UE did not leave the HNB-GW coverage area). 

Cell update from HNB1 to HBN2 

Figure 6.1.2.2.8 describes the HNB to HNB cell update procedure for Solution 1d. Changes with respect to Solution 1c 

are marked in bold red: 
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- Message 4b): Not ice that now, after the UE sends the Cell Update message and presents the previously assigned 

U-RNTI to the target HNB, the target HNB assigns now a new U-RNTI and sends it to the UE within the RRC 

Cell Update Confirm message. 

- Message 5a)/6a): Not ice that the target HNB, knowing the previously assigned U-RNTI, will still use it to 

indicate to the HNB-GW to retrieve UE context from the proper source HNB.  

HNB#1UE „a“ HNB#2 HNB-GW

3. UE moves from CELL_DCH state to e.g. CELL_FACH

4a) RRC Cell Update (HNB#1 U-RNTI)

6a) pass HNB#1 U-RNTI

to HNB-GW

6b) UE context request for U-RNTI

5a) pass HNB#1U-RNTI

to HNB-GW

determine the node holding 

the UE context 

Method 1
5b) context stored at HNB#15c) RNSAP: 

UL Signalling Transfer 

(Cell Update)

determine the node holding 

the UE Context

Method 2

7)  TS 25.467 Figure 5.7.2.1-1. HNB to HNB Handover via Iurh interface – UE involved

1. HNB#1 and HNB#2 provided with U-RNTIs at HNB Registration

2. UE connects to HNB#1. HNB#1 performs UE Registration with HNB-GW, HNB#1 U-RNTI assigned

4b) RRC Cell Update Confirm (HNB#2 U-RNTI)

 

Figure 6.1.1.2.2.8: Solution 1d, Cell Update to other HNB 

Cell update from HNB1 to Macro 

Similarly to the HNB to HNB cell update, also for the HNB to macro cell update the UE will be assigned a new U-

RNTI by the RNC once it leaves the HNB-GW coverage area. Figure 6.1.1.2.2.9 reports the message flow and in bold 

red are marked the difference with the equivalent procedure of Solution 1c.  

 

HNB#1UE „a“ HNB#2 HNB-GW RNC

5) RNSAP: 

UL Signalling Transfer

(S-RNTI, Cell Update)

6) RNSAP:

UL Signalling Transfer

(U-RNTI, Cell Update)

4a) RRC Cell Update (U-RNTI)

7) Enhanced SRNS Relocation Procedure as defined in TS 25.413 and TS 25.423

3. UE moves from CELL_DCH state to e.g. CELL_FACH and 
performs cell update with HNB#2. UE context transferred to 

HNB#2. UE also assigned new U-RNTI from HNB#2

1. HNB#1 and HNB#2 provided with U-RNTIs at HNB Registration

2. UE connects to HNB#1. HNB#1 performs UE Registration with HNB-GW

8. RRC Cell Update Confirm

9. UTRAN Mobility Information Confirm

4b) RRC Cell Update Confirmation (RNC U-RNTI)

 

Figure 6.1.1.2.2.9: Solution 1d, Cell Update towards macro HNB 
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Variant 1e S-RNTI prefix based solution 

U-RNTI is formed by a 12 b it long RNC-ID fo llowed by a 20 b it long S-RNTI. 

The first n bits of the S-RNTI can carry a unique Identifier to identify the HNB within a specific area (in terms of 

macro-cell). We will call such first n bits S-RNTI-prefix and it will occupy a flexible  space in the 20 bit long S-RNTI, 

up to, e.g.   9 bits. This would imply that we assume a maximum number of HNBs under the HNB-GW of 512 (i.e., 

2^9) and at maximum number o f S-RNTIs needed per every HNB equal to 2048 (i.e. 2^11). 

These S-RNTI prefixes are assigned by the HNB-GW in a unique way to every HNB under its control. In order to 

maximize the reuse of U-RNTI, the solution can take into account information such like the macro-cell identifier in 

HNB-Registration message. 

The HNB-GW shall assign the S-RNTI Prefix for this HNB considering the uniqueness of the Prefix within the best -

macro-cell area and optionally the HNB capacity. 

Note: the description of solution 1e includes a basic and an optimized version. The optimized version takes into account 

macro-cell identifiers and HNB capacities. This guarantees a maximum reuse of U -RNTIs. However, in case o f 

scenarios in which the optimized version of the solution turns out to be too complex or fails to find a feasible S -RNTI 

assignment, it can always fall back to the basic version of the solution that works without any macro -cell 

identifiers/HNB capabilities. 

HNB Registration 

The HNB-GW should take care of assigning the unique S-RNTI-prefix within the macro-cell area and may consider the 

HNB capacity. 

Figure 6.1.1.2.2.10 depicts the message flow for the S-RNTI prefixes assignment by the HNB-GW during HNB 

Registration. Notice that Figure reports also the steps necessary for additional mapping allowing S -RNTI prefixes reuse. 

4. HNB Registration Accept 

(S-RNTI-prefix, <TNL-IP, 

S-RNTI-prefix of neighbors>)

HNB HNB-GW
1. HNB Registration Request 

(optional: HNB Neighbors, Macro 

Neighbors (top 4))

5. HNB-GW maintains the <S-RNTI-prefix, 

HNB-Cell ID> mapping and the 

corresponding Area details

2. HNB-GW Allocates S-RNTI Prefix to 

HNB. HNB-GW can use the macro-cell 

information to uniquely assign the S-RNTI 

prefix corresponds to set of macro-cells or 

an geo-area.

If macro-cell info is not available, HNB-GW 

may use the geo-coordinates of the HNB 

provisioned via OAM for this purpose.

 

Figure 6.1.1.2.2.10: Solution 1e, S-RNTI prefixes assignment at HNB registration  

Cell update HNB to HNB  

In case of femto to femto mobility, the HNBAP HNB Configuration Transfer will also provide the S-RNTI prefix along 

with other IP-Address details of the neighbour HNB. 

Note: In order to support URA_PCH, the HNB -GW should also consider the uniqueness of prefix within the HNBs of 

same URA/overlapping URAs and, in addition, consider uniqueness if HNBs share the same macro cell coverage. With 

such solution, even though the URA Update is received after the UE moves across multiple HNBs or towards a macro 

cell, the source can be identified based on the prefix. 
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The target HNB obtains the S-RNTI prefix from the first n bits of the S-RNTI parto of  U-RNTI included in the Cell 

Update message. At this point, the target HNB can retrieve the context by routing the message to wards the proper 

source HNB(see Steps 3 and 4 of Figure 6.1.1.2.2.11). 

Note: If the Reselection is Inter-CSG, the Target HNB will have to trigger an Access Control procedure towards the 

CN. 

Figure 6.1.1.2.2.11 below reports the message flow in case of CELL_FACH mobility across HNBs. 

UE

1. RRC: Connection Setup

U-RNTI: GW-RNC-ID + HNB S-RNTI-prefix 

+ locally generated bits

2. RRC: Cell Update (U-RNTI)

HNB1 HNB2

3. HNB2 finds the right Iurh neighbor 

for the S-RNTI-prefix value received 

in the U-RNTI.

4. HNB2 triggers the context transfer 

from HNB1 (source HNB)

5. Context transfer

6. RRC: Cell Update Confirm 

(New U-RTNI: GW-RNC-ID + S-RNTI-prefix (HNB2) + Locally generate bits)

 

Figure 6.1.1.2.2.11: Solution 1e, Cell Update towards other HNB 

Notice that, in case there is no Iurh interface instance previously established between the target HNB and the source 

HNB, the target HNB can ask to establish it via the HNB-GW . Such case is described in Figure 6.1.1.2.2.11b.  

Note: Alternatively the configuration transfer could include S-RNTI prefix info of all enterprise neighbours instead of 

only the HNB reported neighbours. This will allow the HNB to route directly based on prefix for all deployed HNBs, 

instead of querying the HNB-GW at the time of forwarding the Cell-FACH message, and the message flow in Figure 

6.1.1.2.2.11b would not be executed. 

UE

4: HNB2 passes the U-RNTI to the HNB-GW

HNB1 HNB-GW HNB2

1. RRC: Connection Setup

U-RNTI: GW-RNC-ID + HNB S-RNTI-prefix 

+ locally generated bits
2. RRC: Cell Update (U-RNTI)

7. Context Transfer

7. Cell Update Confirm

3. HNB2 detects the UE is 

coming from an HNB not in its 

list of neighbors. But, from the 

RNC-ID in the U-RNTI, it detects 

the UE comes from an HNB 

under the HNB-GW 

5: HNB-GW provides HNB1's Cell Identity

6. Establishment of Iurh i/f instance between HNB1 and HNB2

 

Figure 6.1.1.2.2.11b: Solution 1e, Cell Update towards other HNB with whom no Iurh interface 

instance was previously established  

Cell update HNB to Macro 

Finally, in case of femto to macro mobility, if the Cell Update message contains S-RNTI corresponding to the HNB-

GW , then the Iurh message which forwards the Cell Update from the RNC to the HNB-GW  should also include the 
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macro-cell-id from which the cell-update is received. The HNB-GW will then use the S-RNTI-prefix (first n bits of the 

S-RNTI part o f the U-RNTI included in the Cell Update message from the RNC) and the macro-cell-id to find the 

proper source HNB to route the message to. At this point the source HNB and the (target) RNC can exchange the UE 

Context by means of the SRNS Relocation procedure. 

The procedure then ends with the RNC sending a Cell Update Confirm to the UE. 

Note: In order to support URA_PCH, the S-RNTI prefix uniqueness needs to consider multiple macro-cells under the 

same URA/overlapping URAs. The mapping between macro cells and their URAs is done via OAM configuration. 

The message flow of the femto to macro CELL_FACH mobility scenario for solution 1d is reported in Figure 

6.1.1.2.2.12. 

UE

5. Cell Update

3. RNSAP: UPLINK SIGNALLING TRANSFER 

INDICATION (Cell Update + Macro cell ID)

HNB HNB-GW RNC

1. RRC: Connection Setup

U-RNTI: GW-RNC-ID + HNB S-RNTI-prefix 

+ locally generated bits
2. RRC: Cell Update (U-RNTI)

4. HNB-GW finds the target cell 

based on macro-cell and S-

RNTI-prefix

6. SRNS Relocation procedure

7. Cell Update Confirm

2b RNC detects the source HNB-

GW by the RNC-ID in the U-

RNTI

 

Figure 6.1.1.2.2.12: Solution 1e, Cell Update towards macro NB 
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Solution 2 Methods involving additional information from the UE.  

Solution 2a Pre-knowledge of Cell_FACH/Cell_PCH/URA_PCH mobility.  

When a UE is about to reselect to another HNB it informs the SHNB before the reselection procedure. The SHNB can 

then inform the THNB that a UE is about to reselect to it. This has some advantages, since the THNB will “know” 

which SHNB the UE was accessing when it performs the reselection. In addit ion such a scheme could allow the THNB 

to prepare resources if required, so for example if the UE is in Cell_FACH and supports RABs, the impact on the data 

sent via those RABs during the reselection procedure could be min imised if the THNB was aware of the pending 

reselection. This would require the UE to report the intended reselection cell to th e SHNB in e.g. a Measurement Report 

and the SHNB to then send an indication to THNB.  

As the THNB has “pre-knowledge” of Cell_FACH/PCH/URA_PCH mobility the procedure for this can be quite 

simple. Such scenarios are shown in the following sequence diagram.  
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Target 
HNB

HNB-GW
Source

HNB
UE

8. HNBAP UE DeRegistration

4. RRC Cell Update( 
Cause, URNTI….)

3. RNA Connectionless Transfer (Pending Reslection Indication 
(UE Context ...))

7. HNBAP Relocation Complete

Conditionally perform 

Transport Layer Update

if any RABs are to be 

relocated

6a. HNBAP TNL Update Info (RAB 
List…)

6b. HNBAP TNL Update Response

5. THNB determines 

that it already has a 

pending context for the 

UE

9. RRC Cell Update Confirm

10. UTRAN Mobility Information Confirm

1. RRC message( ….)

2. SHNB determines 

that UE is about to 

reselect to a THNB

 

Figure 6.1.1.2.2.13: Intra HNB GW in CELL FACH state Pre-knowledge version 

1. UE sends RRC message to it’s serving HNB 

 .Note: The actual RRC message/procedure used is TBD by RAN2. 

2. The Serving HNB uses the information provided by the UE to determine the address of  the HNB that the UE is 

planning to reselect to. 
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3. Serving HNB sends an RNA Connectionless Transfer message to the THNB containing an indication that there 

is a pending reselection about to take place. This message contains the UE context. 

 Note: The Pending Reselection Indication message is TBD and could be either an RNSAP or RNA message.  

At some point later the UE reselects to the THNB as follows.  

4. UE sends Cell Update to a HNB with Cause = Cell Reselection.  

5. Target HNB determines that it already has a “pending” context for the UE  

 Note: If the Reselection is Inter-CSG, the Target HNB will have to trigger an Access Control procedure towards 

the CN. 

6. The target HNB updates the transport network layer in formation for any RABs that are to be relocated to it by 

sending a HNBAP TNL Update Request message to the HNB-GW, the HNB-GW responds with a HNBAP TNL 

Update Response. 

7. Target HNB indicates to the HNB-GW that the UE has successfully relocated via the HNBAP UE Relocation 

Complete. The HNB-GW  also switches the Uplane to the Target HNB.  

8. The HNB-GW sends the HNBAP UE DEREGISTER to the Source-HNB indicat ing Successful RNSAP 

Relocation with an appropriate cause value 

9. Target HNB then confirms the Cell Update to the UE  

10. UE responds with a UTRAN Mobility Informat ion Complete 

The solution outlined above, allows the THNB to complete the Reselection procedure very quickly as min imal 

messaging is used and hence avoids drawbacks of the THNB having to first retrieve the UE context from the SHNB 

before it can complete the procedure. If for some reason the UE does not trigger a Cell Update to the THNB after 

previously indicating that it was going to, the THNB can simply release the “pending” UE context after a period o f 

time, which would be implementation specific.  

However there are some drawbacks to this solution: 

- A THNB could be “informed” about a pending reselection and the UE may not actually perform the reselection 

procedure. 

- This solution is only applicable to the mobility between R11 HNBs.  

- This solution requires a change in the UE behaviour; send the measurement report to the source HNB, before 

sending the Cell Update to the target node. Furthermore there is no mechanism to ensure that the “pre -

informat ion” is received by the target before the Cell Update. 

Solution 2b UE Indication of Source Cell.  

This solution would require the UE to indicate in CELL UPDATE message the source cell -id. From this the target HNB 

would be able to determine the source HNB to acquire the UE context. 

Such scenarios are shown in the following sequence diagram.  
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Target 
HNB HNB-GW

Source
HNBUE

7. HNBAP UE DeRegistration

8. RNA Disconnect ()

1. RRC Cell Update( 
Cause, URNTI….)

4. RNA Direct Transfer (Context Transfer Response)

3. RNA Connect (Context Transfer Request)

6. HNBAP Relocation Complete

Conditionally perform 

Transport Layer Update

if any RABs are to be 

relocated

5a. HNBAP TNL Update Info (RAB 
List…)

5b. HNBAP TNL Update Response

2. THNB determines 

SHNB

9. RRC Cell Update Confirm

10. UTRAN Mobility Information Confirm

 

Figure 6.1.2.2.14: Intra HNB GW in CELL FACH state Source Cell Indication version using context 
transfer procedure  
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Target 
HNB HNB-GW

Source
HNBUE

7. HNBAP UE DeRegistration

8. RNA Disconnect ()

1. RRC Cell Update( 
Cause, URNTI….)

4a. RNA Direct Transfer (Enhanced Relocation Request)

3. RNA Direct Transfer(Uplink Signalling Transfer Indication (Cell 
Update))

6. HNBAP Relocation Complete

Conditionally perform 

Transport Layer Update

if any RABs are to be 

relocated

5a. HNBAP TNL Update Info (RAB 
List…)

5b. HNBAP TNL Update Response

2. THNB determines 

SHNB

9. RRC Cell Update Confirm

10. UTRAN Mobility Information Confirm

4b. RNA Direct Transfer (Enhanced Relocation Response)

 

Figure 6.1.2.2.15: Intra HNB GW in CELL FACH state Source Cell Indication version using enhanced 
relocation procedure 

1. UE sends Cell Update to a HNB with Cause = Cell Reselection. 

2. Target HNB determines address of SHNB from Cell-ID information provided in the Cell Update. 

3. Target HNB sends an RNA Connect message containing Context Transfer Request to the Source HNB.  

Note: Either a new RNA procedure or existing Signalling Transfer Indication can be used. 

4. Source HNB responds by sending a RNA Direct Transfer message containing a Context Transfer Response 

message. 

Note: If the Reselection is Inter-CSG, the Target HNB will have to trigger an Access Control procedure towards the 

CN. 

Note 2: Alternatively RNSAP enhanced relocation procedure can be used to transfer the UE context to the target. In 

this case the source does not need to send a Relocation Commit. 

5. The target HNB updates the transport network layer in formation for any RABs that are to be relocated to it by 

sending a HNBAP TNL Update Request message to the HNB-GW, the HNB-GW responds with a HNBAP TNL 

Update Response. 
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6. Target HNB indicates to the HNB-GW that the UE has successfully relocated via the HNBAP UE Relocation 

Complete. The HNB-GW  also switches the Uplane to the Target HNB.  

7. The HNB-GW sends the HNBAP UE DEREGISTER to the Source-HNB indicat ing Successful RNSAP 

Relocation with an appropriate cause value. 

8. Source HNB sends an RNA Disconnect containing RNSAP Enhanced Relocation Signalling Transfer message to 

the Target HNB. 

9. Target HNB then confirms the Cell Update to the UE. 

10. UE responds with a UTRAN Mobility Informat ion Complete. 

Solution 3 Use of DSCR 

In macro system, both SRNS relocation and DCSR (Directed Signalling Connection Re-establishment) can achieve 

mobility between RNCs. SRNS relocation procedure can guarantee the continuity service. The RNC will send a RRC 

CONNECTION RELEASE message with cause "Directed Signalling Connection re -establishment" when it is unable to 

contact the SRNC to validate the UE due to lack of Iu r connection. DSCR procedure is simpler, more suitable for the 

mobility of non-real time/non- continuity services. 

Regarding the choice of transport channel, DCH is used for applications requiring high data rate and low delay services. 

FACH is designed for applications requiring very low data throughput rate. In Cell_PCH and URA_PCH states, there is 

no user data transfer. 

According to the choosing of transport channel for d ifferent services, when UE is in CELL_DCH, h igh data rate and 

low delay services are running, SRNS relocation is more suitable for the inter-RNC mobility. When UE is in 

CELL_FACH/CELL_PCH/URA_PCH, low data throughput rate services are running or there is no user data transfer, 

DSCR is the best choice to realize the inter RNC mobility. 

For HNB, similar princip le would be applied.  

The procedure of DSCR to achieve the inter HNB mobility is illustrated in the following figure.  

UE Target HNB HNB-GW Source HNB

1. Cell Update

2. RRC Connection 

Release

Cause: DSCR

3. RRC Connection Setup

Cause: Call re-establishment

4. Call re-establishment 5. RRC Connection Release

 

Figure 6.1.1.2.2.16: Use of DSCR 

1. UE sends Cell Update to the target HNB. 

2. Target HNB sends RRC CONNECTION RELEASE message with the release cause “Directed signalling 

connection re-establishment”. 

3. UE sends RRC CONNECTION REQUEST to target HNB with the cause “Call re -establishment”. 

4. The call is re -established through the target HNB. 

The source HNB releases the old RRC connection upon expiry of the timer. 
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Using DSCR to realize the inter HNB and HNB-Macro mobility in CELL_FACH /CELL_PCH /URA_PCH states, the 

impacts on current specification is min imized. It’s the simplest way.  

According to TS 23.060 (text ext racted are shown in Italics): 

In case of RRC connection release with cause "Directed Signalling connection re-establishment" or in case of an error, 

the PMM state of the MS and the 3G-SGSN may lose synchronisation. In this case the MS may be in the PMM-IDLE 

state while the 3G-SGSN is in the PMM-CONNECTED state. 

Observation 1: From the NAS point of view, it can be noted that RRC Connection Release with cause "Directed 

Signalling connection re -establishment" is treated like an error condition where the UE and S GSN are in two 

di fferent PMM states. 

If the SGSN in PMM-CONNECTED state receives Iu connection establishment request from the MS, the SGSN shall 

ensure the new Iu connection and the existing one are for the same MS, and if so the SGSN shall process the new 

request and release existing Iu connection and all RABs associated with it. To ensure that the new Iu connection and 

the existing one are for the same MS, the SGSN may perform the security functions. 

Observation 2: During the DSCR, the  existing Iu connection cannot be kept for the UE. In other words, a new Iu 

connection is established for the UE while the old Iu connection is to be released. 

Observation 3: The S GSN may need to perform the additional security function in order to ensure that new Iu 

connection and old Iu connection belongs to the same UE.  

The UE shall also perform a RAU procedure immediately on entering PMM-IDLE state when it has received a RRC 

Connection Release message with cause "Directed Signalling connection re-establishment" even if the RA has not 

changed since the last update. The UE shall perform a subsequent Service request procedure after successful 

completion of the RA Update procedure to re-establish the radio access bearer when it has pending user data to send. 

Observation 4: The UE is mandated to perform the RAU procedure even if RA is not change after DSCR.  

Taking into consideration of the above description, the actual end to end signalling diagram when using DSCR 

procedure would be as following: 
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UE T HNB S HNB HNB GW SGSN

4. Call Re-Establishment

1. RRC CELL UPDATE

2. RRC CONNECTION RELEASE (DSCR)

3. RRC CONNECTION SETUP

5. RRC INITIAL DIRECT TRANSFER (ROUTING AREA UPDATE)

7. RUA CONNECT (RANAP INITIAL UE Message)

8. ROUTING AREA UPDATE

7. RANAP INITIAL UE 

Message

6. UE REGISTRATION

9. SRNS CONTEXT TRANSFER

10. IU RELEASE

11. UE DEREGISTRATION

 

Figure 6.1.1.2.2.17: DSCR Method showing end to end signalling 

The above signalling diagram Figure 6.1.1.2.2.17 and the observations show that DSCR based solution incurs huge AS 

and NAS signalling and CN processing. Clearly, this method is  much more complicated than it looks only from the 

RAN point of view. It must be noted that the basic purpose of Release-11 SI is to look for optimized handling for CELL 

FACH mobility that is long awaited since release-9. It is also important to mention that CELL FACH Mobility is given 

as high priority in this Study Item during the previous discussions. Therefore, while it is useful for the RAN3 to note 

that in the pre-Rel-11cases DSCR can be seen as a solution to handle the CELL FACH state this solution sh ould be 

removed as an option for the Rel-11 CELL FACH Mobility solution. 

Proposal 1: The DSCR method can be considered as temporary solution to handle CELL FACH Mobility (no 

need to s pecify anything in the s pecification) for previous releases, but should n ot be considered as a candidate 

solution for CELL FACH Mobility in context of Release-11 study Item. 

6.1.1.2.3 Support for mixed HNB releases 

Solution 1 Using extended RNC-ID 
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To allow for a mixed deployment of HNBs supporting central U-RNTI management and HNBs not supporting central 

U-RNTI management, the HNB-GW should assign an extended RNC-ID to those HNBs not supporting central 

management of U-RNTIs during the HNB Registration process. According to TS 25.469 clause 9.2.26 the RNC-ID 

could either be of tradit ional 12bits length or of 16 b its length (“extended RNC-ID”). The assignment of the extended 

RNC-ID should be done in a way to ensure that bits 1 up to 12 are identical with the RNC-ID assigned to HNBs 

supporting central management of U-RNTI values. In this way, b its 13 up to 16 of a specific extended RNC-ID may 

form a numbering space indicating that the corresponding U-RNTI was assigned by a HNB not supporting central 

management of U-RNTIs. 

Note, that all HNBs served by the same HNB-GW  share the same RNC-ID considering bits 1 to 12 only. This ensures 

that all HNBs served by one HNB-GW are seen as one single RNC from the Core Network or an Iur-connected macro 

RNC, based on the assumption that the RNC-ID known to the CN node or Iu r connected macro RNCs is  a 12 bit  

identifier. 

The HNB-GW procedure assigning centrally managed U-RNTI values does not provide U-RNTI values that might be 

confused with those not centrally managed. In this way, the U-RNTIs allocated by HNBs not supporting central U-

RNTI management are distinguishable from U-RNTIs allocated for UEs served by HNBs supporting central U-RNTI 

management. 

The HNB-GW’s awareness of the HNBs’ support of U-RNTI management may be either based on the HNB identity or 

on the presence of information during HNB Registration. 

Solution 2 Using ind ication from UE 

U-RNTI management is not used in this solution, so mixed HNB releases can be accomodated, as the source 

identification is performed by the Rel-11 UE. 

Solution 3 Use of DSCR 

U-RNTI management is not used in this solution. This can be applied at any release for UEs that can reselect to a HNB.  

6.1.1.3 Comparison of solutions 

6.1.1.3.1 Narrative summary of solutions advantages/disadvantages 

Solution 1a 

Advantages 

- The solution does not require any new functionality in the UE. In other words, the existing macro behaviour 

where U-RNTI is used at the target to detect the source RAN node is kept unchanged. 

- The HNB does not need to maintain/ kept updated about the URNTI range utilised by the neighbouring 

HNBs. 

Disadvantages 

- If the HNB-GW determines a clash of U-RNTIs the HNB will have to perform an RRC Reconfiguration 

procedure to the UE, which can add additional delay. 

Solution 1b 

Advantages 

- The macro-macro CellFACH mobility procedure can be reused without any change. 

- The Cell UPDATE message can be transmitted to the source HNB without querying HNB-GW to minimize 

the handover delay. 

Disadvantages 

- A central allocation scheme such as this will also limit the total number of U-RNTIs that can be allocated to 

2^20, which in turn places a limit on the number of UEs that can be supported by HNBs accessing that HNB -

GW . Such a limit may be undesirable.  

Solution 1c 
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Advantages 

The main advantages of this solution consist in: 

- providing fully dynamic assignment of the U-RNTIs to different HNBs under the same HNB-GW; 

- full support for pre-Rel-11 CSG capable UEs; 

- compatibility with Pre -Rel-11 HNBs. 

- the HNB does not need to maintain/ kept updated about the URNTI range utilised by the neighbouring 

HNBs. 

Disadvantages 

- The solution may require ext ra signaling in case a HNB needs to request more U-RNTIs to the HNB-GW. 

- New logic in the HNB-GW is needed to keep track of the UE when moving among the different HNBs. 

Solution 1d 

Advantages: 

- No impact on the UEs. 

- No UE specific database needed at the HNB-GW . 

- HNB-GW could assign U-RNTI values according to individual HNB requirements (i.e., fu lly dynamic U -

RNTI ranges assignment). 

- No need for contiguous U-RNTIs assigned to a given HNB. 

- Involving the HNB-GW into the preparation of the UE handover allows for unique procedure in the HNB as 

no differentiat ion between HNB to HNB and HNB to macro HO is required.  

Disadvantages: 

- HNB-GW needs to keep mapping HNB IDs and U-RNTI values assigned. 

Solution 1e 

Advantages: 

- No impact on the UEs. 

- Minimal impact on the HNBs. 

- No UE specific database needed at the HNB-GW . 

- The HNB-GW just needs to assign the S-RNTI-prefix based on the macro surrounding. 

- The reuse of U-RNTIs is allowed across non overlapping area so that a higher number o f UEs in 

CELL_FACH can be handled at the same time under a give HNB-GW. 

Disadvantages: 

- HNB-GW needs to keep a mapping table between S-RNTI prefixes and HNB-Ids 

- Solution 1e requires (source) R11 HNBs for incoming mobility . 

- In case to support U-RNTIs reuse, solution 1e requires knowledge of macro network topology to ensure 

unique U-RNTIs are assigned within a macro/geographical area by the HNB-GW  

- In case to support U-RNTIs reuse, it relies on multip le macro cell measurements that may not be available. 

Solution 2a 

Advantages 

The solution outlined above, allows the THNB to complete the Reselection procedure very quickly as min imal 

messaging is used and hence avoids drawbacks of the THNB having to first retrieve the UE context from the 

SHNB before it can complete the procedure. If fo r some reason the UE does not trigger a Cell Update to the 

THNB after p reviously indicating that it was going to, the THNB can simply release the “pending” UE context 

after a period of time, which would be implementation specific. 

Disadvantages 

- A THNB could be “informed” about a pending reselection and the UE may not actually perform the 

reselection procedure. 

- This solution is only applicable to the mobility between R11 HNBs.  
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- This solution requires a change in the UE behaviour; send the measurement report to the source HNB, before 

sending the Cell Update to the target node. Furthermore there is no mechanism to ensure that the “pre -

informat ion” is received by the target before the Cell Update. 

Solution 2b 

Advantages 

- This solution makes no requirement for management of U-RNTI or any restriction on their use. 

- The additional in formation needed from the UE enables the THNB to quickly obtain the UE context if an 

Iurh already exists to the Source. 

- The procedures do not need to use enhanced relocation to support transfer of UE context.  

- Does not require any further macro network informat ion, apart from source cell ID from UE.  

Disadvantages 

- This solution is only applicable to the mobility between R11 HNBs.  

- This solution requires a change in the UE to provide additional informat ion in the Cell Update message.  

- Requires an additional procedure in RNA or RNSAP.  

Solution 3 

Advantages 

This involves no new procedures, or changes to UE. No U-RNTI management is needed, and could be 

implemented without any further standards impact (apart from RAN2 changes). It could be considered as the 

failure case for Solution 1(a,b,c) when UE context cannot be retrieved. 

Disadvantages 

- Does not provide CELL_FACH mobility, as UE is sent to idle and has to re-attach. 

- Involves signalling to release bearers to the CN, and involves ext ra signalling and delay.  
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6.1.1.3.3 Comparison Table 

Aspect HNB-GW U-RNTI management UE provides 
information 

DSCR 

U-RNTI 
Reassignment 
during UE 
Registration 
1a 

U-RNTI 
Range 
Assignment 
during HNB 
Registration 
1b 

U-RNTI 
Managemen
t by HNB-
GW 1c 

U-RNTI 
Managemen
t by HNB-
GW 1d 

S-RNTI 
Prefixes 
Managemen
t by HNB-
GW based 
on 
geographical 
areas 
(macro cell 
coverage)  
1e 

Pre-
knowledge 
2a 

Source cell 
indication 
2b 

3 

Elements 
Impacted 

HNB-GW, 
HNB 

HNB-GW, 
HNB 

HNB-GW, 
HNB 

HNB-GW, 
HNB 

HNB-GW, 
minimally 
HNB 

HNB-GW, 
HNB, UE 

HNB-GW, 
HNB, UE 

HNB 

Backward 
compatible 

HNBs and 
HNB-GW 
must be R-11, 
but co-
existence with 
not R-11 
HNBs 
possible 

HNBs and 
HNB-GW 
must be R-
11, but co-
existence 
with not R-
11 HNBs 
possible 

HNBs and 
HNB-GW 
must be R-
11, but co-
existence 
with not R-
11 HNBs 
possible 

HNB-GW 
must be R-
11, but co-
existence 
with pre-R-
11 HNBs 
possible 

HNB-GW 
must be R-
11, but co-
existence 
with pre-R-
11 HNBs 
possible 

HNBs and 
UEs must 
be R-11 

HNBs and 
UEs must 
be R-11 

No 
requirement 

U-RNTI 
uniqueness 
to a local 
area 

Essential 
locally 

Essential 
locally 

Essential 
locally 

Essential 
locally 

Essential 
geographical
ly 

Not 
needed. 

Not 
needed 

Not needed 

No of non-
RRC 
messages 
involved 

8 7 6-7 7-8 6-8 (HNB-to-
HNB)/6-8 
(HNB-to-
Macro) 

5 5 (HNB-
HNB), 6-8 
HNB-
macro 

7 

Existing 
Procedures 
impact 

A new 
procedure to 
transfer Cell 
UPDATE via 
HNB-GW 

No impact, 
the existing 
procedures 
can be 
reused. 

A new 
procedure 
to update 
HNB-GW U-
RNTI to 
HNB 
mapping 

A new 
procedure 
to update 
HNB-GW U-
RNTI to 
HNB 
mapping 

A new 
procedure to 
transfer Cell 
UPDATE via 
HNB-GW 
needed in 
case of 
mobility 
towards 
macro 

A new 
procedure 
to be 
introduced 

No new 
procedures 
needed. 

No new 
procedures 
needed 

RRM 
Aspects 
compare 
with 
existing 
Macro 
procedure. 

The Cell 
UPDATE will 
always 
transfer via 
the HNB-GW 

No extra 
delay 

Method 1: 
source HNB 
address 
fetched from 
HNB GW 
before 
RNSAP 
Uplink 
Signalling 
Transfer 
message is 
sent to 
Source 
HNB. 
 
Method2: 
The Cell 
UPDATE 
will always 
transfer via 
the HNB-
GW  

Method 1: 
source HNB 
address 
fetched from 
HNB GW 
before 
RNSAP 
Uplink 
Signalling 
Transfer 
message is 
sent to 
Source 
HNB. 
 
Method 2  
The Cell 
UPDATE 
will always 
transfer via 
the HNB-
GW 

In case of 
femto-to-
macro: cell 
update via 
HNB-GW 

Uncertain: 
less 
message 
interaction 
but the 
conditions 
and delay 
necessary 
to reliably 
receive the 
RRC 
message 
to inform 
the S-HNB 
of Cell 
Reselectio
n are FFS 
(to be 
evaluated 
by RAN2). 

No extra 
delay 

Extra delay 
from call 
setup/releas
e. 

Complexity 
of 

HNB-GW 
needs to 

HNB-GW 
and HNB 

 HNB-GW 
and HNB 

HNB-GW 
and HNB 

HNB-GW 
needs to 

Not 
Needed 

Not 
Needed 

Not Needed 
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Additional 
U-RNTI 
Manageme
nt at HNB/ 
HNB-GW 

maintain and 
allocate U-
RNTIs  

needs to 
maintain U-
RNTI 
ranges. 
 
Neighbourin
g HNBs 
need to 
updated if 
U-RNTI 
range of a 
HNB 
changes 

need to 
maintain U-
RNTI 
ranges 

need to 
maintain U-
RNTI 
ranges 

assign U-
RNTI 
prefixes to 
the HNBs in 
order to 
uniquely 
identify 
them. 
Subsequentl
y, HNBs will 
simply 
generate U-
RNTIs 
based on the 
provided U-
RNTI 
prefixes. 

Max no of 
U-RNTI per 
HNB 

2^20 across 
all HNBs per 
GW. 

2^20 across 
all HNBs 
per GW. 
Typically 
24-32 per 
HNB 

2^20 across 
all HNBs 
per GW. 

2^20 across 
all HNBs 
per GW. 

max Max Max max 

 

6.1.1.4 Agreed Way Forward 

Solution 3 is already currently possible from a standards point of view and that such solution needs no further 

standardization work. 

See also Section 7.1. 

6.1.2 Enhanced Mobility with macro network 

Some general assumptions for the following study can be beneficial. 

It could be desirable that the solutions studied for macro-to-femto enhanced mobility preserve the current signalling for 

existing mobility procedures as much as possible. 

It would also be beneficial if such solutions would preserve the functional split currently assigned to the various 

elements forming the HNB architecture, without increasing the overall system complexity.  

It could be also desirable that the method chosen for membership verificat ion signalling (when required) should be also 

applicable to the case of inter-CSG enhanced mobility between hybrid HNBs. 

6.1.2.1 Macro to Open HNB Enhanced Hard Handover Mobility 

The mobility scenario to be analysed in this section is the enhanced hard handover mobility from Macro cells to Open 

Access HNB cells. The scenario shall refer to CSG capable UEs.  

6.1.2.1.1 Problem Definition 

Mobility from Macro cells to Open Access HNB cells follows the same princip les as mobility between macro cells. 

Therefore there are no changes needed to existing mobility procedures for macro RNCs nor there is the need for 

changes at the UE. 

Mobility from Macro cells to Open Access HNB cells can already fo llow Iu based RANAP Relocation procedures. If 

agreed, an improvement to such mobility consists of supporting Iur based Enhanced SRNS Relocation from macro 

RNCs to Open Access HNBs via an Iur interface between RNC and HNB GW.  

While the signalling between macro RNC and HNB GW shall fo llow currently standardised procedures in order to be 

backwards compatib le, there is the need to converge on how signalling is exchanged between HNB GW and target 

HNB. 
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The main problem for this mobility case is therefore the following:  

- How to convey Enhanced SRNS Relocation signalling between HNB GW and HNB 

6.1.2.1.2 Possible Solutions 

Solution 1: Iurh/Iur interworking at HNB -GW 

A potential solution is based on the Iurh/Iur interworking function at HNB-GW  as described in [1]. 

HNB

PHY

Data Link

IP

RNSAP

RNA

SCTP

RNSAP

RNC

Layer 2

PHY

SCCP

HNB-GW

PHY

Data Link

IP

RNA

SCTP

PHY

Layer 2

SCCP

Interworking function(s) to be 

identified

 

Figure 6.1.2.1.2.1: Protocol Stack for macro-femto interworking via Iurh-Iur. 

Figure 6.1.2.1.1 shows the protocol stack for macro-femto enhanced mobility based on horizontal connectivity via 

Iurh/Iur. 

The Interworking functions deal with: 

- extracting or inserting addressing information from/to RNA,  

- on Iurh, RNL related addressing information carried on RNA within the “Receivers HNB RNL Identity” a nd 

the “Senders HNB RNL Identity”; 

- on Iur, RNL related addressing informat ion is carried within RNSAP.  

The call flows in TS 25.467 [3] subclause 7.3 describ ing the usage of RNA by RNSAP need to be extended in order to 

describe interworking between an RNA/SCTP and an SCCP based signaling stack. For each of them the new 

functionalities with regard to the already existing message flows in 25.467 are listed: 

- Iurh-Iur Signalling Connection Establishment – HNB initiated  

- HNB-GW has to be able to connect an RNA-based signalling connection to an SCCP-based signalling 

connection for HNB-RNC end-2-end communication  

- Iur-Iu rh Signalling Connection Establishment – RNC init iated 

- HNB-GW is seen by Source RNC as a (configured) neighbour RNC. Any signalling towards a target cell 

with a respective RNC-Id-prefix is sent to the HNB-GW. 

- HNB-GW has to be able (1) to ext ract the Receivers HNB RNL Id from the (Global) Cell-Id ind icated in the 

initiat ing RNSAP PDU and (2) to connect an SCCP-based signalling connection to an RNA-based signalling 

connection for HNB-RNC end-to-end communication. 

- Transport of RNSAP signalling messages via an established Iurh-Iur signalling connection 

- No need for additional functions 

- Release of Iurh-Iur connection – HNB init iated 

- No need for additional functions 

- Release of Iurh-Iur connection – RNC Init iated 

- No new function is needed for this procedure. 
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- Connectionless transfer – HNB Init iated 

- HNB-GW has to be able to contain an HNB-GW Id, which has been converted from Senders HNB RNL Id, 

into a connectionless SCCP message 

- Connectionless transfer – RNC In itiated 

- HNB-GW has to be able to extract the receiv ing HNB’s RNL address from received RNSAP PDU  

- Iur-Iu rh Signalling Connection Refuse – RNC in itiated 

- HNB-GW has to be able to connect an RNA-based signalling connection to an SCCP-based signalling 

connection for HNB-RNC end-to-end communication 

- Setup of the connectivity between an HNB and an RNC 

- The Iur between HNB-GW and RNC is established by configuration. 

- The Iurh setup procedure is to establish the Iurh part and terminated in the HNB-GW . 

Addressing the RNC-ID via RNA is FFS. 

Solution 2: 

… 

6.1.2.1.3 Agreed Way Forward 

See Section 7.1. 

6.1.2.2 Macro to Hybrid HNB Enhanced Hard Handover Mobility 

The mobility scenario to be analysed in this section is the enhanced hard handover mobility from Macro cells to Hybrid 

Access HNB cells. The scenario shall refer to CSG capable UEs.  

6.1.2.2.1 Problem Definition 

Mobility from macro cells to Hybrid Access HNB cells is currently poss ible via Iu based RANAP Relocation.  In such 

mobility procedure the Core Network (CN) is involved in the mobility signalling and it is able to perform Membership 

Verification to establish whether the UE is member or non-member of the CSG supported by the target cell. 

A possible enhancement of such mobility procedure consists of allowing Enhanced SRNS Relocation from macro cells 

to Hybrid HNB cells via an Iur interface between macro RNC and HNB GW. 

If it is agreed to follow the Enhanced SRNS Relocation, the signalling between macro RNC and HNB GW shall follow 

currently standardised procedures in order to be backwards compatible. However, there is the need to converge on how 

signalling is exchanged between HNB GW and target Hybrid HNB.  

Further, if it is agreed that the procedure has to be backwards compatible towards legacy CN, the target HNB shall 

generate the appropriate signalling messages towards the CN as per current Enhanced SRNS Relocation specifications.  

In case of such type of Enhanced SRNS Relocation the CN is not involved in the relocation until after the relocation 

preparation has been completed and the UE has relocated to the target. 

Therefore it is no more possible to follow the same Membership Verification mechanis m as per Iu based RANAP 

Relocation. 

The main problems for this mobility case are therefore the following:  

- How to convey Enhanced SRNS Relocation signalling between HNB GW and HNB 

- How to perform Membership Verification for the UE relocating to the target Hybrid HNB 

While the former problem applies both to the Macro to Open HNB mobility and to the Macro to Hybrid HNB mobility 

scenarios, the latter is specific for the Macro to Hybrid HNB mobility scenario and potential solutions are described 

below. 
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6.1.2.2.2 Possible Solutions 

Solution 1: Membership verification (MV) in CN. 

Solution 1a: Source RNC triggers MV before init iating handover. 

Note: this solution is not backward compatible.  

Principles: 

1. The source RNC requests the MSC/SGSN for CSG access control every time before sending the Enhanced 

Relocation Request over Iur/Iurh towards the target cell.  

2. The MSC/SGSN informs the source RNC whether the UE is member of the target candidate’s CSG-Id. 

Evaluation: 

This option is consistent with the Rel-9 design princip le that is the membership verificat ion is done at the relocation 

preparation stage and before the admission control is performed by the Target HNB.. However, the solution requires a 

new message in RANAP to request membership informat ion (fo r MV or AC) from the CN.  

The MSC/SGSN has to get involved “outside” the actual relocation signalling. 

The intention to reduce signalling/processing load in the MSC/SGSN is not really reached, even compared to the 

current Iu based relocation procedure with CSG access control in MSC/SGSN. 

Solution 1b: Target HNB triggers MV before accepting handover. 
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Figure 6.1.2.2.2.1: Macro HNB Hand-in 
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Macro Hand-in and Hand-out both use the Enhanced SRNS relocation procedure. Although this procedure minimises 

the involvement of the CN, the CN is still used to switch the UP so has an involvement in each handover. 

Access control/membership verification is triggered by the target HNB. As a result of the access/membership query 

these actions are performed: 

a) Response indicates that the UE is a member, so relocation proceeds with the UE as a member. If the HNB is 

heavily loaded, non-members QoS may be degraded. 

b) Response indicates that the UE is a non-member, so relocation proceeds with the UE as a non-member. The 

appropriate QoS for a non-member will be provided. 

c) Response indicates that the UE is a non-member, however the HNB is heavily loaded and cannot accept any 

more non-members, the relocation request is rejected. 

This solution requires a new message in RANAP to request membership  informat ion (for MV or AC) from the CN. 

However, the solution is consistent with Rel-9 design principle that is the membership verification is done at the 

relocation preparation stage and before the admission control is performed by the Target HNB.  

Issue for this solution (and others) is the membership query sent to one CN domain or both, and if to both, co uld the 

responses be different. 

Solution 1c: Target HNB triggers MV during handover, first accepting the UE as a non-member and later upgrading it 

according to MV outcome. 

Principles: 

0. The Source RNC and CN do not need to modify their behaviour with respect to Enhanced SRNS Relocation 

signalling procedures. 

1. The relocation preparation procedures at SRNC fo llow the currently standardised Enhanced SRNS Relocation 

procedures via Iur interface between SRNC and HNB GW.  

2. Upon successful relocation preparation and RRC signalling completion, the UE is temporarily admitted in the 

target hybrid cell. The UE may be admitted as “non-member” until the outcomes of membership verification are 

received from CN. 

3. After the Enhanced SRNS Relocation preparation has been completed and the UE has completed RRC signalling 

for the relocation, the RANAP: ENHANCED RELOCATION COMPLETE REQUEST message is sent from 

target HNB to HNB GW (v ia Iu rh) and forwarded from HNB GW to MSC/SGSN (via Iu).  The RANAP: 

ENHANCED RELOCATION COMPLETE REQUEST includes CSG ID IE and Cell Access Mode IE o f target 

cell. 

4. After reception of RANAP: ENHANCED RELOCATION COMPLETE REQUEST the MSC/SGSN performs 

membership verification of the relocated UE according to CSG ID IE and Cell Access Mode IE received. The 

MSC/SGSN replies to the HNB GW  with RANAP: ENHANCED RELOCATION COMPLETE RESPONSE 

containing the CSG Membership Status IE. The RANAP: ENHANCED RELOCATION COMPLETE 

RESPONSE message is forwarded from HNB GW to target NB (via Iurh).  

5. After reception of the RANAP: ENHANCED RELOCATION COMPLETE RESPONSE the target HNB may 

apply the appropriate level of prioritisation to the UE according to the CSG Membership Status IE received. 

Evaluation: 

This solution does not require any new signalling with respect to the currently standardised Enhanced SRNS Relocation 

procedure. 

The CN is informed of the change of SRNS via legacy signalling procedure, i.e. RANAP: ENHANCED 

RELOCATION COMPLETE REQUEST/RESPONSE.  

The latter procedure is modified with the addition of CSG ID IE and Cell Access Mode IE in the RANAP: ENHANCED 

RELOCATION COMPLETE REQUEST. This allows the CN to perform membership verification for the relocat ing 

UE.  

The latter is in line with the current assumption that the main location for access control and membership verificat ion 

resides in the CN, avoiding duplicat ion of the subscriber database, which would imply h igher complexity in database’s 

management and maintenance. 
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By allowing the membership verification to occur in the core network it is also ensured that current security and 

protection of subscriber informat ion is maintained. This is due to avoiding distributing subscribers’ information to RAN 

nodes. 

The solution violates Rel-9 design princip le that is the membership verificat ion in this case is done after the admission 

control is performed by the Target HNB. Furthermore, this solution in some cases may lead to a situation where a 

member UE is denied access. 

Solution 1d: Target HNB triggers MV during handover, first accepting the UE according to its reported CSG 

membership status and later downgrading it if MV fails  

Principles: 

0. The Source RNC and CN do not need to modify their behaviour with res pect to Enhanced SRNS Relocation 

signalling procedures. 

1. The relocation preparation procedures at SRNC fo llow the currently standardised Enhanced SRNS Relocation 

procedures via Iur interface between SRNC and HNB GW.  

2. Upon successful relocation preparation and RRC signalling completion, the UE is temporarily admitted in the 

target hybrid cell accord ing to the access status declared by the UE. The UE may be admitted as its reported 

CSG membership status until the outcomes of membership verification are received from CN. The RNSAP: 

ENHANCED RELOCATION REQUEST includes  CSG Membership Status IE, which is already available.  

3. After the Enhanced SRNS Relocation preparation has been completed and the UE has completed RRC signalling 

for the relocation, the RANAP: ENHANCED RELOCATION COMPLETE REQUEST message is sent from 

target HNB to HNB GW (v ia Iu rh) and forwarded from HNB GW to MSC/SGSN (via Iu). The RANAP: 

ENHANCED RELOCATION COMPLETE REQUEST includes CSG ID IE and Cell Access Mode IE o f target 

cell. 

4. After reception of RANAP: ENHANCED RELOCATION COMPLETE REQUEST the MSC/SGSN performs 

membership verification of the relocated UE according to CSG ID IE and Cell Access Mode IE received. The 

MSC/SGSN replies to the HNB GW  with RANAP: ENHANCED RELOCATION COMPLETE RESPONSE 

containing the CSG Membership Status IE. The RANAP: ENHANCED RELOCATION COMPLETE 

RESPONSE message is forwarded from HNB GW to target HNB (via Iurh).  

5. After reception of the RANAP: ENHANCED RELOCATION COMPLETE RESPONSE the target HNB may 

apply the appropriate level of prioritisation to the UE according to the CSG Membership Status IE received. 
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Figure 6.1.2.2.2.2: Macro to HNB Enhanced Mobility with MV via Enhanced Relocation Complete  

Figure 6.1.2.2.2.2 shows the procedure proposed in this solution. The only additions when comparing it to current 

signalling procedures is the addition of CSG ID IE and Cell Access Mode IE in the RANAP ENHANCED 

RELOCATION COMPLETE REQUEST message and addition of CSG Membership Status IE in RELOCATION 

COMPLETE RESPONSE message. 

Evaluation: 

This solution does not require any new signalling with respect to the currently standardised Enhanced SRNS Relocation 

procedure. The CSG Membership Status IE has already been introduced in ENHHANCED RELOCATION REQUEST 

to support the RNSAP Relocation between HNBs. The value of this IE is set depending on the Access Status reported 

by the UE in the measurement report. 

The CN is informed of the change of SRNS via legacy signalling procedure, i.e. RANAP: ENHANCED 

RELOCATION COMPLETE REQUEST/RESPONSE.  

The latter procedure is modified with the addition of CSG ID IE and Cell Access Mode IE in the RANAP: ENHANCED 

RELOCATION COMPLETE REQUEST. This allows the CN to perform membership verification for the relocating 

UE. 

The latter is in line with the current assumption that the main location for access control and membership verificat ion 

resides in the CN, avoiding duplicat ion of the subscriber database, which would imply h igher complexity in database’s 

management and maintenance. 

By allowing the membership verification to occur in the core network it is also ensured that current security and 

protection of subscriber informat ion is maintained. This is due to avoiding distributing subscribers’ information to RAN 

nodes. 

In most cases, the reported CSG membership status by the UE is correct, and the UE will get the right treatment from 

the beginning. In case a UE pretends to be a CSG member, the target HNB could either t reat it as a non -member (if 

resources are availab le) or drop/blacklist it, accord ing to operator policies and/or implementation. The principle of 

trusting the UE-reported Access Status is in line with the principle adopted in Release 9, by which relocation signalling 

towards a target closed CSG cell is started only if the UE reports Access Status equal to “Member”.  
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The solution does violate Rel-9 design principle that is the membership verification in this case is done after the 

admission control is performed by the Target HNB. Furthermore, this solution in some cases may lead to a situation 

where a member UE is denied access. 

Solution 2: Membership verification (MV) in HNB GW. 

Solution 2a: Target HNB GW triggers MV before forwarding handover signaling to target HNB 

Principles: 

0. At connection setup (which could be at call setup within the femto system or during relocation towards the femto 

system), the MSC/SGSN provides the available UE’s white list entries to the HNB GW, which does not forward 

this information to the HNB due to already mentioned security concerns. 

1. The relocation preparation phase in the source RNC is executed by means of Enhanced Relocation Iur signaling.  

2. The HNB-GW (target-side) contacts the MSC/SGSN for providing information (i.e. the UE’s white list entries) 

to perform MV before forwarding the Enhanced Relocation Signalling towards the target HNB. The target HNB 

will be informed about the MV result by the HNB-GW. 

3. These principles are not applicable for the femto-femto inter-CSG scenarios, as in case of direct Iurh 

connectivity, the HNB-GW is not contacted during RNSAP Relocation preparation.  

Figure 4 reports the message flow of the Hand-in procedure, assuming Solution 2a is in place. It is assumed that the 

HNB already discovered the neighbour NB.  

HNB
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Not needed if 

already setup 

for macro HOs 

to same RNC 

4. RNA: Iurh Setup Response

8. RNA Connect [RNSAP Enhanced Rel.  
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22. RANAP Enhanced Relocation Complete Confirm (CS)
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11. RNSAP Relocation Commit12. RNA Direct Transfer [RNSAP
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13. RUA Direct Transfer[RANAP Enhanced 
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18. RUA Direct Transfer[RANAP Enhanced
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21. RUA Direct Transfer[RANAP Enhanced
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HNB-GW RNC MSC/SGSN

1. Macro requires HO for 

UE to HNB

15. RUA Direct Transfer[RANAP Enhanced 

Relocation Complete Request (PS)]
16. RANAP Enhanced Relocation Complete Request (PS)

19. RANAP Enhanced Relocation Complete Response (PS)20. RUA Direct Transfer[RANAP Enhanced
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7. HNB-GW stores White List for 
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Figure 6.1.2.2.2.3: Macro-HNB Hand-in in case of Solution 2a 
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Evaluation: 

This solution avoids introducing new signaling between the source macro system and the MSC/SGSN, assuming the 

HNB GW to be a safe place for subscription information. The solution is consistent with Rel-9 design principle that is 

the membership verification is done at the relocation preparation stage and before the admission control is performed by 

the Target HNB. 

New signalling and processing would need to be introduced 

- signalling between the CN and the HNB GW  for retrieving membership informat ion and intercepting the 

respective Iu signalling in order to remove sensible subscription informat ion when relaying the Iu signalling 

messages towards the HNB. 

- between the HNB GW and the HNB (actually s ignalling which was finally removed for Rel-10) for provid ing 

the MV result. 

As the CN is informed if the UE’s CSG related subscription changes (expiration or addition/removal of CSG 

subscription), there is the possibility to update the cached information at the HNB-GW , which however necessitates the 

introduction of at least new IEs in existing RANAP procedures. 

By allowing the CN to send the White List to the HNB-GW during the Hand-in procedure, the HNB-GW  will have the 

necessary informat ion to autonomously handle subsequent Inter-CSG HNB-to-HNB HOs (without the need of 

contacting the CN). 

The latter is not consistent with the Release 9 design principles, according to which Membership Verification for CSG 

UEs shall occur at the CN and according to which subscriber information such as CSG White List shall not be 

propagated to the RAN. 

Solution 2b: Target HNB triggers MV with HNB GW before accepting handover 

Principles: 

0. At connection setup (which could be at call setup within the femto system or during relo cation towards the femto 

system), the MSC/SGSN provides the available UE’s white list entries to the HNB GW, which does not forward 

this information to the HNB due to already mentioned security concerns. 

1. The relocation preparation phase in the source RNC is executed by means of Enhanced Relocation Iur signaling. 

2. The HNB-GW relays the Enhanced Relocation signalling towards the target HNB w/o interception. 

3. The target HNB, contacts the HNB-GW for MV, which on its own retrieves the UE’s white list entries from the 

MSC/SGSN), performs MV and provides the result to the target HNB.  

4. These principles are easily usable for inter-CSG mobility, leaving it up to the target HNB to query the HNB-GW 

for MV, if necessary. 

Figure 5 reports the message flow assuming Solution 2b is in p lace. 
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Figure 6.1.2.2.2.4: Macro-HNB Hand-in in case of Solution 2b 

Evaluation: 

This scheme follows proposals already available for Rel-10 (but finally removed as not necessary). 

This presented option could be used the target HNB serving either a hybrid or closed access cell.  

The solution is consistent with Rel-9 design principle that is the membership verification is done at the relocation 

preparation stage and before the admission control is performed by the Target HNB. 

This solution is not consistent with the Release 9 design princip les, according to which Membership Verification for 

CSG UEs shall occur at the CN and according to which subscriber informat ion such as CSG White List shall not be 

propagated to the RAN. 

Solution 2c: Target HNB triggers MV with HNB GW  after accepting handover 

Principles: 

1. At connection setup (which could be at call setup within the femto system or during relocation towards the femto 

system), the MSC/SGSN provides the available UE’s white list entries to the HNB GW, which does not forward 

this information to the HNB due to already mentioned security concerns. 

2. The relocation is already executed when the target HNB t riggers the path update and MV. 

Figure 6.1.2.2.2.5 reports the message flow assuming Solution 2c is in place.  
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Figure 6.1.2.2.2.5: Macro-HNB Hand-in in case of Solution 2c 

Evaluation: 

This solution would be feasible only for hybrid target cell scenarios. Furthermore, the solution violates Rel-9 design 

principle that is the membership verification in this case is done after the admission control is performed by the Target 

HNB. Furthermore, this solution in some cases may lead to a situation where a member UE is denied access.  

Also, this solution is not consistent with the Release 9 design principles, according to which Membership Verification 

for CSG UEs shall occur at the CN and according to which subscriber in formation such as CSG White List shall not be 

propagated to the RAN. 

Similarly to Solut ion 2a and 2b, by allowing the CN to send the White List to the HNB-GW  during the Hand-in 

procedure, the HNB-GW  will have the necessary information to autonomously handle subsequent Inter-CSG HNB-to-

HNB HOs (without the need of contacting the CN). However, now the Membership Verification is triggered by the 

HNB after the HO from the RNC is completed (see steps #20 to #23 in Figure 6). Notice also that, after the MV is 

completed, it might be needed to upgrade the membership status of the UE within the HN B (see step#25 in Figure 6).  

6.1.2.2.3 Solutions Comparison 

In this section a comparison between the solutions made available so far is carried out.  

The comparison is aimed at evaluating the level of efficiency of each proposed solution when compared to e xisting 

RANAP based mobility procedures.  Also, the comparison is aimed at evaluating the impact of each solution on 

different parts of the system. Finally, the comparison is aimed at assessing whether the right level of prioritisation for 

the relocated UE is applied at the target RAN. 
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 Mobility 
Enhancement wrt 

RANAP based 
relocation 

Impact on 
serving 

RNC 

Impact on CN Efficiency of 
Subscriber 
Information 

Location/Manag
ement 

Impact on HNB 
GW  

Impact on 
target HNB 

Appropriate 
prioritisation 
at target RAN 

Appropriate 
timing of Call 

Admission 
Control 

Usable for 
other 

prioritised 
scenarios 

Sol-1a Low, 
Access Control 
before relocation 
start prolongs 
handover time and 
might cause 
failures 

High,  
SRNC 
needs to 
support a 
pre-
relocation 
access 
control 
procedure 

High, 
SGSN/MSC 
will have to 
support a new 
access control 
procedure  

High 
Subscriber 
information 
accessed in CN  

High, 
HNB GW needs 
to support Iur 
interface and 
RNSAP mobility 
procedures 
to/from RNCs 

High, 
HNB needs to 
support an 
extra mobility 
procedure and 
has to know 
when to trigger 
it 

Yes, 
From the 
moment 
relocation is 
started 

Yes,  
CAC performed 
after 
membership 
status has ben 
acquired from 
CN 

No 

Sol-1b Low, 
Access Control 
during relocation 
preparation 
prolongs handover 
time and might 
cause failures 

Low High, 
SGSN/MSC 
will have to 
support a new 
access control 
procedure  

High 
Subscriber 
information 
accessed in CN 

High, 
HNB GW needs 
to support Iur 
interface and 
RNSAP mobility 
procedures 
to/from RNCs 
including new 
CN access 
control 
procedure 

High 
HNB needs to 
support an 
extra mobility 
procedure and 
has to know 
when to trigger 
it. Also, a new 
access control 
procedure 
needs to be 
supported 

Yes, 
From the 
moment 
relocation 
preparation is 
completed 

Yes,  
CAC performed 
after 
membership 
status has been 
acquired from 
CN 

Yes 
RANAP 
Access-
Membership 
Query could 
be reused 
for hybrid to 
hybrid and 
hybrid to 
closed 
mobility 

Sol-1c Medium, 
Iur base relocation 
provides moderate 
improvements wrt 
RANAP based 
mobility 

Low Medium, 
CN needs to 
support 
Membership 
Verification 
during 
RANAP: 
ENHANCED 
RELOCATION 
COMPLETE 
REQUEST/RE
SPONSE 

High,  
Subscriber 
information 
accessed in CN 

High, 
HNB GW needs 
to support Iur 
interface and 
RNSAP mobility 
procedures 
to/from RNCs 

High, 
HNB needs to 
support an 
extra mobility 
procedure and 
has to know 
when to trigger 
it 

Conditional: 
Yes, if the UE 
is non member  
If UE is 
member 
appropriate 
prioritisation is 
applied only 
after relocation 
complete 
procedure is 
terminated. A 
member UE 
could be 
denied access. 

Conditional: 
Yes, if the UE is 
non member  
If UE is member 
CAC is 
performed before 
Membership 
Verification is 
terminated. A 
member UE 
could be denied 
access. 

No 

Sol-1d Medium, 
Iur base relocation 
provides moderate 
improvements wrt 
RANAP based 
mobility 

Low Medium, 
CN needs to 
support 
Membership 
Verification 
during 
RANAP: 
ENHANCED 
RELOCATION 
COMPLETE 
REQUEST/RE
SPONSE 

High,  
Subscriber 
information 
accessed in CN  

High, 
HNB GW needs 
to support Iur 
interface and 
RNSAP mobility 
procedures 
to/from RNCs 

High, 
HNB needs to 
support an 
extra mobility 
procedure and 
has to know 
when to trigger 
it 

Conditional: 
Yes, if UE 
reports correct 
membership 
status  
If UE reports 
wrong 
membership 
status 
appropriate 
prioritisation is 
applied only 
after relocation 
complete 
procedure is 
terminated. A 
member UEs 
could be 
denied access. 
Appropriate 
measures 
such as cell 
banning can 
be applied to 
UEs reporting 
wrong 
membership 

Conditional: 
Yes, if UE 
reports correct 
membership 
status  
If UE reports 
wrong 
membership 
status CAC is 
performed before 
Membership 
Verification is 
terminated. A 
member UEs 
could be denied 
access. 
Appropriate 
measures such 
as cell banning 
can be applied to 
UEs reporting 
wrong 
membership 
status. 

No 
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status. 

Sol-2a Low, 
Access Control 
during relocation 
preparation 
prolongs handover 
time and might 
cause failures 

Low High, 
SGSN/MSC 
will have to 
support a new 
access control 
procedure and 
cope with 
higher mobility 
signalling 

Low 
Subscriber 
information 
accessed before 
relocation 
completion in CN 
(for first HO) 
procedure and 
then accessed in 
HNB GW (for 
following HOs). 
Subscriber 
information to be 
managed in HNB 
GW and to be 
validated prior to 
following HOs 

High, 
HNB GW needs 
to support Iur 
interface and 
RNSAP mobility 
procedures 
to/from RNCs 
including new 
CN access 
control 
procedure 

High, 
HNB needs to 
support an 
extra mobility 
procedure and 
has to know 
when to trigger 
it 

Yes, 
From the 
moment 
relocation 
preparation is 
completed 

Yes,  
CAC performed 
after 
membership 
status has ben 
acquired from 
CN 

Yes 
The new 
RANAP 
Membership 
Verification 
procedure 
could be 
reused for 
hybrid to 
hybrid and 
hybrid to 
closed 
mobility 

Sol-2b Low, 
Access Control 
during relocation 
preparation 
prolongs handover 
time and might 
cause failures 

Low High, 
SGSN/MSC 
will have to 
support a new 
access control 
procedure and 
cope with 
higher mobility 
signalling 

Low 
Subscriber 
information 
accessed before 
relocation 
completion in CN 
(for first HO) 
procedure and 
then accessed in 
HNB GW (for 
following HOs). 
Subscriber 
information to be 
managed in HNB 
GW and to be 
validated prior to 
following HOs 

High, 
HNB GW needs 
to support Iur 
interface and 
RNSAP mobility 
procedures 
to/from RNCs 
including new 
CN access 
control 
procedure 

High, 
HNB needs to 
support an 
extra mobility 
procedure and 
has to know 
when to trigger 
it. 
Also, a new 
access control 
procedure 
needs to be 
supported 

Yes, 
From the 
moment 
relocation 
preparation is 
completed 

Yes,  
CAC performed 
after 
membership 
status has ben 
acquired from 
CN 

Yes 
The new 
RANAP 
Membership 
Verification 
procedure 
could be 
reused for 
hybrid to 
hybrid and 
hybrid to 
closed 
mobility 

Sol-2c Medium, 
Iur base relocation 
provides moderate 
improvements wrt 
RANAP based 
mobility 

Low High, 
SGSN/MSC 
will have to 
support a new 
access control 
procedure and 
cope with 
higher mobility 
signalling  

Low 
Subscriber 
information 
accessed before 
relocation 
completion in CN 
(for first HO) 
procedure and 
then accessed in 
HNB GW (for 
following HOs). 
Subscriber 
information to be 
managed in HNB 
GW and to be 
validated prior to 
following HOs 

High, 
HNB-GW needs 
to support Iur 
interface and 
RNSAP mobility 
procedures 
to/from RNCs. 
Also, a new 
access control 
procedure needs 
to be supported 

High, 
HNB needs to 
support an 
extra mobility 
procedure and 
has to know 
when to trigger 
it 
Also, a new 
access control 
procedure 
needs to be 
supported 
 

Conditional: 
The UE is 
admitted as 
non-member 
by default adn 
then upgraded 
if MV is 
successful. 
A member UE 
could be 
denied access. 

Conditional: 
Yes, if UE 
reports correct 
membership 
status  
If UE reports 
wrong 
membership 
status CAC is 
performed before 
Membership 
Verification is 
terminated. A 
member UEs 
could be denied 
access. 
Appropriate 
measures such 
as cell banning 
can be applied to 
UEs reporting 
wrong 
membership 
status. 

No 

 

6.1.2.2.4 Agreed Way Forward 

See Section 7.1. 
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6.1.2.3 SHO between HNB and Macro 

Soft handover and macro diversity significantly reduce the ratio of call drops and improve the communication quality in 

UMTS network. In the enterprise case, the SHO between HNBs direct ly or via HNB-GW has been introduced in 

Release 10, there should be no technical issues to introduce the SHO between HNB and Macro. 

Provision of SHO between macro and HNB extends the benefits provided in the macro network with SHO to mobility 

between a macro RNC and a number o f HNBs that may be in an enterprise scenario and having many involvements 

with the nearest macro network e.g. in the windows area and other open area of the enterprise, SHO is a good choice to 

avoid interference and unnecessary HHO. In addit ion where the HNB is deployed as part of the macro network (metro 

cells) to support blackspots or hotspots, then provision of SHO will provide exactly the same performance and feature 

benefits that a UE will see when mobility is between macro cells. It can significantly decrease the ratio of call drops and 

improves the user experience in UMTS network. These scenarios are assumed to be for provision of a controlled 

environment where the backhaul and deployment of HNBs is securely supervised so that issues of security and resource 

allocation are adequately managed. It also assumed that the backhaul is adequate  to support SHO. These scenarios of 

SHO relate to support of CSG and SI acquisition for HO capable UEs. A further consideration is that the algorithms 

used in the HNBs and the RNCs for such areas as power control and RL synchronisation should be compatible  so as to 

avoid any impact to either HRNS or RNS. 

A solution is based on the Iurh/Iur interworking function at HNB-GW . 

HNB

PHY

Data Link

IP

RNSAP

RNA

SCTP

RNSAP

RNC

Layer 2

PHY

SCCP

HNB-GW

PHY

Data Link

IP

RNA

SCTP

PHY

Layer 2

SCCP

Interworking function(s) to be 

identified

 

Figure 6.1.2.3.1: Protocol Stack for macro -femto interworking via Iurh-Iur. 

Figure 6.1.2.3.1 shows the protocol stack for macro-femto enhanced mobility based on horizontal connectivity via 

Iurh/Iur. 

The Interworking functions deal with: 

- extracting or inserting addressing information from/to RNA,  

- on Iurh, RNL related addressing information carried on RNA within the “Receivers HNB RNL Identity” and 

the “Senders HNB RNL Identity”; 

- on Iur, RNL related addressing informat ion is carried within RNSAP.  

- on Iurh, any TNL related address information carried within RNSAP messages. 

The call flows in TS 25.467 [3] subclause 7.3 describ ing the usage of RNA by RNSAP need to be extended in order to 

describe interworking between an RNA/SCTP and an SCCP based signaling stack. For each of them the new 

functionalities with regard to the already existing message flows in 25.467 are listed: 

- Iurh-Iur Signalling Connection Establishment – HNB initiated  

- HNB-GW has to be able to connect an RNA-based signalling connection to an SCCP-based signalling 

connection for HNB-RNC end-2-end communication  

- Iur-Iu rh Signalling Connection Establishment – RNC init iated 

- HNB-GW is seen by Source RNC as a (configured) neighbour RNC. Any signalling towards a target cell 

with a respective RNC-Id-prefix is sent to the HNB-GW. 

- HNB-GW has to be able (1) to ext ract the Receivers HNB RNL Id from the (Global) Cell-Id ind icated in the 

initiat ing RNSAP PDU and (2) to connect an SCCP-based signalling connection to an RNA-based signalling 

connection for HNB-RNC end-to-end communication 
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- Transport of RNSAP signalling messages via an established Iurh-Iur signalling connection 

- TNL address translation in the HNB-GW  for some SHO related messages. 

- Release of Iurh-Iur connection – HNB init iated 

- No need for additional functions 

- Release of Iurh-Iur connection – RNC Init iated 

- No new function is needed for this procedure. 

- Iur-Iu rh Signalling Connection Refuse – RNC in itiated 

- HNB-GW has to be able to connect an RNA-based signalling connection to an SCCP-based signalling 

connection for HNB-RNC end-to-end communication 

- Setup of the connectivity between an HNB and an RNC 

- The Iur between HNB-GW and RNC is established by configuration. 

- The Iurh setup procedure is to establish the Iurh part and terminated in the HNB-GW . 

6.1.2.3.1 HNB to Macro Soft Handover 

6.1.2.3.1.1 Problem Definition 

Mobility from HNB cells (any type) to macro RNC follows the same princip les as mobility between macro cells. 

Therefore there are no changes needed to existing mobility procedures for macro RNCs nor there is the need for 

changes at the UE. 

Mobility from HNB cells (any type) to macro RNC using Soft Handover cannot be provided unless an Iur like interface 

is established between HNB and macro RNC in some way, to support RNSAP signalling.  

Establishment of an Iur from a macro RNC to all the neighbouring HNBs would present a scaling problem, so an issue 

to resolve is should the Iur be established between the HNB-GW and the macro RNC, and how is the signalling and 

management handled between the HNB-GW  and the HNB. As the HNB acting as SRNC is directly managing some 

resources on the macro RNC, it  is assumed that the HNB is adequately secure and managed to ensure that it has no 

adverse impact on macro network operation.  

6.1.2.3.1.2 Possible Solutions  

Using the architecture of Figure 6.1.1 above, then SHO can be supported by using the Iurh (as it is for HNB-HNB 

SHO), and also using an Iur between the HNB-GW and the macro RNC. 

The HNB-GW will act as a single RNC towards the macro RNC (as it does towards the CN) and therefore act as  a 

concentrator for Iur access. 

For this case there is no involvement of the CN in the SHO operations, as there is no access control/membership 

verification needed for SHO to a macro RNC.  

The HNB acts as a SRNC and requests resources from the macro RNC, however this managed by the CAC on the 

DRNC. 

Figure 6.1.2.3.1.1 shows the sequence of messages involved. 
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HNB1 HNB-GW1

1. HNB1 is already operating and registered at the 

HNB-GW1

 

 

2. HNB1 identifies Macro 

NB Cell as a neighbour

 .

-RNC

0. HNB-GW1 and RNC have established an Iur

3. HNB Configuration Transfer Request 

(request NB's Iurh signalling TNL address)

4. HNB-GW1 determines that the 

identified cell is not one supported 

by that GW and hence provides its 

own signalling address

5. HNB Configuration Transfer Response 

(reply HNB-GW1's Iurh signalling TNL 

address)

6. Decision to setup new 

RL

7. RNA: Iurh Setup Request

Not needed if 

already setup for  

HOs to same 

RNC 8. RNA: Iurh Setup Response

9. RNA Connect [RNSAP Radio Link Setup 

Request

10. RNSAP Radio Link Setup Request

11. RNSAP Radio Link Setup Response

12. RNA Direct Transfer [RNSAP Radio Link 

Setup Response

HNB-Macro SHO

13. RNSAP Radio Link Restore Indication

14. RNA Direct Transfer [RNSAP Radio Link 

Restore Indication

 

Figure 6.1.2.3.1.1 HNB – Macro SHO 
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6.1.2.3.2 Macro to Open HNB Soft Handover 

6.1.2.3.2.1 Problem Definition 

Mobility from Macro cells to Open Access HNB cells follows the same princip les as mobility between macro cells. 

Therefore there are no changes needed to existing mobility procedures for macro RNCs nor there is the need for 

changes at the UE. 

Mobility from Macro cells to Open Access HNB cells using Soft Handover cannot be provid ed unless an Iur like 

interface is established between HNB and macro RNC in some way, to support RNSAP signalling.  

Establishment of an Iur from a macro RNC to all the neighbouring HNBs would present a scaling problem, so an issue 

to resolve is should the Iur be established between the HNB-GW and the macro RNC, and how is the signalling and 

management handled between the HNB-GW  and the HNB. 

6.1.2.3.2.2 Possible Solutions  

Using the architecture of Figure 6.1.1 above, then SHO can be supported by using the Iurh (as it is for HNB-HNB 

SHO), and then the Iur between the HNB-GW  and the macro RNC. 

The HNB-GW will act as a single RNC towards the macro RNC (as it does towards the CN) and therefore act as  a 

concentrator for Iur access. 

For this case of open access HNB, there is no involvement of the CN in the SHO operations. 

The macro RNC acting as SRNC requests resources from the HNB, this managed by the CAC on the HNB.  

Consideration of management of Neighbour lists provided to the macro RNC to ensure their consistency  and the correct 

neighbours are included. 

Figure 6.1.2.3.2.1 shows the sequence of messages involved. 
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HNB1 HNB-GW1

1. HNB1 is already operating and registered at the 

HNB-GW1

 

 

2. HNB1 identifies Macro 

NB Cell as a neighbour

 .

-RNC

0. HNB-GW1 and RNC have established an Iur

3. HNB Configuration Transfer Request 

(request NB's Iurh signalling TNL address)

4. HNB-GW1 determines that the 

identified cell is not one supported 

by that GW and hence provides its 

own signalling address

5. HNB Configuration Transfer Response 

(reply HNB-GW1's Iurh signalling TNL 

address)

6. Decision to setup new 

RL

8. RNA: Iurh Setup Request

Not needed if 

already setup for  

HOs to same 

RNC 

9. RNA: Iurh Setup Response

10. RNA Connect [RNSAP Radio Link Setup 

Request

7. RNSAP Radio Link Setup Request

12. RNSAP Radio Link Setup Response

11. RNA Direct Transfer [RNSAP Radio Link 

Setup Response

Macro - HNB SHO

14. RNSAP Radio Link Restore Indication

13. RNA Direct Transfer [RNSAP Radio Link 

Restore Indication

 

Figure 6.1.2.3.2.1 Macro to Open HNB SHO 

6.1.2.3.3 Macro to Hybrid HNB Soft Handover 

6.1.2.3.3.1 Problem Definition 

The scenario of macro to closed SHO is a lower priority, so is not considered here. Mobility from Macro cells to Hybrid 

HNB cells follows the same princip les as mobility between macro cells. Therefore there are no changes needed to 

existing mobility procedures for macro RNCs nor there is the need for changes at the UE.  
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Mobility from Macro cells to Hybrid HNB cells using Soft Handover cannot be provided unless an Iur like interface is 

established between HNB and macro RNC in some way, to support RNSAP signalling. 

Establishment of an Iur from a macro RNC to all the neighbouring HNBs would present a scaling problem, so an issue 

to resolve is should the Iur be established between the HNB-GW and the macro RNC, and how is the signalling and 

management handled between the HNB-GW  and the HNB. Membership verificat ion needs to be considered for SHO to 

hybrid. 

6.1.2.3.3.2 Possible Solutions  

Using the architecture of Figure 6.1.1 above, then SHO can be supported by using the Iurh (as it is for HNB -HNB 

SHO), and then the Iur between the HNB-GW  and the macro RNC. 

The HNB-GW will act as a single RNC towards the macro RNC (as it does towards the CN) and therefore act as  a 

concentrator for Iur access. 

In this case to handle hybrid access HNB, the CN may need to be involved to provide membership verificat ion for the 

target HNB during SHO operations. 

Membership Verification 

Membership verification may be needed for macro to hybrid SHO. Two options are shown below, the second option 

following whatever is chosen in support of HHO.  

Solution 1: 

During SHO from macro to hybrid, the macro RNC remains as SRNC and additional resources are taken from the 

hybrid, where the UE may or may not be a member. It can be considered that as the (macro) SRNC remains in control 

the SHO can be accepted at the HNB as a non-member – the HNB acting as an open cell, and MV need only be 

performed when SRNS relocation occurs when the appropriate MV checks are performed as in section 6.1.2.2. With 

this approach no access/membership query signalling need be performed at any stage during SHO, the UE remains a 

non-member for SHO while the SRNC is the macro RNC. 

Although this is similar to solution 1c in 6.1.2.2, but no subsequent MV is performed while the SRNC is the macro 

RNC. If the UE is a member of the hybrid cell it and it  is overloaded, then it will still receive unrestricted service from 

the macro cell. When SRNS relocation is performed then the UE will receive the appropriate level of service from the 

hybrid cell. 

Solution 2: 

Use membership verificat ion method chosen for macro -HNB HHO over Iur in Sect ion 6.1.2.2.  

Figure 6.1.2.3.3.1 shows the sequence of messages involved. 
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HNB 1 HNB - GW 1 

1 .  HNB 1  is already operating and registered at the  
HNB - GW 1 

2 .  HNB 1  identifies Macro  
NB Cell as a neighbour 

. 

- RNC 

0 .  HNB - GW 1  and RNC have established an Iur 

3 .  HNB Configuration Transfer Request  
( request NB ' s Iurh signalling TNL address ) 

4 .  HNB - GW 1  determines that the  
identified cell is not one supported  
by that GW and hence provides its  

own signalling address 

5 .  HNB Configuration Transfer Response  
( reply HNB - GW 1 ' s Iurh signalling TNL  

address ) 

6 .  Decision to setup new  
RL 

8 .  RNA :  Iurh Setup Request 
Not needed if  

already setup for   
HOs to same  

RNC  

9 .  RNA :  Iurh Setup Response 

10 .  RNA Connect  [ RNSAP Radio Link Setup  
Request 

7 .  RNSAP Radio Link Setup Request 

14 .  RNSAP Radio Link Setup Response 

13 .  RNA Direct Transfer  [ RNSAP Radio Link  
Setup Response 

Macro  – Hybrid  HNB SHO 

16 .  RNSAP Radio Link Restore Indication 

15 .  RNA Direct Transfer  [ RNSAP Radio Link  
Restore Indication 

CN 

11 a .  RUA Direct Transfer  [ RANAP Access - 
Membership Query ] 

11 b . RANAP Access - Membership Query 
12 a .  RUA Direct Transfer  [ RANAP Access - 

Membership Query Response ] 12 b . RANAP Access - Membership Response 

 

Figure 6.1,2.3.3.1 Macro to Hybrid SHO 

Note: Steps 11a, 11b, and 12a, 12b are not needed unless Target MV is performed.  

6.1.2.3.4 Evaluation 

SHO is evaluated against the assumed existing provision of HHO via Iur in subclause 6.1.2.1. 

Table 6.1.2.3.4.1 Evaluation of SHO against existing Iur provision for HHO  

Impact on 
macro RNC 

Impact on CN Impact on HNB GW  Impact on HNB 

FFS FFS FFS FFS 

 

6.1.3 Legacy UE mobility 

6.1.3.1 Problem Statement 

The term Legacy UE refers to non SIB-reading UEs (to be confirmed). 
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In dense HNB deployment scenarios the size of the NCL with 32 PSC values per frequency carrier will be a limiting 

factor especially in co-channel deployment with macro cells. 

The PSCs of the neighbouring hybrid access HNB cells need to be indicated in the NCL of the serving macro cell in 

order to support inbound mobility with legacy and non-member UEs. The same is required in open access HNB cell 

deployments for all UEs. 

In closed access HNB deployments the limited size of NCL is only part of the problems in supporting the legacy UEs 

for inbound handovers. Additionally the deployments where non-member legacy UEs trigger a significant number of 

handover attempts  could experience a corresponding Core Network signalling increase and identification of proper 

handover target may get delayed leading to handover failu res in worst case. 

The analysis below is focusing on solving the problem of the limited NCL space in case of dense co-channel HNB 

deployments in order to improve the legacy UE support in hybrid access cell scenarios and the support of all UEs in 

dense open access cell scenarios. The closed access HNB deployments will benefit of solving this pro blem, however the 

Core Network signalling increase is an additional issue for target CSG cell scenarios. 

One option to solve the addressed problem is to reserve for HNBs only very few PSC values, which have to be reused 

among the HNBs. 

This however leads to another issue to be solved, the PSC Confusion problem. This may result in the inability of 

identifying, at the macro RNC, a unique target HNB corresponding to a PSC reported by a UE. 

The Table 6.1.3.1.1 summarises the scenarios in which mobility issues due to PSC confusion might be encountered 

when legacy UEs attempt to handover to HNB cells.  
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Table 6.1.3.1.1 

 Is mobility scenario relevant? Are potential mobility 
issues foreseen? 

Issues to be solved 
with this scenario 

Macro to 
Hybrid/Open Access 
HNB 

Yes Case 1: Deployments 
where Open and Hybrid 
cells are coordinated and 
deployed with uniquely 
identifiable PSCs do not 
suffer from PSC confusion. 
 
Case 2: Networks where 
Open and Hybrid HNBs are 
not deployed with uniquely 
identifiable PSCs suffer 
from PSC confusion. 
Rel-9 hand-in was 
designed on the basis of 
presence of CSG 
capabilities at the UE in 
order to avoid issues due 
to potential PSC Confusion 
for Open and Hybrid HNBs. 
Some companies assert 
that PSC allocation for 
Open and Hybrid cells 
could be such as to avoid 
PSC confusion 

Case 1: N/A  
Case2: PSC confusion 

Macro to Closed 
Access HNB 

Yes 
 

Yes, in cases where high 
density Closed Access 
HNBs are deployed and 
limited PSC ranges are 
allocated. 
 
Given that the NCL size is 
already limited even for 
macro cells, anything other 
than a couple of Closed 
Access HNBs per macro 
would cause PSC 
confusion 

Target cell 
disambiguation in intra 
and inter carrier 
deployments 

Closed Access HNB 
to Closed Access 
HNB 

Yes, 
 

FFS 
Independently of the 
access mode source HNBs 
will in many cases be able 
to list all their neighbour 
cells  

FFS 

Open/Hybrid HNB to 
Closed Access HNB 

Yes, 
 

FFS 

Open/Hybrid HNB to 
Open/Hybrid HNB 

Yes 
 

FFS 

Closed Access HNB 
to Open/Hybrid 
Access HNB 

Yes, 
 

FFS 

Closed Access HNB 
to Closed Access 
HNB 

Yes, 
 

FFS 

 

The issue of PSC confusion in the Macro to HNB mobility is illustrated in Step 2 o f Figure 6.1.3.1.1. The Cell Id IE in 

this step is normally filled: 

A. via a configured PSCCell Id map  

or 

B. from the SI Measurement Report of a supporting Rel-9 UE. 

In case the association between identified PSC and Cell ID cannot be achieved, neither of these approaches is feasible 

for UEs not supporting the Rel-9 SI Acquisition feature. 
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Subsections 6.1.3.3 and 6.1.3.4 capture proposed options for addressing Legacy UE hand-in from Macro to HNB cells.  

RANAP ( Which Cell Id? )
RANAP ( Which Cell Id?, HNB-GW id )2

Signaling Issue for Pre-Rel-9 Active Hand-in

HNB-GW Core Network

S-RNC

1

3

HNB1

How to disambiguate 

target HNB?

4

HNB2

(In PSC

Confusion)

 

Figure 6.1.3.1.1: S-RNC cannot identify HNB in PSC Confusion causes 

6.1.3.2 Scope 

6.1.3.2.1 Use case scenario 

The use case scenario for support of legacy (non CSG capable) UEs mobility to HNB cells is where an operato r has 

deployed a large enough number of neighbour cells within the macro carrier that the macro cell NCL is nearly saturated 

(e.g. more than 24 cells are already configured).  

Further, the operator has decided to deploy on the same carrier a considerable amount of HNB cells (e.g. more than 4-8 

per macro cell), which would imply PSC confusion. 

PSC Confusion exists when the number of HNBs within a macro coverage exceeds the number of PSC entries availab le 

for deploying HNBs (e.g. illustated in [12] for six NCL HNB entries and eleven HNBs).  

Moreover, another condition is that for the foreseeable future UEs with SI acquisition for HO capabilities will constitute 

a minority of the UE population that should be able to handover to such HNB cells. 

Note:  With respect to Open and Hybrid cells, if the deployment is such that the macro NCL is very close to 

saturation (e.g. more than 28 PSCs already used in the NCL), the deployment of any kind of addit ional 

cells will be more constrained regardless of UE release. Th is is because the smaller the range of available 

PSCs in the NCL, the smaller the PSC range that can be reused by allocation to such cells and stricter 

constraints (e.g. low density of HNBs) will be needed for these additional cells, otherwise there will be a 

risk of PSC collision. 

6.1.3.2.2 Hybrid and Open HNBs 

Solutions in this discussion are targetted to deployments where PSC Confusion exists, as described in 6. 1.3.1. 

If it is assumed that dense small cell deployments are in p lace (to the point of NCL saturation) and Open and Hybrid 

cells are deployed in the same macro carrier, then non-CSG capable UEs are likely to experience call drops when 

approaching hybrid or open HNBs while connected to a rapidly degrading macro signal.  

6.1.3.2.3 CSG HNBs 

The absence of CSG support in the UE results in lack of pre -filtering of candidate closed cells (as per release 9 support) 

on the source side. This can be the cause of unnecessary handover requests to the target HNB-GW, and additional 

signalling in the core network and at the gateway. Although in some cases the HO will be successful (if the UE is a 

member), in many cases (depending on RF conditions) an unnecessary HO may be triggered when instead a different 

handling would be preferab le (e.g., HO to a different macro carrier to avoid interference from the closed cell).  
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As such, enhancements under discussion are generally not suitable for closed cells.  

6.1.3.2.4 Status Quo 

Active mode mobility towards open and hybrid cells subject to PSC confusion is possible for UEs capable  of SI-

acquisition. 

Active mode mobility of legacy UEs towards HNB cells is possible when these cells are included in the NCL of the 

serving macro cell and when no PSC confusion is present. 

In other cases, where disambiguation is not possible for UEs not capable of SI acquisit ion, the following consequences 

would result when UEs approach HNBs while in deteriorat ing source cell conditions: call drop, DL interference, UL 

interference (to HNB and to source cell).mobility to HNBs is not possible.  

6.1.3.3 Options 

6.1.3.3.1 Option 1: Disambiguation at HNB-GW 

6.1.3.3.1.1 Option 1a: Disambiguation at HNB-GW (OTD/Source Cell/C-PICH) 

The combination of three approaches is proposed to help the HNB-GW disambiguate the correct target HNB in step 4 

of Figure 6.1.3.1.1: 

1. Source Cell 

2. Timing Difference (OTD) 

3. C-PICH matching  

 

HNB disambiguation approaches

-OTD

-Source Cell

-C-PICH

All HNBs controlled by a

HNB-GW

Target HNB
 

Figure 6.1.3.3.1.1.1: HNB Disambiguation 

6.1.3.3.1.1.1 Source Cell  

This technique allows the HNB-GW to consider as candidate targets only those HNBs in the neighbourhood of the 

source macro cell. 

This requires delivery o f the Source Macro cell identity from SRNC to the HNB-GW . 
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In the event multip le cells are measured by a UE in step 1 of Figure 6.1.3.3.1.1.1, providing to the HNB-GW 

informat ion for all such cells can increase the resolution of the disambiguation approach. Such informat ion helps when 

the UE is in soft hand-over when the Step 1 report is executed, or when the HNB is in neighborhood multip le deployed 

cells reportable in Step 1. 

Useful informat ion for each such macro cell is: 

- Cell Id (to match against cells observed by the HNB). 

- CPICH RSCP (e.g. to assist the in selecting the best matching neighbor(s) for disambiguation).  

6.1.3.3.1.1.2 Timing Difference (OTD) 

This technique allows the HNB-GW to consider as candidate targets only those HNBs whose downlink frame timing 

matches with that reported by the UE.  

Namely, and referring to Figure 6.1.3.3.1.1.2.1: 

- OTD = (OTDHNB1 - OTD MNB) represents the target HNB’s timing with respect to the macro cell, as measured 

by the UE 

- OTDcell = UE’s timing with respect to the given cell.  

- OTDcell = OFFcell*10 ms + Tmcell (expressed in chips), as reported by R99 UEs [9]  

- OFF and Tm compose the “SFN-CFN observed time difference” [10] §5.1.8 

- OTD  [0, 256*38400-1] chips 

- OTDHNB1 and OTD MNB are reportable with event-1a. 

- Reference_OTD is measurable by each HNB 

- The availability of thousands of random Reference_OTD signatures makes timing signature confusion 

unlikely within the macrocell 

- Reference_OTD is robust to UTRAN clock drifts  

 

At the HNB-GW, the comparison between Reference_OTD and OTD is the basis of the OTD-based 

disambiguation approach. This approach is also illustrated in the Appendix o f contribution [11]. 

In the event multip le HNB neighbours are reported in Step 1 of  Figure 6.1.3.1.1, OTD MNB for each such neighbor 

should be made available to the HNB-GW. 

UE reports MRM to RNC:

•OTDHNB : UE timing relative to HNB 

•OTDMNB  : UE timing relative to the macrocell

Macro

HNB2

HNB1

HNB2 is unlikely to share the same 

timing relative to the macro as HNB1

Reference_OTD1 = HNB timing relative to macro is the signature 

of HNB1 within the macrocell

 

Figure 6.1.3.3.1.1.2.1: OTD approach 

6.1.3.3.1.1.3 C-PICH matching 

This technique allows the HNB-GW to consider as candidate targets only those HNBs whose pilots match w ith that 

reported by the UE. While the approaches in 6.1.3.1.1.1.1 and 6.1.3.1.1.1.2 offer the most significant increase in 

resolution, C-PICH matching can be helpfu l to further increase disambiguation capability.  

HNB p ilots can be characterized by: 

- Primary Scrambling Code 
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- ARFCN 

- CPICH RSCP 

 

6.1.3.3.1.1.4 Signalling 

Providing OFFHNB1, TmHNB1, OFFMNB, TmMNB, and the Source Cell to the target HNB-GW is necessary to address PSC 

Confusion, as shown in the figure below. Additional useful target in formation are PSC and ARFCN. 

In addition HNBAP signalling would be needed to inform the HNB-GW of Reference_OTD and corresponding macro 

neighbors. Signaling the HNB’s C-PICH (i.e. PSC and ARFCN) would also be helpful.  

 

RANAP Relocation Request 
( Source Cell Id , 

OTD HNB ,  OTD MNB ) HNB - GW Core Network 

S - RNC 

1 

3 

HNB 1 

Disambiguation using  
 OTD + Source Cell 

4 

HNB 2 
(In PSC 
Confusion) 

RANAP  Relocation Required 
( Source Cell Id , HNB - GW id , 

OTD HNB ,  OTD MNB from  Step 1 ) 

2 

 

Figure 6.1.3.3.1.1.4.1: Iu Signaling with Source & Delta-OTD-based disambiguation 

6.1.3.3.1.1.5 Inter-frequency handover 

The value of OFF “is always reported to be 0” for inter-frequency cells in Step-1 [10]. 

Therefore it should be noted that the range of OTD will be different fo r intra and inter-frequency cell measurements 

(e.g. when the HNB cell is measured on another frequency than the source cell) and hence the ability to disambiguate in 

the two scenarios will also differ.  

6.1.3.3.1.2 Option 1b: Disambiguation at HNB-GW based on UL detection at HNB sub-system(UE 
UL PSC/UE UL DPCCH/target PSC)  

In this solution, the disambiguation is also located in the HNB-GW. The HNB-GW will distribute the handover UE 

informat ion to the candidate target cells, which having the same PSC as the target cell. The candidate cells should 

measure the UL DPCCH of the UE by reusing the uplink synchronization procedure with the UE info and send the 

measurement result (e.g. SIR) to the HNB GW. The UE informat ion shall include the UL PSC and UL DPCCH  Chip 

offset of the Radio Link with respect to the target cell frame boundary. Then the HNB GW selects the best cell as the 

target cell based the measurement result of the cells. Then HNB GW could trigger the RL Setup Request/Relocation 

Message in the target cell to continue the handover procedure as usual. 

Note: For inter-frequency hand-in, a second receiver may be required in the HNB to detect the UE camping on another 

frequency. 
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6.1.3.3.1.2.1 Signalling 

Macro NodeB 

 

 
HNB  

HNB 

 
HNB 

 
HNB 

 
HNB 

 
HNB 

1 Measurement Report 

2 

3 

4 Relocation Message/ RL setup 

Request 

 

3 

Relocation Message/ RL setup Request 

 

3 Detect UE Uplink 
Request/Response 

 

Figure 6.1.3.3.1.2.1.1: Disambiguation by Uplink Detection  

Figure 6.1.3.3.1.2.1.1 shows an example of signalling procedure following the solution proposed. 

1) A legacy UE sends Measurement Report Message to SRNC.  

2) The SRNC sends Relocation Message or Radio Link Setup Request Message to HNB GW including the target cell 

PSC, UE UL PSC and UL DPCCH ch ip offset. 

 Note: the relocation can be transmitted by RANAP or, if available RNSAP. 

3) The HNB GW acquires the candidate target cells based on the target cell PSC, sends the informat ion from the SRNC 

to the candidate cells, and the candidate target cells measure the Uplink signal quality of the UE and respond with  th e 

measurement result to HNB GW. 

After the candidate target cell receives the detect request, it establishes the Uplink synchronisation using, for instance 

the synchronisation procedure A with the UL DPCCH chip offset. During the synchronisation procedure the Uplink 

signal quality of the UE is used as the reference to select the target cell.  

Note: For inter-frequency hand-in, a second receiver may be required in the HNB to detect the UE camping on another 

frequency. 

4) The HNB GW  selects the best cell based on the measurement result (e.g. RSCP/SIR) from candidate cells.  

6.1.3.3.1.3 Option 1c: Disambiguation at HNB-GW(UE UL detection + OTD Filtering) 

In this solution, the disambiguation is also located in the HNB-GW. The HNB-GW should firstly filter the candidate 

target cells with OTD information, and the HNB-GW will distribute the handover UE informat ion to the remaining 

candidate target cells. Should any further ambiguity remain after HNB-GW filtering, the UE UL detection as in Option 

1b will be used to resolve it.  

The following steps are the same as solution 1b, except OTD filtering is performed at the HNB-GW in step 3a, prior to 

step 3b. 

Note: option 1c combines the benefits of both solutions 1a (min imized amount of Iuh signalling and excellent intra -

frequency disambiguation) and 1b (excellent inter-frequency disambiguation ability).  
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Macro NodeB 

 

 
HNB  

HNB 

 
HNB 

 
HNB 

 
HNB 

 
HNB 

1 Measurement Report 

2 

3b 

4 Relocation Message/ RL setup 

Request 

 

3b 

Relocation Message/ RL setup Request 

 

3a Filtering candidate target 

based on OTD at HNB-GW 

3b Detect UE Uplink 
Request/Response 

 

Figure 6.1.3.3.1.3.1: Disambiguation by Uplink Detection with OTD Filtering at the HNB-GW 

Below is more description on the procedure signalling: 

1) A legacy UE sends Measurement Report Message to SRNC.  

2) The SRNC sends Relocation Message or Radio Link Setup Reques t Message to HNB GW  including the target cell 

PSC, OTD informat ion, UE UL PSC and UL DPCCH chip offset. 

Note: the relocation can be transmitted by RANAP or, if available RNSAP. 

3) Before the HNB GW  sends the detect request to the target candidate cells, it  should firstly filter the candidate target 

cells with OTD information, and the HNB-GW  will distribute the handover UE information to the remain ing 

candidate target cells. If no further ambiguity remains the detect procedure could be skipped and continue the normal 

handover. 

The HNB GW acquires the candidate target cells based on the target cell PSC and OTD information, and then sends the 

UE UL PSC and UL DPCCH ch ip offset information from the SRNC to the candidate cells  if there is still more than 

one candidate. The candidate target cell measure the uplink signal quality of the UE and respond with the measurement 

result to HNB GW . 

After the candidate target cell receives the detect request, it establishes the Uplink synchronisation using the 

synchronisation procedure A with the UL DPCCH chip offset. During the synchronisation procedure the Uplink signal 

quality of the UE is used as the reference to select the target cell.  

Note: For inter-frequency hand-in, a second receiver may be required in the HNB to detect the UE camping on another 

frequency. 

Additionally, after the successful inbound handover, the HNB GW  could update the OTD informat ion between the 

target HNB cell and the source macro cell. No addit ional Iuh signalling is brought to update the OTD information in 

HNB GW. 

4) The HNB GW  selects the best cell based on the measurement result (e.g. SIR) from candidate cells.  

6.1.3.3.2 Option 2: Disambiguation at Serving RNC 

In this solution information needed to carry out disambiguation of the target cell are stored in the serving RNC (SRNC).  

This informat ion may consists of some or all of the following:  
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1. System Information of target cell 

2. PSCs of cells neighbouring the target cell 

3. Timing Difference (OTD) between source and target cell 

The following sections exp lain how this informat ion can be used to support mobility of legacy UEs to HNB cells.  

6.1.3.3.2.1 Option 2a: Acquisition of information at SRNC 

It is assumed that by the time Release 11 HNB architectures would be fu lly deployed there would be a  substantial 

number of Release 9 UEs available. Release 9 UEs are ab le to acquire System Information for detected cells  or in 

general for any intra or inter frequency PSC reported to the SRNC, upon configuration of such SI acquisition  and 

opportunity to measure. Therefore it is plausible to rely on such UEs to report to a SRNC System Information of cells 

not configured or not included in the Neighbour Cell List of the SRNC.  

It has to be noted that this assumption is already adopted across several technical areas in 3GPP.  For example, the 

UTRAN ANR function purely relies on Release 10 UEs for collecting and reporting neighbour cell information able to 

enhance the Neighbour Relation Table of an RNC. Similarly, in LTE, the adjustment of mobility parameters bet ween 

cells for resolution of mobility failures relies on the presence of Release 9 and Release 10 UEs capable of supporting 

the MRO function. 

By means of Release 9 UEs an RNC can acquire System Information about the cells neighbouring each served cell.  It  

has to be noted that the serving RNC does not need to be reported any System Informat ion for cells directly served, 

given that all the cell configuration parameters for those cells are already known.  

Moreover, an RNC can collect in formation about the PSCs  and signal strength of cells in the neighbourhood of a given 

target cell. 

For example, if it is assumed that a UE reports a given Cell-n with PSC-n as the strongest target cell, informat ion about 

the PSCs of the cells neighbouring Cell-n are provided by the UE in the reported PSCs included in the monitored set 

and/or in the detected set of cells the UE is able to monitor.  

Similarly, the RNC may also store timing difference information between source and target cells reported by the UE.  

Such timing difference information may consist of some or all of the fo llowing (as described in [10]): 

A. SFN (Target Cell) – SFN (Source Cell) 

B. SFN (Target Cell) – CFN (Source Cell) 

6.1.3.3.2.2 Option 2b: Target Cell Disambiguation at SRNC 

As an important alternative to Option 2a , information about the HNB cells neighbouring RNC served cells could be 

acquired via OAM configuration.  

In fact, a HNB needs to report to its OAM system a considerable amount of in formation regarding every detected cells 

neighbouring its served cell.  This informat ion consists of, amongst other IEs, the PSC, the signal strength,  Cell ID, 

LAC, RAC and CSG ID of neighbouring cells. Namely, an OAM assisted solution could be used either to complement 

and optimize the solution described in Option 2a, or it could be used independently to provide the information needed 

for disambiguation of target HNB cell at SRNC.  

The HNB OAM system could send this information to the RNC OAM system, which in turn it could pass them to the 

RNC to either speed up creation of a neighbour cell database or to fully create and maintain such database. 

It needs to be noted that exchange of information between HNB OAM system and RNC OAM system already needs to 

occur. For example, the two OAM systems may exchange informat ion about the range of PSCs in use for deployment of 

CSG cells. Further, if any of the HNB cells (e.g. open cells deployed in a coordinated way with the macro layer) needs 

to be added in the NCL of any macro cell, the two OAM systems may to exchange information concerning these cells. 

Moreover, this solution provides possibilities for optimizat ion due to the likely existence in the future of an Iur interface  

between HNB GW and RNC.  Information concerning the neighbour cells of an HNB could be passed from HNB GW 

to RNC v ia the Iur interface. 
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Figure 6.1.3.3.2.2.1: Support for HNB mobility for legacy UEs 

In figure 6.1.3.3.2.2.1 The procedures of neighbour information acquisition described in section 6.1.3. 3.2.2 are shown, 

where the SRNC can either acquire neighbour cell informat ion via CSG capable UEs  (Option 2a) or it can acquire them 

via OAM (Option 2b). 

In addition to these procedures the figure shows the process of target disambiguation in cases of mobility involving 

legacy UEs. 

When a legacy UE detects a target cell (by means of detecting its PSC), it will also report to the SRNC a number of 

other PSCs, together with their p ilot signal strength, belonging to either monitored cells (i.e . cells in the macro NCL or 

monitored set) or to detected cells (i.e. cells not in the macro NCL). Moreover, the legacy UE may report t iming 

difference information between source and target. 

The SRNC can compare the informat ion reported by the legacy UE with the neighbour cell information previously 

acquired and stored.  Namely, the SRNC is able to compare the signature of neighbour cells PSCs and signal strengths 

reported by the UE with the signature previously stored in one or both of these methods: 

- Neighbour information stored via acquisition from SI-acquisition capable UEs  

- Neighbour information stored via acquisition from HNB OAM system 

Under the assumption that no PSC co llision occurs, i.e . that the set of PSCs monitored by a UE at the same t ime is made 

of PSCs different to each other, 

 By means of  comparison of information reported from the UE and informat ion stored at SRNC the target 

disambiguation can be carried out. 

It has to be noted that disambiguation of the target based on detected PSCs in a g iven neighbourhood is a principle 

already acknowledged in Release 9.  In fact, Release 9 UEs can report a CSG Proximity Indicator by means of so called 

“fingerprinting”, which was discussed in several occasions as consisting of monitoring and recording the ecosystem of 

PSCs surrounding an accessible CSG cells. The same principle is used and enhanced in this solution. 
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6.1.3.3.2.3:  Signalling 

One of the main advantages of the proposed solution is that it does not require any changes in the signalling procedures 

currently standardised for relocation.  
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Figure 6.1.3.3.2.3.1: Signalling exchange for HNB mobility of legacy UEs  

Figure 6.1.3.3.2.3.1 shows an example of signalling procedure following the solution proposed. 

1) Legacy UE reports the cell associated to PSC=3 as the strongest monitored cell. 

The UE also reports other monitored PSCs (i.e. PSC=1 and PSC=12). The UE may report  the timing difference 

between source cell and detected cells including strongest target cell (i.e. HNBc). However, identification of 

target is mainly based on signature of detected neighbour cells, while timing difference informat ion.  

2) SRNC uses the database of neighbour cell information to disambiguate the target cell associated to PSC=3 

reported by the UE.  Such disambiguation results in identify ing HNBc as  the target. 

3) SRNC triggers a legacy RANAP: RELOCATION REQUIRED procedure towards the SGSN/MSC. 

4) SGSN/MSC triggers RANAP: RELOCATION REQUEST to the HNB GW, which will then forward the 

message to HNBc. 

The solution proposed guarantees the following: 

1) It maintains a fundamental principle adopted across 3GPP networks, namely that source RNS detects and 

decides to which target relocation needs to be addressed. 

2) It minimises the impact on the network by involving only the SRNC in the target resolution process. 

3) It does not impact any RAN interface, allowing for interoperability with legacy HNB infrastructure  

6.1.3.3.2.4 Option 2c: Disambiguation at RNC (disambiguation data provided by femto during 
previous Femto to Macro HOs) 

This approach has much in common with solution 1a and solutions 2a/2b, and can be seen as a remapping of functions 

to the network elements. This solution was designed with the following features in mind: 

- the RNC remains in control of the HO decision; 

- the disambiguating node (RNC) decides on the goodness of the available d isambiguation data, from UE reports; 

- the approach can be applied to both femto and picocells (no reliance on gateway functionality or HNB O&M);  

- the approach should not require explicit standardization work.  

Option 2c can be split in two d ifferent steps: at first, during Femto to Macro mobility, the RNC builds a local database 

including all necessary information (e.g., PSCs, Cell IDs, OTDs, Measurement Reports); in a second phase, during 

Macro to Femto mobility, the RNC uses the information previously gathered in order to disambiguate the target Femto 

cell in case of a certain PSC is shared in a given (target) area.  
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6.1.3.3.2.4.1 Option 2c, Step 1: Construction of HNB database in the macro cell RNC 

Figure 6.1.3.3.2.4.1.1 depicts the first step of the solution: it consists in the macro building the database of HNBs. Such 

DB would include: 

- PSCs 

- Cell IDs 

- Assistance data (e.g., OTD, measurement report)  

HNB-GW 

+ HNB
Macro RNC

MSC/

SGSN

A

B

B

B

C

DB

 

Figure 6.1.3.3.2.4.1.1: Step 1 of Option 1d: The macro cell RNC constructs database of HNBs 
including PSCs, cell IDs, plus assistance data (OTD, measurement report).  

This first step can be split in the following sub-steps: 

A. The UE under control of the HNB is configured to provide measurement reports, including OTD data; 

B. The HNB in itiates relocation towards macro cells, including fu ll MR and OTD;  

C. The Macro cell RNC collects incoming data and adds it to its database. 

At this stage, the Macro RNC has built a database with all necessary information necessary for future Relocation.  

6.1.3.3.2.4.2 Option 2c, Step 2: Best match activity (disambiguation) executed by the RNC  

Figure 6.1.3.3.2.4.2.1 depicts the second step of solution 2c, in which the RNC, during Macro to Femto mobility (h and-

in) can trigger the “best match” activity and disambiguate the target HNB.  

HNB-GW 

+ HNB
Macro RNC

MSC/

SGSN

A

C

C

C

B

DB

 

Figure 6.1.3.3.2.4.2.1: Step 2 – The macro cell RNC now knows if a certain PSC is shared in an area, 
so if that PSC is a target, it can initiate a “best match” activity  
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As shown the figure above, the second step of the solution consists in:  

A. The macro cell RNC decides whether or not to configure OTD reporting e.g. if UE is not SIB reading capable + 

likely target is known to be a “shared” PSC in the area 

B. The macro cell RNC finds the best match in database in case of a shared PSC 

C The macro cell RNC init iates relocation towards HNB cell as normal 

6.1.3.3.2.4.3 Considerations on Option 2c 

Construction of the HNB database 

- It is the function of the HNBs  

- to configure the UEs to provide the OTDs and any other relevant data, 

- also to include it in relevant messages 

- It is the function of the HNB to maintain data fresh in the macro  

- Normal handovers towards the macro are of course good occasions to  provide this data 

- Possible enhancement: 

- If OTD data is known to be stale (HNB knows what data it last provided and when), the HNB could use 

any existing UEs to measure and initiate procedures towards macro RNC 

- This method is usable if the macro RNC can determine that the neighbour relation is usable to update 

the DB 

- In this case, the HNB would need to supervise / cancel the procedures towards the macro  

- HNB needs to provide data towards  all potential macro neighbours 

- No difference in functionality requirements for HNBs and small cell RNC (HNB GW is not involved) 

Target cell disambiguation 

- From the macro point of view, the work required is simply to ensure a best match from the known database of 

cells (the HO signalling is not impacted) 

- Implementation is easily extendable to release 9 UE support: 

- if UE is SI acquisition capable, macro RNC can choose to order the UE to read the SIB -> which is 

obviously more reliab le  

- If UE is not capable of SI acquisition, macro RNC requires MR information p lus OTD 

- If there is only one neighbour with given PSC for the specific macro cell, no extra effort needed (macro will 

know this – this also helps even for SIB read ing UEs) 

- OTD not always needed (apart from SIB reading UEs, also depends on number of cel ls with that PSC, 

plus also optional use of MR data in d isambiguation) 

- If “best match” is not reliable due to e.g. stale data, OTD or MRs too close to differentiate etc, macro can 

choose not to trigger HO 

- Likely to lead to further actions in normal operation such as inter-frequency HO 

6.1.3.4 Discussion 

This section captures a framework to compare solutions in section 6.1.3.3 to the current solution based on the 

deployment of Rel-10 nodes. Regarding Option 2, a further split into Options 2a and 2b is effected, as described in 

6.1.3.3 
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Option 2: Disambiguation performed at the SRNC. This option is further made possible via two means: 

a) Disambiguation-assisting information supplied by other UEs that implement the WCDMA Rel -9 SI 

Acquisition feature. 

b) Disambiguation-assisting information supplied by the HNB 

c) Disambiguation-assisting information supplied by the HNB during previous Femto to Macro HO and stored 

in RNC’s local database 

 

6.1.3.4.1 Parameters for Disambiguation 

Table 6.1.3.4.1.1 summarizes the parameters that may be used for disambiguation (at each proposed option’s chosen 

node). 

Note that for reach disambiguation parameter, a  reference parameter stored in the disambiguation node (as per each 

solution) is be compared against the corresponding parameter in the Measurement Report Message that triggers hand-

in. 

Table 6.1.3.4.1.1: Disambiguation Parameters 

Node 
Type 

Information Option 1a 
Disambigu

ation @ 
HNB-

GW(OTD) 

Option 1b 
Disambig
uation @ 

HNB-
GW(UE UL 
Detection) 

Option 1c 
Disambig
uation @ 

HNB-

GW(OTD
+ UE UL 

Detection) 

Option 2a 
(Disambiguatio

n @ SRNC,  
based on 

information 
supplied by 
Rel-9 UEs to 

SRNC) 

Option 2b 
(Disambiguatio

n @ SRNC, 
based on 

information 
supplied by 

HNBs to 
SRNC)) 

Option 2c 
(Disambiguatio

n @ SRNC, 
based on 

information 
provided by 

HNBs to SRNC 
during 

previous Femto 
to Macro HO) 

Source 
Cell 

Source: CPICH 
ARFCN, PSC 

Yes Yes Yes
Note 4

 Yes
Note 1

  Yes
Note 1

 Yes 

Source: CPICH OTD Yes No Yes
Note 4

 Yes No Yes 
Source: CPICH RSCP Yes No Yes

Note 4
 No No Yes 

Source: cell identity Yes Yes Yes
 Note 4

 Yes (implicit) Yes (implicit) Yes (implicit) 
Target 
Cell 

Target: CPICH ARFCN, 
PSC 

Yes Yes Yes
 Note 4

 Yes Yes Yes 

Target: CPICH OTD Yes No Yes
 Note 4

 Yes No Yes 

Target: CPICH RSCP Yes No Yes
 Note 4

 Yes No Yes 
Other 
Cells  

Other cells: CPICH 
ARFCN, PSC 

Yes No Yes
 Note 4

 Yes
 Note 2

 Yes
 Note 2

 Yes 

Other cells: CPICH 
OTD 

Yes No Yes
 Note 4

 Yes No Yes 

Other cells: CPICH 
RSCP 

Yes No Yes
 Note 4

 Yes Yes Yes 

UE UL DPCCH:SIR
 Note 5

  
UL Scrambling Code

 

Note 6
 

UL DPCCH: Chip Offset 

of the UL DPCCH with 
respect to the target 
HNB’s frame boundary 
(aka Tm,HNB + T0).  

No Yes Yes
 Note 4

 No No No 

Note 1: needed to correlate OTD in Measurement Report Message with source cell. 
Note 2: per Figure 6.1.3.1.2-2 
Note 3: TBD, based on clarification during e-mail discussions how reference OTD values are obtained for Option 2b 
Note 4: Same as for Solution 1a 
Note 5: As measured by the target HNB 
Note 6: As configured at the source cell, before hand-in 

 

6.1.3.4.2 Node Impact 

The following table summarizes the nodes where implementation upgrade is expected, for each of the options: 
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Table 6.1.3.4.2.1: Node Upgrade Requirements 

Node Option 1a 
Disambiguation 

@ HNB-

GW(OTD) 

Option 1b 
Disambiguation 
@ HNB-GW(UE 
UL Detection) 

Option 1c 
Disambiguation 

@ HNB-

GW(OTD+ UE 
UL Detection) 

Option 2a 
(Disambiguation 

@ SRNC, based 
on ANR-type info 
from Rel-9 CSG 

UEs) 

Option 2b 
(Disambiguation @ 

SRNC, based on ANR-
type info from OAM) 

Option 2c 
(Disambiguation 
@ SRNC, based 
on information 

supplied by 
HNBs to SRNC 
during previous 
Femto to Macro 

HO) 
RNC FFS  

N ote 1
 Yes

Note 7
 Yes

Note 7
 Yes: 

disambiguation 
TBD: provide 

reference 
params from 

DRNC to 
SRNC

Note 2
 

Yes: disambiguation 
TBD: provide 

reference params from 
DRNC to SRNC

Note 2
 

Yes
Note 8

 

UE No No No UE to hand-in: 
No 

Other UEs: 
“substantial 
number of 

Release 9 UEs” 
Ref x 

No No 

HNB-GW  Yes: 
disambiguation 

Yes: 
disambiguation 

based on UE UL 
information 

Yes: Filtering by 
OTD information 

and 
disambiguation 
based on UE UL 

information 

No Yes, HNB GW will 
need to update SRNC 

with HNB timing 
information 

Note: when option 2b 
is used in conjunction 

with option 2a it is 
sufficient to have Rel9 
UEs to report timing 
difference, therefore 
avoiding impacts on 

HNB GW 

No 

HNB Yes: provide 
Reference 

Params
 
to HNB-

GW 

Yes: Detecting 
UE based on UE 
information and 
response HNB-
GW the result.

 
 

Yes: provide 
Reference 

Params
 
to HNB-

GW and Detecting 
UE based on UE 
information and 
response HNB-
GW the result.

 
 

No
 4
 Yes, HNB will need to 

report timing 
information to HNB 

GW 
Note: when option 2b 
is used in conjunction 

with option 2a it is 
sufficient to have Rel9 
UEs to report timing 
difference, therefore 
avoiding impacts on 

HNB 

Yes
Note 4

 
Provision of 

assisting 
information to the 

RNC during 
Femto to Macro 

HO 

HMS No No No No No
 

No 

NMHNB  No No No No Yes
 Note6

 No 
NMMacro

 
 No No No No Yes

 Note6
 No 

DMRNC
 
 No No No No Yes

 Note6
 No 

Note 1: Source Cell Id can already provided part of UE History Information, as clarified in Ref y. All other parameters from[9], exce pt 
Source Cell Identity, are available in the UE’s Measurement Report Message, which SRNC “should” [9] make available to the 
HNB-GW. Such RNCs need no upgrade. 

 The structure of the RRC container (SRNS Relocation Info) can carry a single measurement report regarding the target cell's 
pilot strength. The OTD measurement reports are already an integral part of the UE’s measurement report and UE provides 
them (c.f. 3GPP TS 25.331, section 10.3.7.6) based on measurement configuration by RNC. 

 RNC is able to configure the UE for cell measurements including OTD. The requirement in RAN2 for including the UE’s 
measurement report in the RRC transparent container at handover time a “should” not a “shall” requirements (c.f. 3GPP TS 
25.331, section 14.12.4.2[9]).  It is then conceivable that current RNC might not deliver the Measurement Report that "triggered 
the SRNS relocation" in the RRC container. 

Note 2:  TBD, based on clarification during e-mail discussion regarding which disambiguation parameters are used for Options 2a and 
2b. 

Note 3:  TBD, based on clarifications during e-mail discussion about how and which reference parameters are tracked for Option 2b. 

Note 4:  TBD, based on clarification during e-mail discussion regarding how tractability of Reference_OTD is ensured at the SRNC for 
option 2a, and whether that imposes requirements new requirements on HNBs. 
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Note 5:  Given the network operators’ desire to operate HNB and Macro networks independently, many HMSs do not implement Itf -N; 
regardless of any standard support identifiable for Note 3, an upgrade of this node is likely required for Option 2b. 

Note 6:  Option 2a relies on identification of target based on surrounding neighbour PCIs. Such set of neighbour be provided by the 
HNB HMS, which is informed about neighbour cells for each HNB cell. 

Note 7:  The UE’s UL Scrambling Code prior to hand-in must be provided to the target HNB-GW, along with the UE’s Tm 
measurmement of the target HNB. 

Note 8:  Such change does not necessarily require standardization work. 

 

6.1.3.4.3 Interface Impact 

Table 6.1.3.4.3.1 summarizes the interfaces where protocol upgrade is expected, for each of the options. 

Table 6.1.3.4.3.1: Interface Impact 

Interface Option 1a 
Disambiguation 

@ HNB-
GW(OTD) 

Option 1b 
Disambiguation 
@ HNB-GW(UE 
UL Detection) 

Option 1c 
Disambiguation 

@ HNB-
GW(OTD+ UE 
UL Detection) 

Option 2a 
(Disambiguation @ 

SRNC, based on 
ANR-type info from 

Rel-9 CSG UEs) 

Option 2b 
(Disambiguation @ 

SRNC, based on 
ANR-type info from 

OAM) 

Option 2c 
(Disambiguati
on @ SRNC, 

based on 
information 
supplied by 

HNBs to 
SRNC during 

previous 
Femto to 

Macro HO) 
Iu FFS 

Note 1
 FFS 

Note 1
 FFS 

Note 1
 No No No 

Iuh Yes: update of 
reference 

parameters
 
 

Yes:a new UE 
UL detection 

procedure
 Note 5

  

Yes: update of 
reference 

parameters
 
and 

a new UE UL 
detection 

procedure
 Note 5

  

No Yes 
Note: when option 

2b is used in 
conjunction with 

option 2a it is 
sufficient to have 

Rel9 UEs to report 
timing difference, 
therefore avoiding 

impacts on Iuh 

No 

Iur No Yes: transmit 
target cell 

information. 
Note 4

 

Yes: transmit 
target cell 

information. 
Note 4

 

TBD 
Note 3

 Yes 
Note: when option 

2b is used in 
conjunction with 

option 2a it is 
sufficient to have 

Rel9 UEs to report 
timing difference, 
therefore avoiding 

impacts on Iur 

No 

Itf-SHNB No No No No No No 

Itf-NHNB No No No No No No 
OAM-Type-

4 
No No No No No No 

Itf-NMacro  No No No No No No 

Itf-SMacro  No No No No No No 
Note 1: See note 1 and 2 in Table 6.1.3.4.2.1. Disambiguation Parameters would, at any rate, be transparent to the CN. 
Note 2: TBD, based on clarifications during e-mail discussion about which disambiguation parameters are used for Option 2b, and 

how corresponding reference parameters are made available to the (S)RNC. 
Note 3:  TBD, based on clarifications during e-mail discussion on how reference Parameters transferred from C-RNCs neighboring 

the target HNB to S-RNC for Option 2a. Iur would be a natural choice, although others are also possible. 
Note 4:  It is only involved in case of soft handover procedure. 
Note 5:  Iur-constellations with long lasting drift links would need to be avoided by proper network configuration 

 

6.1.3.4.4 Specification Impact 

Option 1a: Impacts are expected on the following specifications: 

- TS 25.467, Stage2 for HNB operation: 
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- Description of the functionalit ies in RNC, HNB-GW and HNB required in order to support the target cell 

identification based on the timing difference informat ion. 

- Description of the conditions when the serving RNC adds the timing difference measurement results to the 

RRC container (o r alternatively, as exp licit new IEs within the RANAP container).  

- TS 25.469, Stage 3 Iuh interface Application Part (HNBAP) signalling: 

- Signalling procedures to deliver and to update the timing difference information between the HNBs and the 

serving HNB-GW . 

- TS 25.413, Stage 3 Iu interface Application Part (RANAP) or TS 25.331, Stage 3 RRC: 

- either in 25.413 the transparent container transports the UE measured timing difference information from the 

SRNC to the HNB-GW  as explicit new IEs  

- or in 25.331, existing IEs within the SRNS RELOCATION INFO are utilised to transport the UE measu red 

timing d ifference. Whether this is possible without protocol changes (at least change of semantics) would 

need to be clarified with RAN2. 

Option 1b: Impacts are expected on the following specificat ions: 

- TS 25.467, Stage2 for HNB operation: 

- Description of the functionalit ies in RNC, HNB-GW and HNB required in order to support the target cell 

identification based on the timing difference informat ion. 

- Description of the conditions when the serving RNC adds the target cell’s Tm measurement result and the 

UE’s UL scrambling code to the RRC container (or alternatively, as explicit new IEs within the RANAP 

container). 

- TS 25.469, Stage 3 Iuh interface Application Part (HNBAP) signalling:  

- Signalling changes to deliver the UE’s UL scrambling code and the  taget cell Tm measurement to all HNBs in 

PSC Confusion. 

- TS 25.413, Stage 3 Iu interface Application Part (RANAP) or TS 25.331, Stage 3 RRC:  

- IEs to transport the UE UL Scrambling code and the target cell T m measurement to the target RNC 

Option 1c : Since option 1c combines options 1a and 1b, refer to the impacts of options 1a and 1b  

 

Option 2c : Since all the changes needed to implement option 2c can be left to implementation no impact on any Stage 2 

or Stage 3 specification is foreseen. 

 

6.2 LTE architectural topics 

6.2.1 Void 

6.2.2 Enhanced Mobility with macro network 

In order to better meet increased demands for traffic and mobility, it is beneficial to deploy X2 interfaces between eNBs 

and open or hybrid HeNBs. This effect ively extends the Rel-10 enhanced mobility scenarios also to those cases, as 

prioritized by RAN3, where membership verification is required. It will thus be necessary to provide the appropriate 

membership information for the new use cases identified in th is TR, so that the membership verification function can be 

applied also in the newly identified cases. 

Some general assumptions can be beneficial.  

It is desirable that the solutions studied for eNB-to-HeNB enhanced mobility preserve the current signaling and 

architecture as much as possible. 

6.2.2.1 Issue 1: Macro   Open HeNB 

In this mobility case, membership verificat ion is not needed [5][6]. The eNB may differentiate the open-access HeNB 

from the other types of (H)eNBs by PCI configuration or ECGI configuration.  

Solution 1: Macro-open enhanced mobility is performed via X2 between eNB and open-access HeNB. 
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6.2.2.2 Issue 2: Membership Verification 

This issue applies to macro – hybrid HeNB, open HeNB – hybrid HeNB, and hybrid HeNB – hybrid HeNB (inter-CSG) 

cases. 

Membership verification could be performed in the CN or in the RAN (e.g. in the source eNB, or in the target HeNB). 

If it is performed outside the CN, this would probably require additional signaling and the propagation of the UE’s 

subscription information outside of the CN. This would vio late the current assumptions about network security and trust 

(i.e . about the RAN being less “trusted” than the CN). On the other hand, if membership verification is performed in the 

CN, the UE’s subscription informat ion is not propagated outside of the CN, and the current network security and trust 

model still holds. 

It is desirable that the method chosen for membership verification should be also applicable to the case of inter-CSG 

enhanced mobility between hybrid HeNBs. In fact, there are some commonalit ies between macro-to-hybrid, open-to-

hybrid, and inter-CSG hybrid -to-hybrid enhanced mobility [7][8]. 

Solution 1: Membership verification (MV) in CN. 

Solution 1a: Source eNB triggers MV before init iating handover. 

 UE
Source 

eNB

Target 

HeNB

1. Measurement Report
(CGI, TAI, CSG ID, Member 

Indication)

5. HO Request
(CSG Membership Status)

6. HO Request Ack

7. HO Command

MME

2. CSG Query

(CSG ID, Cell Access Mode)

4. CSG Queryn Ack

(CSG Membership Status)

3. MV based on 

reported CSG ID

 

Figure 6.2.2.1: Signaling flow for Solution 1a. 

In this solution, MV is done by sending request and reply between source eNB and MME. This procedure is triggered 

whenever the source eNB decides to hand over the UE to a hybrid target via X2.  

Solution 1b: Target HeNB triggers MV before accepting handover. 
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 UE
Source 

eNB

Target 

HeNB

1. Measurement Report

(CGI, TAI, CSG ID, Member 
Indication)

2. HO Request
(CSG Membership Status)

6. HO Request Ack

7. HO Command

MME

3. CSG Query

(CSG ID, Cell Access Mode)

5. CSG Query Ack
(CSG Membership Status)

4. MV based on 

reported CSG ID

 

Figure 6.2.2.2: Signaling flow for Solution 1b. 

In this solution, MV is done by sending request and reply between target eNB and MME. This procedure is triggered 

whenever target eNB receives handover signaling. 

Solution 1c: Target HeNB triggers MV during handover, first accepting the UE as a non-member and later upgrading it 

if MV is successful. 

In this solution, MME performs MV after handover. MME checks UE subscriber data upon receiving PATH SWITCH 

REQUEST message to determine the UE’s  membership status. The MME can then inform the target HeNB about the 

verified membership status of the UE via either the path switch procedure or the UE context modificat ion procedure. 

UE source RAN target HeNB MME

3.admission control

(non-member)

1. measurement report

2. handover request

4. handover request ACK

5. HO commond

6.RRC Conn. Reconf. Complete

7.path switch request

8.path switch request ACK

(membersip verified

 by MME)

E-RAB management procedure

membership 

verification

 

Figure 6.2.2.3: Signaling flow for Solution 1c. 

Solution 1d: Target HeNB triggers MV during handover, first accepting the UE according to its reported CSG 

membership status and later downgrading it if MV is not successful. 
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In this solution, MME performs MV after handover. MME checks UE subscriber data upon receiving PATH SWITCH 

REQUEST message to determine the UE’s membership status. The MME can then inform the target HeNB about the 

verified membership status of the UE via either the path switch procedure or the UE context modificat ion procedure.  

Alternatively, the target HeNB informs the MME about the CSG membership of the UE. The MME checks UE 

subscriber data upon receiving the PATH SWITCH REQUEST message to verify the UE membership status . If 

membership verification is not successful, the MME then provides the target HeNB with the correct information.  

Compared to Solution 1c, th is procedure streamlines the “normal” condition when the CSG access is correct. In case the 

CSG check should fail (e.g. due to an expired membership or faked CSG ID), the  target hybrid HeNB can still have the 

final decision whether to drop the UE, o r to treat it as a non-member. 

UE source RAN target HeNB MME

3.admission control

1. measurement report 2. handover request

(CSG membership status 

of UE)

4. handover request ACK

5. HO commond

6.RRC Conn. Reconf. Complete

7.path switch request

8.path switch request ACK

(MV result)

membership 

verification

9. UE context release

10. UE context 

modification request

(MV result)

10. UE context 

modification response

 

Figure 6.2.2.4: Signaling flow for Solution 1d. 

Solution 2: MV in the RAN.  

There are at least two options for switching the function of access control to the source eNB. In the first case, the UE 

CSG membership information will always be sent to the source eNB when the UE is in connected mode. In the second 

case, the UE CSG membership informat ion will be sent to the source eNB considering the CSG ID of its neighbors (i.e. 

when its neighbors have the same CSG ID as the UE). The eNB can then perform membership verification based on this 

informat ion. 

Comparison of the various solutions  

Table 6.2.2.1 below gives a quick comparison of the various solutions described in the previous sections. 
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Table 6.2.2.1: Comparison between the identified solutions for eNB-HeNB enhanced mobility. 

MV 
Solution 

Relative 
Signaling 

load 

Suitable 
for 

macro-
closed 
HeNB 
HO? 

Consistent 
with current 

principles 
(MV in CN, 

subscription 
info does not 

leave CN) 

Handover 
performance 
(qualitative) 

Impact 
on 

target 
HeNB 

Impact on 
source 
(H)eNB 

Impact on CN 
functionality 

Sol. 1a  Higher Yes Yes Possibly lower Low High Low 
Sol. 1b Higher Yes Yes Possibly lower High Low Low 

Sol. 1c  Lower No Yes Higher High Low Low 
Sol. 1d Lower No Yes Higher High Low Low 

Sol. 2  Possibly 
higher 

No No Higher High High High 

 

Considerations on the various solutions  

- Solutions 1c and 1d might require less signaling than the others. 

- In Solution 1b, the target HeNB would allocate the appropriate resources, priority, and charging upon receiving 

MV, before acceptance. 

- In Solutions 1c and 1d, handover is expedited (i.e. the UE is accepted “on trust” before receiving the MV result 

or even triggering MV). 

- Solutions 1c and 1d are probably not suitable in case of macro-closed HeNB handover (lower priority scenarios 

in current SI). 

- In Solution 1c, a UE that is a CSG member would possibly get degraded service until its membership is 

confirmed. If the target hybrid HeNB is overloaded, that UE could fail to be accepted while others with lower 

priority get served. For example, a CSG member might not be able to pre-empt a non-member. 

- Solution 1d is optimized for successful MV (arguably the majority of cases). In case a UE pretends to be a CSG 

member, the target HeNB could either treat it as a non-member (if resources are available) or d rop/blacklist it, 

according to operator policies and/or implementation.  

- In Solution 1d, in case a UE pretends to be a CSG member while it is not and the target hybrid HeNB is 

overloaded, that UE might, in some extreme cases, pre-empt a real CSG member from accessing the target 

HeNB. 

- Solution 2 requires sending CSG subscription information out of the CN, so it can pose additional security 

concerns with respect to the other solutions. 

Control Plane Signaling – Performance Comparison 

The following table compares the various solutions in terms of required Control Plane signaling.  

 Solution 1a: Solution 1b: Solution 1c: Solution 1d: Solution 2: 
CN perspective Half the S1 

messages used 
for S1 HO 

Half the S1 
messages used 
for S1 HO 

Equivalent to X2 
HO 

Equivalent to X2 
HO 

Equivalent to X2 
HO[?] 

eNB 
perspective 

Twice as many 
messages as X2 
at source eNB 

Twice as many 
messages as X2 
at source eNB 

Equivalent to X2 
HO 

Equivalent to X2 
HO 

Equivalent to X2 
HO 

 

Foreseen Performance Improvement over S1 Handover  

Solutions 1a and 1b 

In these solutions, the RAN has to wait for the core network to confirm membership over S1 before handover is 

completed (or even started, as in Solution 1a) over X2. The performance is therefore dominated by the speed and 

latency of the S1 link. The expected performance, therefore, is not better than S1 HO, especially in scenarios where the 

backhaul is congested. Solution 1b is more optimized, and has a lower impact on the source node. 
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Solutions 1c and 1d 

These solutions make a compromise in terms of their approach to UE membership verification by allowing a UE to 

access the target cell before waiting for confirmat ion. The MV signaling is carried on top of the path switch signaling 

toward the end of the handover procedure. X2 Handover performance is therefore decoupled from S1 link load, and the 

expected performance is similar to an X2 HO. 

Solution 2 

This solution shifts the burden of MV from the core network to the RAN, in order to save explicit signaling for this 

purpose at handover time. As for So lutions 1c/1d, the expected performance is similar to an X2 HO.  

6.2.3 Support of X2 via GW proxy 

6.2.3.1 Problem Statement 

The discussion aims at answering the question to which extent an X2-proxy  can be used to address scalability issues for 

eNBs supporting X2 mobility towards/from HeNBs. 

6.2.3.2 Full X2-Proxy 

6.2.3.2.1 Full X2-Proxy definition 

An X2-proxy, if deployed, resides in the HeNB-GW and provides X2 proxy functionality between HeNBs connected to 

the HeNB-GW  and the eNBs. 

The X2 proxy functionality includes 

- passing UE-dedicated X2 signalling messages between X2-connected eNBs and HeNBs. 

- supporting the establishment of X2-connectivity between eNBs and HeNBs. 

- terminating non-UE-dedicated signaling - both with the HeNB, and with the eNB. 

6.2.3.2.2  Logical architecture 

MME / S-GW

eNB1

S
1

E-UTRAN

HeNB3 HeNB4

HeNB GW

S1

S
1 S

1

MME / S-GW

S
1

X2

X
2

X2

X
2

 

Figure 6.2.3.2.2.1: EUTRAN HeNB Logical Architecture 
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6.2.3.2.3  Detailed call flows 

 6.2.3.2.3.1 X2 setup 

HeNB initiated TNL address discovery procedure and X2 Setup 

In case the HeNB in itiated TNL address discovery procedure towards an eNB, a possible call flow is shown as below:  

eNB1

(adr1)

HeNB3

(adr3)

HeNB-GW

(adr2)

5. S1:eNB CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(HeNB ID3, TAI3, eNB ID1, TAI1, 

adr1)

2. S1:eNB CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(eNB ID1, TAI1, HeNB ID3, TAI3)

6. S1:MME CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(HeNB ID3, TAI3, eNB ID1, TAI1, 

adr1)

7. S1:MME CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(HeNB ID3, TAI3, eNB ID1, TAI1, 

adr2)

3. S1:eNB CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(eNB ID1, TAI1, HeNB ID3, TAI3)

4. S1:MME CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(eNB ID1, TAI1, HeNB ID3, TAI3)

1. HeNB3 detects a cell served by eNB1, and got 

respective E-CGI1. HeNB3 decides to initiate the TNL 

Address Discovery procedure to get the X2 information

MME
HeNB4

(adr 4)

14. HeNB4 detects cell served by 

eNB1, and got respective E-CGI1. 

HeNB4 decides to initiate the TNL 

Address Discovery procedure to get 

the X2 information

10. X2: X2 SETUP REQUEST

(HeNB ID3, E-CGI3, 

neighbour info: E-CGI1)
11: X2: X2 SETUP REQUEST (eNB ID2, E-CGI3, neighbour info: E-CGI1)

12: X2: X2 SETUP RESPONSE (eNB ID1, E-CGI1 ff)
13. X2: X2 SETUP RESPONSE

(eNB ID1, E-CGI1 ff)

15. S1:eNB CONFIGURATION TRANSFER 

(eNB ID1, TAI1, HeNB ID4, TAI4)

17. S1:MME CONFIGURATION TRANSFER

(HeNB ID4, TAI4, eNB ID1, TAI1, adr2)

16. HeNB GW has already X2 connectivity data from 

eNB1 and responds back to HeNB4 accordingly.

19. X2: X2 SETUP REQUEST (HeNB ID4, E-CGI4, Nbr: eNB1's cells)
20: X2: X2 CONFIGURATION UPDATE REQUEST (to add: E-CGI4)

21: X2: X2 CONFIGURATION UPDATE RESPONSE ()
22. X2: X2 SETUP RESPONSE (eNB ID1, E-CGI1 ff)

No X2 connection
No X2 connection

No X2 connection

8. setup of SCTP association 9. SCTP assoc setup

18. SCTP assoc setup

 

Figure 6.2.3.2.3.1.1: HeNB initiated TNL address discovery and X2 setup  

1. HeNB3 detects a new (non-CSG) cell (E-CGI1) and decides to setup X2 towards the serving eNB1.  

2. It in itiates an eNB Configuration Transfer procedure towards the higher up  node to which it is S1-connected (in 

this case the HeNB-GW ). 

3. The HeNB-GW doesnt have any info on the macro node’s X2 TNL address and forwards the eNB Configuraiton 

Update towards its higher up node to which it is S1-connected. 

4. The MME knows the eNB1 (as it is S1-connected) and sends an MME CONFIGURATION TRANSFER 

message to it. 

5.-7. eNB1 returns its X2-TNL address, the MME (6.) is able to route the transfer procedure based on the TAI and 

finally the address info reaches the requesting HeNB3 (7.), whereas the HeNB-GW would need to memorise the 

X2-address of eNB1 and then changes the X2-address into its own, so that the HeNB3 receives as X2-address of 

the HeNB-GWs for X2 connectivity. 

8.-9. SCTP associations are setup between the HeNB-GW  and eNB1 and the HeNB-GW and HeNB3. 
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10. The HeNB3 starts the X2 setup towards the HeNB-GW , indicating cell E-CGI1 as neighbour. The procedure is 

logically terminated at the HeNB-GW. 

11. The HeNB-GW starts another X2 setup procedure to continue the setup of X2-connectivity towards the eNB1, 

indicating its own eNB-ID2 and E-CGI1 as neighbour info. 

12.-13. The eNB1 and HeNB-GW respond with the HeNB-GW  memorising the X2-connectivity data (X2 adr1, 

eNB-ID1, E-CGIs served by the eNB, etc.). The X2-proxy may need to memorize the list of neighbouring 

HeNBs (or eNBs) for each connected eNB (or HeNB). This informat ion can be used further to only update the 

affected neighbouring HeNB (or eNB) when the informat ion for an eNB (or HeNB) is changed. 

15.-17. Any further X2-address request from other HeNBs for X2-connectivity towards eNB1 will be responded 

by the HeNB-GW without forwarding the request via the MME towards the eNB1.  

18. An SCTP assocation is setup between the HeNB-GW and HeNB4. 

19. -22. The X2-setup between the new HeNB4, as shown, is performed directly with the HeNB-GW , whereas the 

respond is only sent, if the X2 Configuration Update between the HeNB-GW and the eNB1 is performed 

successfully. 

eNB initiated TNL address discovery procedure and X2 Setup  

In case the eNB init iated TNL address discovery procedure towards a HeNB, a possible call flow is shown as below:  

eNB1

(adr1)

HeNB3

(adr3)

HeNB-GW

(adr2)

7. S1:MME CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(eNB1, TAI1, HeNB3, TAI3, adr2)

2. S1:eNB CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(HeNB3, TAI3, eNB1, TAI1)

6. S1:eNB CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(eNB1, TAI1, HeNB3, TAI3, adr2)

5. S1:eNB CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(eNB1, TAI1, HeNB3, TAI3, adr3)

3. S1:MME CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(HeNB3, TAI3, eNB1, TAI1)

1. eNB1 detects HeNB3, and got respective E-

CGI. eNB1 decides to initiate the TNL Address 

Discovery procedure to get the X2 information

MME
HeNB4

(adr 4)

14. HeNB4 detects cell served by 

eNB1, and got respective E-CGI1. 

HeNB4 decides to initiate the TNL 

Address Discovery procedure to get 

the X2 information

11. X2: X2 SETUP REQUEST

(eNB ID1, E-CGI1 ff)
10: X2: X2 SETUP REQUEST (eNB ID1, E-CGI1 ff)

13: X2: X2 SETUP RESPONSE (eNB ID2, E-CGI3, neighbour info: E-

CGI1)

12. X2: X2 SETUP RESPONSE

(HeNB ID3, E-CGI3, 

neighbour info: E-CGI1)

15. S1:eNB CONFIGURATION TRANSFER 

(eNB ID1, TAI1, HeNB ID4, TAI4)

17. S1:MME CONFIGURATION TRANSFER

(HeNB ID4, TAI4, eNB ID1, TAI1, adr2)

16. HeNB GW has already X2 connectivity data from 

eNB1 and responds back to HeNB4 accordingly.

19. X2: X2 SETUP REQUEST (HeNB ID4, E-CGI4, Nbr: eNB1's cells)
20: X2: X2 CONFIGURATION UPDATE REQUEST (to add: E-CGI4)

21: X2: X2 CONFIGURATION UPDATE RESPONSE ()
22. X2: X2 SETUP RESPONSE (eNB ID1, E-CGI1 ff)

No X2 connection
No X2 connection

No X2 connection

8. setup of SCTP association 9. SCTP assoc setup

18. SCTP assoc setup

4. S1:MME CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(HeNB3, TAI3, eNB1, TAI1)

 

Figure 6.2.3.2.3.1.2: eNB initiated TNL address discovery and X2 setup  

Observation 1: The HeNB-GW may change the IP address in the eNB/ MME Configuration Transfer message. 

Observation 2: The X2 -proxy may initiate the X2 setup with the eNB or the HeNB.  

Observation 3: The X2 -proxy memorizes the list of neighbouring HeNBs (or eNB) for the connected eNB (or 

HeNB). 

6.2.3.2.4 Handling X2 procedures in X2-proxy 

UE-dedicated procedures 
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- Handover Preparation  

- SN Status Transfer  

- UE Context Release  

- Handover Cancel 

- Reset 

- Error Indication  

eNB1

(adr1)

HeNB3

(adr3)

HeNB-GW

(adr2)

2. HO Req (X2AP ID #1, target: HeNB3)

5. HO Req Ack (X2AP ID#1, X2AP ID#12)

4. HO Req Ack (X2AP ID#11, X2AP 

ID#31)

1. eNB1 decides to initiate an X2 HO towards 

HeNB3. eNb1 uses the ID of HeNB3 to find the 

associated X2 interface

MME
HeNB4

(adr 4)

6. SN Status Transfer (X2AP ID#1, X2AP ID#12)

8. UE Context Release  (X2AP 

ID#11, X2AP ID#31)

X2 Interface
X2 Interface

X2 Interface

3. HO Req (X2AP ID#11, target: 

HeNB3)

X2-proxy changes X2AP ID for 

all UE-associated signaling

7. SN Status Transfer (X2AP ID#11, 

X2AP ID#31)

9. UE Context Release  (X2AP ID#11, X2AP ID#31)

 

Figure 6.2.3.2.4.1: Processing UE-dedicated procedure 

Observation 4: The X2-proxy processes and forwards all X2 messages between the HeNB and other eNBs for all 

UE-dedicated procedures. The processing of X2-AP messages includes modifying X2-AP UE IDs, but leaves 

other parts of the message unchanged. Upon reception of the X2 Han dover Request message, the X2-proxy 

forward the message to target node based on the target cell ID.  

Non-UE-dedicated procedures 

- X2 Setup 

 The X2 setup procedure is handled locally on each X2 interface instance. eNB configuration update procedure 

will be triggered in case the updated X2 relat ion need to be informed to HeNB or neighbour eNB.  

- eNB Configuration Update 

 The eNB Configuration Update procedures will be handled locally on each X2 interface instance. An eNB 

configuration update procedure may be triggered in case the updated X2 relat ion needs to be informed to HeNB 

or neighbour eNB. 

- Reset 

 The Reset procedure is handled locally on each X2 interface instance. 

- Error Indication  

 The Error Indication procedure is initiated by an eNB to report detected errors in one incoming message, 

provided they cannot be reported by an appropriate failure message. In case the Old eNB UE X2AP ID IE and 

New eNB UE X2AP ID IE are not included in the ERROR INDICATION message, the procedure uses non UE-

associated signalling. The Error Indicat ion procedure is handled locally  on each X2 interface instance. 

Observation 5: All non-UE-dedicated X2-AP procedures are terminated at the X2-proxy, and handled locally 

between the HeNB and the X2-proxy, and between the X2-proxy and other eNBs. Upon reception of an X2 non 

cell related non-UE-associated message from HeNB or neighbour eNB, the X2-proxy may trigger associated non-

UE-dedicated X2-AP procedure(s) to the neighbour eNB or HeNB(s).  
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6.2.3.2.5 Impact to eNB/HeNB 

ANR 

The ANR function resides in the eNB and manages the conceptual Neighbour Relation Tab le (NRT). For each cell that 

the eNB has, the eNB keeps a NRT. For each NR, the NRT contains the Target Cell Identifier (TCI), which identifies 

the target cell. For E-UTRAN, the TCI corresponds to the E-UTRAN Cell Global Identifier (ECGI) and Physical Cell 

Identifier (PCI) of the target cell. Furthermore, each NR has three attributes, the NoRemove, the NoHO and the NoX2 

attribute. The meaning of these attributes would remain unchanged when eNB/HeNB has the X2 interface with X2-

proxy. 

When the eNB detects a HeNB, the eNB can use existing ANR function to instruct the UE to report the information of 

the HeNB, and add the HeNB to the Neighbour Relation List. 

O&M procedure  

As described above, there is no new configuration to the eNB or HeNB to use the X2-proxy. 

Neighbouring cell information handling and X2 HO  

In current macro system, the eNB saves the information of neighbouring cell received during the X2 setup procedure, 

and eNB configuration update procedure. When the eNB need to init iates a HO, it checks the related in formation and 

determines whether to use X2 HO. 

For X2-proxy, the eNB (or HeNB) saves the information of neighbouring cell received during the X2 setup procedure, 

and eNB configuration update procedure. If the served cells contained in the message belonging to the neighbour HeNB 

(or eNB), the eNB/HeNB shall regard the X2 interface between X2-proxy  and the neighbour HeNB/eNB as availab le. 

When the eNB (or HeNB) needs to initiate a HO, it checks the related informat ion and determines whether use X2 HO. 

So the change is the cell-data-model in the eNB/HeNB in order to use X2-proxy. 

6.2.3.2.6 Possible spec changes 

- The definit ion for X2-proxy  

- The neighbouring cell informat ion handling. 
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6.2.3.2.7 Comparison  

 Direct X2 X2-proxy 
Scalability eNB need to maintain one SCTP/X2 

for each neighbouring eNB/HeNB. 
eNB need to maintain a single 
SCTP/X2 through X2 proxy to 

address all neighbouring HeNBs 
connected to that X2 proxy, one 
additional direct SCTP/X2 per 

neighbouring eNB and one additional 
direct SCTP/X2 per HeNB that 

directly connects to MME (when such 
deployment exists). 

Impact on MME load Same Same 
Impact on eNB No new X2 functions. New function interworking with X2 

proxy that may affect existing 
functions (e.g. X2 setup, eNB 

configuration update), and 
neighbouring cell handling* 

Need to support and manage two 
types of X2 handover and 

connections, either direct or via X2 
proxy. 

Impact on HeNB No new X2 functions. New function interworking with X2 
proxy that may  affect existing 

functions (e.g. on X2 setup, eNB 
Configuration Update), and 
neighbouring cell handling.*  

Need to support and manage two 
types of X2 handover and 

connections, either direct or via X2 
proxy. 

Impact on IOT  The eNB need to perform IOT with 
different vendors of HeNBs for X2 (on 

existing scope of functions). 

The eNB need to perform IOT with 
the different HeNB-GW vendors for 
X2 (on new functional scope), and 

also with different HeNB vendors (on 
existing X2 scope of functions) for 

HeNBs if they directly connect to the 
MME. 

Specification impact Only minor Stage-2 change to state 
that X2 HO is allowed between eNB 

and HeNB. 

Stage-2 changes for the 
definition/functionality for X2-proxy, 
and the handling some procedure in 

particular the X2 common 
procedures. * 

Impact on O&M  When an HeNB is turned off, the 
HeNB-GW and the eNB will generate 
separate alarms for the loss of SCTP 

connection. 

When an HeNB is turned off, no 
impact to the eNB’s O&M. The HeNB-
GW may only generate one alarm for 
the loss of the SCTP connection with 

the HeNB. 
It is FFS whether there is any new 

requirement on O&M. 
Impact from the dynamic change of 

the HeNB’s IP address  
No impact? No impact? 

 

* severity assessment pending on the detailed discussion on X2-proxy (e.g. X2 setup, handling of X2 procedures, etc) in 

RAN3#75-b is meeting. 

6.2.3.2.8 Open issues  

6.2.3.2.8.1 Is the source node e.g. eNB changed because it newly need to store for each 

neighbour e.g. HeNB whether it needs to address it via the proxy or direct? 

As for the specific p roperty of HeNB serving only a single cell, the cell-data-model in the eNB becomes a “node-data-

model”, and one can argue at length whether this changes the eNB or not. The fact is that the eNB as for any other 

neighbour node, need to maintain X2-connectivity information. Whether the eNB is “confused” of the fact that the same 

X2 address is used for several nodes is probably a matter of implementation.  
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Further, during the X2 setup between the eNB and the X2-Proxy, the eNB is able to realise X2-connectivity towards the 

neighbouring HeNB via an X2-proxy , by noticing that the Served cells (i.e . HeNBs) of the X2-Proxy do not share the 

same 20-bit eNB ID of the X2-Proxy. The eNB saves the information of neighbouring cell received during the X2 setup 

procedure, and eNB configuration update procedure, then considers the X2 with the neighbouring HeNB is availab le via 

X2-Proxy. Talking of detailed implementation, the eNB continue to maintain the same table containing the infor mation 

of the neighbouring HeNBs. If a specific eNB implementation uses the eNB ID as an index, it may need some changes 

to use the 28-b it cell ID as an index, since the neighbouring HeNBs does not have the same eNB ID. When the eNB 

needs to initiate a HO, it checks the related information and determines whether use X2 HO. So the change is the cell-

data-model in the eNB in order to use X2-proxy . 

6.2.3.2.8.2 If the source eNB wants to remove an NR with a target HeNB, and wants to proxy to 
tear down the X2 between proxy and target HeNB, how does it work?  

There is no X2 tear down procedure in current standard. So there is no reason to introduce it for X2 -Proxy. 

6.2.3.2.8.3 Will the proxy maintain up to date all the NR tables of all the nodes it is connected to?  

The X2-Proxy memorize TNL addresses gained from the X2 TNL discovery process in order to route the setup of X2 

connectivity and has of course the information of all HeNBs/eNBs connected to it. So, as a by -product of these tasks, it 

is able keep track of neighbouring HeNBs (or eNBs) for each connected eNB (or HeNB).  

6.2.3.2.8.4 In case of eNB Configuration Update: How does the proxy route the message towards 
the relevant target HeNB? 

Since the X2-Proxy  memorizes the list of neighbouring HeNBs for each connected eNB, so the X2-Proxy can route the 

messages towards the eNB’s neighbouring HeNB(s).  

6.2.3.2.8.5 Q 2.4 seems to add some new function/information to the eNB configuration update 

procedure. What element in that message is included to inform the neighbouring 
eNB(s)? 

There is no new element necessary. And this is also related to the question “When the HeNB switches off, how is the 

eNB informed that this HeNB is no longer a valid neighbour?” When a HeNB is switched off, the X2 -Proxy can detect 

the SCTP association with this HeNB is unavailable. Since the X2-Proxy knows this HeNB’s neighbouring eNB(s), the 

X2-Proxy may init iate the X2 eNB Configuration Update procedure to inform the neighbouring eNB(s). The X2 -Proxy 

can use the Served Cells To Delete IE indicating the HeNB is deleted. This is same as the macro system when an eNB 

initiates the eNB Configuration Update procedure to other eNBs informing to delete a cell.  

6.2.3.2.8.6 How is the proxy informed if the HeNB switches on again ? 

When a HeNB switches on again, it follows the normal procedure, for example, in case the HeNB detects a 

neighbouring eNB, the HeNB in itiates the TNL address discovery procedure, then initiates the X2 Setup with the X2 -

Proxy. The below figures shows a possible call flow when HeNB4 switches on. 
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eNB1

(adr1)

HeNB-GW

(adr2)
MME

HeNB4

(adr 4)

15. S1:eNB CONFIGURATION TRANSFER 

(eNB ID1, TAI1, HeNB ID4, TAI4)

17. S1:MME CONFIGURATION TRANSFER

(HeNB ID4, TAI4, eNB ID1, TAI1, adr2)

16. HeNB GW has already X2 connectivity data from 

eNB1 and responds back to HeNB4 accordingly.

19. X2: X2 SETUP REQUEST (HeNB ID4, E-CGI4, Nbr: eNB1's cells)
20: X2: X2 CONFIGURATION UPDATE REQUEST (to add: E-CGI4)

21: X2: X2 CONFIGURATION UPDATE RESPONSE ()
22. X2: X2 SETUP RESPONSE (eNB ID1, E-CGI1 ff)

X2

18. SCTP assoc setup

14. HeNB4 detects cell served by 

eNB1, and got respective E-CGI1. 

HeNB4 decides to initiate the TNL 

Address Discovery procedure to get 

the X2 information

 

Figure 6.2.3.2.8.6.1 – HeNB initiated TNL address discovery 

6.2.3.2.8.7 Does the proxy maintain a duplicate of all NR tables presents in all eNBs and HeNBs 

connected to it? If yes, what is the mechanism to ensure consistencies with these 
duplicates?  If yes, how is any discrepancy resolved?  

As described in Section 6.2.3.2.3, the X2-proxy and the HeNBs/eNBs gain their neighbour information from the very 

same procedures. If anything is added/removed/modified, all relevant nodes are involved. This provides a rather exp licit 

guarantee for consistency. You may remember the similar issue discussed for relay, and concluded nothing to be 

defined in standard. 

6.2.3.2.8.8 Handling of resource status request message in the proxy (the X2 proxy needs to 
split it?, etc…) 

Since this SI is focussing on mobility enhancement only, supporting the X2 Resource Status Request procedure between 

eNB and HeNB is not a mandatory requirement for eNB, HeNB and X2-Proxy . 

If it is required, the handling of resource status request message in X2-proxy should be done as specified fo r cell related 

X2 messages for the DeNB (TS 36.300 Section 4.7.4). The Resource Status Reporting procedure is handled locally on 

each X2 interface instance. Upon the reception of the Resource Status Request message containing cells belonging to 

multip le eNBs or HeNB(s), the X2-proxy may trigger Resource Status Reporting Initiation procedure(s) to the related 

eNB(s) or HeNB(s). The X2-Proxy may modify the measurement ID before proxying the message and storing the 

mapping relation for the measurement ID used between eNB and X2-proxy , and the one used between HeNB and X2-

Proxy. If one or more eNB(s) o r HeNB(s) are involved, the X2-Proxy may wait  and aggregate the response messages 

from all involved nodes to respond to the originating node. 

It is possible that there is a race-condition due to the intermediate delay, e.g. HeNB has switched off but neighbour 

eNBs are not yet informed. 

This corner case also applies to relay. There is no difference for how X2-Proxy  handles it in HeNB and in Relay. The 

X2-Proxy simply uses the partial success to notify the originator.  

In addition, this can also happen for macro system, for example, eNB2’s cell#1 is switched off. Before eNB1 receive 

the eNB Configuration Update message from eNB2, eNB1 in itiates the Resource Status Reporting Init iating procedure 

towards eNB2 including cell#1. The eNB2 can reply with the Resource Status Response message including cell#1 and 

the failu re cause. 

6.2.3.2.8.9 Handling of the load information message in the proxy 

Since this SI is focussing on mobility enhancement only, supporting the X2 Load Indication procedure between eNB 

and HeNB is not a mandatory requirement fo r eNB, HeNB and X2-Proxy. 

If it is required, the handling of load in formation message in X2-proxy should be done as specified for cell related X2 

messages for the DeNB (TS 36.300 Sect ion 4.7.4). The Load Indicat ion procedure is handled locally on each X2 
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interface instance. Upon the reception of the Load Information message containing cells belonging to multip le eNBs or 

HeNB(s), the X2-proxy  may trigger Load Indication procedure(s) to the related eNB(s) or HeNB(s) based on the Target 

Cell ID. 

6.2.3.2.8.10 Which list of served cells is included in X2 setup Response message 

The HeNB-GW memorizes the list of neighbouring HeNBs (or eNBs) for each connected eNB (or HeNB), i.e. node -

level neighbourship relations. This information can be used later to only update the affected neighbouring HeNB (or 

eNB) when the informat ion for an eNB (or HeNB) is changed. 

For eNB initiated X2 Setup procedure (eNB view): the X2-Proxy rep lies with the X2 Setup Response message. From 

the neighbouring HeNBs (i.e. femto cell-IDs) reported by the eNB, the X2-Proxy  includes those HeNBs that have X2 

interface with the X2-Proxy , as the Served Cells in the X2 Setup Response message. For example, eNB1 indicates its 

neighbouring HeNBs are HeNB1, HeNB2 and HeNB3. HeNB1 and HeNB2 have X2 interface with X2-Proxy. The X2-

Proxy includes (the cells of) HeNB1 and HeNB2 as Served Cells in the X2 Setup Response message. 

For X2-proxy initiated X2 Setup procedure (HeNB view): There is no change to eNB/HeNB on how to construct the 

X2 Setup Response message. 
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6.2.3.2.8.11 Call flow with multiple eNBs connecting to same HeNB 

eNB1
HeNB-GW

(adr2)
MMEeNB2 HeNB1

11: X2: X2 SETUP RESPONSE (HeNB1, )

21. X2 HO Req (old X2AP ID: #1, target: HeNB1)

X2 connection

No X2 connection

X2 connection

2. S1:eNB CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(HeNB1, , eNB2)

6. S1:MME CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(eNB2, HeNB1, adr2)

5. S1:eNB CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(eNB2, HeNB1, adr2)

3. S1:MME CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(HeNB1, eNB2)

1. eNB2 detects HeNB1, and got 

respective E-CGI. eNB2 decides to 

initiate the TNL Address Discovery 

procedure to get the X2 information

10. X2: eNB Configuration Update 

Ack

8: X2: X2 SETUP REQUEST (eNB ID2, E-CGI2, nbr: HeNB1)
9, X2: eNB Configuration Update 

(add: ECGI2)

7. setup of SCTP association

4. HeNB GW has already X2 With HeNB1, 

so it responds back to eNB2 accordingly.

31. X2 HO Req (old X2AP ID: #1, target: HeNB1)

In case eNB1 initiates an X2 HO to HeNB1, 

the processing of UE-dedicated procedure 

can refer to Figure 6.2.1.5.1 in TR37.803 

In case eNB2 initiates an X2 HO to HeNB1, the 

processing of UE-dedicated procedure can 

refer to Figure 6.2.1.5.1 in TR37.803 

41. X2: eNB Configuration Update 

(Modify: HeNB1)

44. X2: eNB Configuration Update Ack

43. X2: eNB Configuration Update (Modify: HeNB1)

42. X2: eNB Configuration Update 

Ack
`

In case HeNB1 initiated configuration update 

procedure

 

Figure 6.2.3.2.8.11.1 – Two eNBs connecting to same HeNB 

Step 4: since HeNB-GW  already has the X2 interface with the target HeNB, HeNB-GW  can responds back to eNB2 

accordingly. 

Step 9: upon the reception of the X2 Setup Request message from eNB2, HeNB-GW  knows HeNB1 is the 

neighboring cell o f eNB2. HeNB-GW  in itiates the eNB Configuration Update message to HeNB1. The message 

includes the eNB2’s cells as Served Cells to Add. 

[The message includes the eNB2’s cells as Served Cells to Add. The Neighbour Information IE is the same as the one 

received in the X2 Setup Request message from eNB2.  
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Step 21: eNB1 initiates an X2 HO towards HeNB1, the processing in the HeNB-GW can refer to the call flow Figure 

6.2.3.2.4.1 in TR37.803. 

Step 31: eNB2 initiates an X2 HO towards HeNB1, the processing in the HeNB-GW can refer to the call flow Figure 

6.2.3.2.4.1 in TR37.803. 

Step 41: HeNB1’s configuration is changed. HeNB1 in itiates eNB Configuration Update procedure to notify X2-

Proxy. 

Step 43: X2-Proxy init iates eNB Configuration Update procedure to notify eNB1 and eNB2 regard ing the changes of 

HeNB1. 

6.2.3.2.8.12 Management of simultaneous direct connections and connections via x2 proxy for 

both eNB and HeNB 

In current macro system, the management of X2 connection consists of following functions: 

- Adding a new X2 connection 

- Updating the X2 connection 

- Memorizing how to use the X2-connection 

In case of direct X2, the eNB (or HeNB) saves/updates the information of neighbouring  cell received during the X2 

setup procedure, and eNB configuration update procedure. Talking of implementation details, the eNB (or HeNB) may 

maintain a table containing the information of the neighbouring HeNBs (or eNBs), and use the target eNB’s ID or t arget 

cell ID as an index. When the eNB (or HeNB) need to init iates a HO or other non -UE-associated procedures, towards 

the target HeNB (or eNB), it checks the related information and determines whether and via which X2 link to be used to 

perform X2 HO or other non-UE-associated procedures. 

In case the eNB also have an X2 connection with an X2-proxy, the eNB similarly saves/updates information of 

neighbouring cells (i.e. HeNB) received during the X2 setup procedure, and eNB configurat ion update procedure. By 

noticing that the Served cells of the X2-Proxy do not share the same 20-bit eNB ID of the X2-Proxy , the eNB is able to 

realise X2-connectivity towards the neighbouring HeNB v ia an X2-proxy, and considers the X2 with the neighbouring 

HeNB is available. 

Talking of detailed implementation, the eNB continue to maintain the same table containing the information of the 

neighbouring HeNBs. If a specific eNB implementation uses the eNB ID as an index, it may need some changes to use 

the 28-b it cell ID as an index, since the neighbouring HeNBs does not have the same eNB ID. When the eNB needs to 

initiate a HO or other non-UE-associated procedures, towards the target HeNB, it checks the related in formation and 

determines whether and via which X2 link to be used to perform X2 HO or other non-UE-associated procedures. So the 

only change to support both X2 connections is the cell-data-model in the eNB in order to use X2-proxy. 

In case the HeNB also have an X2 connection to an X2-proxy, the HeNB similarly saves/updates information of 

neighbouring cells (i.e. eNB’s cells) received during the X2 setup procedure, and eNB configuration update procedure. 

By noticing that the Served cells of the X2-Proxy do not share the same 20-bit eNB ID of the X2-Proxy, the HeNB is 

able to realise X2-connectivity towards the neighbouring eNB via an X2-proxy , and considers the X2 with the 

neighbouring eNB is availab le. Talking of implementation details, the HeNB continue to maintain the same table 

containing the information of the neighbouring eNBs. When the HeNB needs to initiate a X2 HO or other non-UE-

associated procedures, towards the target eNB, it checks the related informat ion and determines whether and via which 

X2 link to be used to perform X2 HO or other non-UE-associated procedures. So the only change to support both X2 

connections is the cell-data-model in the HeNB in o rder to use X2-proxy. 

6.2.3.2.8.13 Description of the complete interaction scheme between S1 GTW and X2 proxy (some 
already seen e.g. enb conf transfer, mme conf trans fer, enb conf update, etc…)  

The X2-Proxy resides in the HeNB-GW . Interaction between the S1-proxy  and the X2-Proxy function within the 

HeNB-GW is an implementation matter. As described in the call flows for X2 Setup, the only interaction between the 

current HeNB-GW (S1-proxy) functions and the X2-Proxy is for the TNL address discovery procedure and X2 setup. In 

detail, 

- During TNL address discover procedure, the HeNB-GW may need to replace the eNB (or HeNB)’s IP address 

with the IP address of the X2-Proxy. 
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- For HeNB (or eNB) init iated TNL address discovery procedure, the HeNB-GW save the IP address of the eNB 

(or HeNB), then use it to initiate the X2 setup with the eNB (or the HeNB).  

6.2.3.2.8.14 Management of ACL list in target RAN node when X2 proxy used (feature introduced 

by Deutsche Telekom) 

In current macro system, when the source eNB in itiates the TNL address discovery procedure, it includes its own X2 

TNL Configuration information so that the target eNB can add the related IP addresses into the ACL.  

When X2-Proxy is used, the HeNB-GW need to replace the X2 TNL Configuration informat ion with the X2-Proxy’s IP 

addresses during the eNB/HeNB initiated TNL address discovery procedure (Step 3 and Step 7).  

eNB1

(adr1)

HeNB3

(adr3)

HeNB-GW

(adr2)

5. S1:eNB CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(HeNB ID3, , eNB ID1, X2 TNL 

Configuration Info)

2. S1:eNB CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(eNB ID1, , HeNB ID3, X2 TNL 

Configuration Info)

6. S1:MME CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(HeNB ID3, , eNB ID1, X2 TNL 

Configuration Info)

7. S1:MME CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(HeNB ID3, , eNB ID1, X2 TNL 

Configuration Info)

3. S1:eNB CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(eNB ID1, , HeNB ID3, X2 TNL 

Configuration Info)

4. S1:MME CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

eNB ID1, , HeNB ID3, X2 TNL 

Configuration Info)

MME
HeNB4

(adr 4)

10. X2: X2 SETUP REQUEST

(HeNB ID3, E-CGI3, 

neighbour info: E-CGI1)
11: X2: X2 SETUP REQUEST (eNB ID2, E-CGI3, neighbour info: E-CGI1)

12: X2: X2 SETUP RESPONSE (eNB ID1, E-CGI1 ff)
13. X2: X2 SETUP RESPONSE

(eNB ID1, E-CGI1 ff)

No X2 connection
No X2 connection

No X2 connection

8. setup of SCTP association 9. SCTP assoc setup

1. HeNB3 detects a cell served by eNB1, and got 

respective E-CGI1. HeNB3 decides to initiate the TNL 

Address Discovery procedure to get the X2 information

 

Figure 6.2.3.2.8.14.1 – HeNB initiated TNL address discovery with ACL  

Step 3: HeNB-GW rep lace the X2 TNL Configuration information with its own IP adresses, then forward the eNB 

Configurat ion Update message to the MME. 

Step 4: Upon receiption of the MME Configuration Transfer message, the eNB1 configures its ACL for the X2 interface 

with HeNB3. 

Step 7: HeNB-GW rep lace the X2 TNL Configuration information with its own IP adresses, then forward the MME 

Configurat ion Update message to the HeNB. Upon receiption of the MME Configura tion Transfer message, the HeNB 

configures its ACL for the X2 interface with X2-Proxy . 
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eNB1

(adr1)

HeNB3

(adr3)

HeNB-GW
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7. S1:MME CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(eNB1, HeNB3, X2 TNL 

Configuration info)

2. S1:eNB CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(HeNB3, eNB1, X2 TNL 

Configuration Info)

6. S1:eNB CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(eNB1, HeNB3, X2 TNL 

Configuration info)

5. S1:eNB CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(eNB1, HeNB3, X2 TNL 

Configuration info)

3. S1:MME CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(HeNB3, eNB1, X2 TNL 

Configuration Info)

1. eNB1 detects HeNB3, and got respective E-

CGI. eNB1 decides to initiate the TNL Address 

Discovery procedure to get the X2 information

MME
HeNB4

(adr 4)

11. X2: X2 SETUP REQUEST

(eNB ID1, E-CGI1 ff)
10: X2: X2 SETUP REQUEST (eNB ID1, E-CGI1 ff)

13: X2: X2 SETUP RESPONSE (eNB ID2, E-CGI3, neighbour info: E-

CGI1)

12. X2: X2 SETUP RESPONSE

(HeNB ID3, E-CGI3, 

neighbour info: E-CGI1)

No X2 connection
No X2 connection

No X2 connection

8. setup of SCTP association 9. SCTP assoc setup

4. S1:MME CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER

(HeNB3, eNB1, X2 TNL 

Configuration Info)

 

Figure 6.2.3.2.8.14.2 – eNB initiated TNL address discovery with ACL  

Step 3: HeNB-GW rep lace the X2 TNL Configuration information with its own IP adresses, then forward the MME 

Configurat ion Update message to HeNB3.  

Step 4: Upon receiption of the MME Configuration Transfer message, HeNB3 configures its ACL for the X2 interface 

with X2-Proxy. 

6.2.3.2.8.15 Management of the “no X2 flag”, “remove flag”, “no ho flag” when X2-proxy used 

As described in TR37.803, for each cell that the eNB (or HeNB) has, the eNB (or HeNB) keeps a NRT. For each NR, 

the NRT contains the Target Cell Identifier (TCI), which identifies the target cell. For E-UTRAN, the TCI corresponds 

to the E-UTRAN Cell Global Identifier (ECGI) and Physical Cell Identifier (PCI) of the target cell. Furthermore, as 

described in TS36.300, each NR has three attributes, the “No Remove”, the “No HO” and the “No X2” attribute. The 

meaning of these attributes would remain unchanged when eNB (or HeNB) has the X2 interface with X2 -proxy. 

When the eNB detects a HeNB, the eNB can use existing ANR function to instruct the UE to report the information of 

the HeNB, and add the HeNB to the Neighbour Relation List. The ANR function also allows O&M to manage the NRT. 

O&M can add and delete NRs. It can also change the attributes of the NRT. The O&M system is informed about 

changes in the NRT. 

6.2.3.2.8.16 Present some error handling call flows corresponding to paper R3-120138 

For HeNB init iated TNL address discovery procedure and X2 setup, it is possible that the X2 setup may be failed.  

eNB1

(adr1)

HeNB3

(adr3)

HeNB-GW

(adr2)
MME

HeNB4

(adr 4)

10. X2: X2 SETUP REQUEST

(HeNB ID3, E-CGI3, 

neighbour info: E-CGI1)

11. X2: X2 SETUP FAILURE

Scenario 1: X2-Proxy reject the X2 Setup

Scenario 2: eNB reject the X2 setup

11: X2: X2 SETUP REQUEST (eNB ID2, E-CGI3, neighbour info: E-CGI1)

12: X2: X2 SETUP FAILURE

 

Figure 6.2.3.2.8.16.1 – X2 Setup Failure for HeNB initiated TNL address discovery and X2 setup 
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For eNB in itiated TNL address discovery and X2 setup, it is possible that the X2 setup may be failed.  

eNB1

(adr1)

HeNB3

(adr3)

HeNB-GW

(adr2)
MME

HeNB4

(adr 4)

10: X2: X2 SETUP REQUEST (eNB ID1, E-CGI1 ff)

12: X2: X2 SETUP FAILURE

20: X2: X2 CONFIGURATION UPDATE (to add: E-CGI4)

21: X2: X2 CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE

Scenario 1: X2-Proxy reject the X2 Setup

Scenario 2: HeNB reject the X2 Setup
11. X2: X2 SETUP REQUEST

(eNB ID1, E-CGI1 ff)

12. X2: X2 SETUP FAILURE

Scenario 3: eNB reject the X2 eNB 

Configuration Update

 

Figure 6.2.3.2.8.16.2 – X2 Setup Failure for eNB initiated TNL address discovery and X2 setup  

As described in TR37.803 Section 6.2.1.5, the non-UE-dedicated X2 procedures are handled locally between the eNB 

and the X2-Proxy, and between the HeNB and the X2-Proxy. In case a failure for the non-UE-dedicated X2 procedure, 

the X2-Proxy  terminates the procedure. The X2-Proxy may t rigger the associated non-UE-dedicated X2-AP 

procedure(s) to other side. 

eNB1

(adr1)

HeNB3

(adr3)

HeNB-GW

(adr2)

4. HO Preparation Failure

MME
HeNB4

(adr 4)

6. SN Status Transfer (X2AP ID#1, X2AP ID#12)

3. HO Req (X2AP ID#11, target: 

HeNB3)

Scenario 1: target HeNB reject the X2 HO Req

2. HO Req (X2AP ID #1, target: HeNB3)

5. HO Preparation Failure

8. Error Indication

7. SN Status Transfer (X2AP ID#11, 

X2AP ID#31)

9. Error Indication

Scenario 2: Error handling for SN Status Transfer

 

Figure 6.2.3.2.8.16.3 –Failure for UE-dedicated procedures 

As described in TR37.803 Section 6.2.1.5, the X2-Proxy  process and forwards the X2 messages for the UE-dedicated 

X2 procedures. In case the X2-Proxy receives the failure message or error indication message, the X2-Proxy may 

changes the X2AP ID, and then forward it to the other side. 

6.2.3.2.8.17 More clarification on the transparency issue (i.e. whether the X2GW should be seen 
as a Macro eNB by other eNBs) 

The X2-Proxy appears as an eNB (for X2) to the eNB and HeNB. 

- From the eNB’s perspective, the neighbouring HeNBs connecting to X2-Proxy are considered as cells of the X2-

Proxy. 

- From the HeNB’s perspective, the cells of the neighbouring eNBs are considered as cells of the X2-Proxy. 

The X2-proxy is not regarded to be absolutely “transparent”, although the basic design principle foresees to align it with 

the behaviour of a macro eNB. The eNB (or He NB) can realize X2-connectivity towards the neighbouring HeNB (or 
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eNB) v ia an X2-proxy. The X2-Proxy only includes the cells of the HeNB’s neighbouring eNB(s) to the HeNB, and 

only includes the eNB’s neighbouring HeNBs to the eNB.  

6.2.3.2.8.18 O&M impact (case of proxy reporting more than 256 cells)  

Currently, when the eNB is notified of a neighbouring eNB, the eNB can add the neighbouring eNB’s cells into its NRT 

and notify the OAM. The OAM can change the attributes of the NRT.  

In case the eNB has an X2 connection with the X2-Proxy, the eNB similarly saves/reports the NRT to the OAM, and 

OAM can change the attributes of the NRT. In case a specific OAM implementation manages the NRT on a per -eNB 

basis, it may need some changes to manage a NRT table with more  than 256 cells fo r a neighbouring eNB, i.e. X2-

Proxy. 

6.2.3.2.8.19 When an SCTP Association between the HeNB -GW & an HeNB is established, i.e. 
what triggers this establishment? 

As clearly described in Figure 6.2.3.2.3.1.1: HeNB init iated TNL address discovery and X2 setup and Figure 

6.2.3.2.3.1.2: eNB in itiated TNL address discovery and X2 setup of TR37.803, the setup of SCTP association is 

triggered by the TNL address discovery procedure, i.e. Step 8/9/18 in both figures.  

6.2.3.2.8.20 The concern for X2-Proxy using eNB Configuration Update procedure to notify an 

eNB, in case the HeNB-GW detects failure (or shutdown) of the SCTP association 
supporting the X2 connection towards an HeNB  

The concern is using the eNB Configuration Update procedure requires new logic in eNB. This is a misunderstanding 

on X2-Proxy . There is no new logic required for the eNB.  

As stated mult iple t imes in the TR and related contributions, the eNB considers the neighbouring HeNBs as the cells of 

the X2-Proxy . In case a neighbouring HeNB is unavailable, it is quite reasonable that the eNB receives the message 

from the X2-Proxy indicating that one of the X2-Proxy’s cell, i.e. the switched off HeNB, is unavailab le. The SCTP 

with the X2-Proxy  is used for all neighbouring HeNBs connected to the X2-Proxy. If using the proposed method as 

described in the question, i.e. explicit indicat ion for the SCTP is unavailable, it will be a new logic to the eNB.  

In current X2-Proxy , the explicit indication for the SCTP is unavailable is only used when all neighbouring HeNBs are 

power off. 

6.2.3.2.8.21 Procedure for eNB to trigger the establishment of SCTP and X2 between the X2-Proxy 
and the said HeNB, after the eNB detects a restarted HeNB 

When the eNB detects a restarted HeNB, the eNB in itiates the TNL address discovery procedure. After the TNL 

address discovery procedure, the X2-Proxy init iates the SCTP association (Step 8) and X2 Setup (Step 10) with the 

HeNB. The eNB only have one X2 with the X2-Proxy. The eNB does not re-init iate the X2-Setup if the eNB already 

have X2 setup with the X2-Proxy. 
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eNB1
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3. S1:MME CONFIGURATION 
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Discovery procedure to get the X2 information

MME
HeNB2

(adr 4)

No SCTP/X2 

SCTP association, and X2 SCTP association, and X2

4. S1:MME CONFIGURATION TRANSFER

(HeNB2, ...)

10 X2 SETUP REQUEST (Served cells: eNB1's cells)

9. eNB Configuration Update ()

12 eNB Configuration Update Ack

11. X2: X2 SETUP RESPONSE (Served cells: HeNB2)

8. SCTP assoc setup

 

Figure 6.2.3.2.8.21.1 – eNB1 detects the restarted HeNB2 

As described in above Figure, the X2-Proxy  in itiates the SCTP and X2 setup after the eNB (i.e . eNB1) initiated TNL 

address discovery procedure. One may argue that the eNB (i.e. eNB1) may choose not to initiate the X2 setup due to the 

NRT attribute is set to “No X2” fo r this HeNB (i.e . HeNB2), thus cause the SCTP/X2 is unnecessarily setup between 

the X2-Proxy  and HeNB2. First, if the NRT attribute is set to “NO X2”, it is useless for the eNB1 init iated TNL address 

discovery procedure. It is questionable why eNB1 in itiates the TNL address discovery procedure towards HeNB2 if the 

related NRT attribute is set to “NO X2”. Even if th is does happen, it is a valid assumption that the NRT attribute in the 

HeNB2 is also set to “No X2” for eNB1. So when the X2-Proxy init iates the X2 setup request including the eNB1’s cell 

informat ion, HeNB2 can reject the X2 Setup request. Thus there will be no SCTP/X2 between X2-Proxy and HeNB2. 

6.2.3.2.8.22 Open issues 

1. How to decouple X2-Proxy  from S1-GW during the TNL address discovery and X2 setup? 

6.2.3.3 X2 Routing Proxy Alternative 

The X2 Routing proxy alternative supports X2 between eNBs & HeNBs independently of whether an HeNB-GW was 

present (or indeed needed) or not. Such a solution would provide flexib ility to satisfy various deployment requirements. 

This would introduce the logical function, the X2 Routing Proxy .  

The following diagram illustrates the applicable network architecture with the proposed solution. 
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Figure 6.2.3.3.1 Logical network architecture 

The following sections provide more details of how such a solution would be implemented, highlighting certain ke y 

scenarios. 

6.2.3.3.1 X2 Setup 

One of the key scenarios to consider is how an X2 connection could be established between eNB & HeNB. The 

following figure illustrates the "basic" X2 setup procedure, i.e. when an eNB detects (or is configured with informat ion 

about) a neighbouring HeNB. 

The figure shows how the new proposal would work when the X2 Routing Proxy function is deployed. 
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X2 setup response (Global eNB-

ID=HeNB#2, NeighbourInfo, Receivers 

eNB TNL Identity)

MME Configuration Transfer {Target eNB-Id=HeNB#2, Source eNB-

ID=eNB#1, SON Info Request=X2 TNL Config. Info, Source eNB TNL 

Config. Info…)

X2 setup request (Global eNB-ID=eNB#1, NeighbourInfo, Receivers eNB TNL 

Identity)

Setup of SCTP Association

eNB #1 HeNB #2MME

eNB Configuration Transfer (Target eNB-

Id=HeNB#2, Source eNB-ID=eNB#1, SON 

Info Request=X2 TNL Config. Info…)

eNB1 detects HeNB2, and having 

determined the respective E-CGI. 

eNB1 decides to initiate the TNL 

Address Discovery procedure to 

get the X2 information

MME Configuration Transfer (Target eNB-

Id=eNB#1, Source eNB-ID=HeNB#2, SON Info 

Reply=X2 TNL Config. Info…)

eNB Configuration Transfer (Target eNB-Id=eNB#1, Source eNB-

ID=HeNB#2, SON Info Reply=X2 TNL Config. Info…)

HeNB#2 provides TNL 

Config. Info 

corresponding to it’s 

address & the address 

of the X2 Routing Proxy 

X2 Routing 

Proxy

eNB#1 uses the first TNL address 

from the received 

 TNL Config. Info as the transport 

address of the peer endpoint for 

establishing the SCTP Association 

eNB#1 includes in a new IE Receivers

 eNB TNL Identity to indicate the 

destination of the X2 Setup Request 

X2 setup request (Global eNB-

ID=eNB#1, NeighbourInfo, Receivers 

eNB TNL Identity)

X2 setup response (Global eNB-ID=HeNB#2, NeighbourInfo, Receivers eNB TNL 

Identity)

HeNB#2 includes in a new IE Receivers

 eNB TNL Identity to indicate the 

destination of the X2 Setup Response 

 

Figure 6.2.3.3.1.1 X2 Setup procedure 

The steps shown in the above figure are as follows. 

1. eNB#1 detects HeNB#2. 

2. eNB#1 then requests information about HeNB#2 via the S1AP eNB/MME Configuration Transfer procedures, 

which are sent via the MME to HeNB#2.  

3. HeNB#2 provides two sets of TNL config. Info in the Configuration Transfer response, the first provides TNL 

info. of the X2 Routing Proxy, the second is TNL info. o f HeNB#2 itself. Alternatively, only the TNL info of 

HeNB#2 is provided in the Configurat ion Transfer Response message and the X2 Routing Proxy TNL info is 

known by configuration in eNB#1. 

4. Once eNB#1 has received informat ion about HeNB#2, it setups an SCTP Association to the X2 Routing Proxy 

using the TNL Configuration Informat ion received/configured only if no SCTP association is yet existing..  
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5. eNB#1 sends an X2 Setup Request to the peer node over the SCTP association between eNB#1 and the proxy. 

To avoid having to implement special behaviour with respect to populating neighbour cell informat ion in the X2 

message a new IE, the Receivers eNB TNL identity is introduced. This new IE allows the X2 Routing Proxy  to 

determine where to send the X2 message to i.e. HeNB#2. If an SCTP association already exists towards 

HeNB#2, the proxy forwards the X2 Setup Request message over that existing association. If the SCTP 

association towards the HeNB#2 is not yet existing, the Proxy  sets it up before forward ing the X2 Setup Request 

message (new logic). 

6. Once HeNB#2 receives the X2 Setup Request, the HeNB#2 notices that it doesn’t have yet an X2AP connection 

towards the peer eNB#1 ID included in the message. Therefore it does not reset any existing X2AP connection 

but instead establish a new one with the eNB#1 by responding with an X2 Setup Response. As for the Setup 

Request, a new IE the Receivers eNB TNL identity is included (which is set to ident ify eNB#1) in the X2 Setup 

Response. 

The same scenario will be repeated if the eNB subsequently decides to establish an X2 to another HeNB. Similarly if 

the source is an HeNB and the target an eNB, the procedure is the same.  

Similarly, the X2 Setup Failure message will require new IEs to identify both the source & target eNB/HeNB.  

6.2.3.3.2 Other X2 procedures 

In order to ensure in the case when an X2 Routing Proxy  is deployed that the behaviour of the Proxy is kept simple & 

transparent, new “routing” IEs (to identify the source/target eNB) would also be introduced to other X2 messages that 

do not currently support such information. Whilst this would therefore require the addition of Source & Target eNB-ID 

TNL identity IEs to the X2 messages, it would result in a consistent & coherent implementation on the X2 Routing 

proxy. 

An example being the Handover procedure shown below. 

Handover request Ack (…..,source eNB TNL 

Id=HeNB#2, target eNB TNL Id=eNB#1)

Handover request (…..,source eNB TNL Id=eNB#1, 

target eNB TNL Id=HeNB#2)

eNB #1 HeNB #2

eNB1 determines need to handover 

UE to HeNB#2

X2 Routing Proxy

Handover request (…..,source eNB TNL Id=eNB#1, 

target eNB TNL Id=HeNB#2)

Handover request Ack (…..,source eNB TNL 

Id=HeNB#2, target eNB TNL Id=eNB#1)

 

Figure 6.2.3.3.2.1 Handover procedure  

6.2.3.3.3 Summary 

As can be seen from the informat ion above, the proposed X2 Routing Proxy  solution is simple, in that it only requires 

the addition of “routing” IEs in the X2 messages and some basic new functionality on the eNB/HeNB. The X2 Routing 

Proxy functionality is the ability to “route” messages based on received IEs. 

This solution has advantages over the existing proposals including:  
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- That it will work in various network architectures  

- There is no need to implement additional functionality on the HeNB-GW  to manage non-UE related X2 

procedures 

- There is no need to maintain neighbour cell mappings on the HeNB-GW  

- There is no need to manage X2AP IDs on the HeNB-GW  

- The solution does not require MME changes 

- There is no need to implement non-standard SCTP 

6.2.3.3.4 Open Issues 

- How to notify the peer eNB (or HeNB) when the SCTP association between the X2 Routing Proxy and the 

HeNB (or eNB) breaks? 

- How to notify the eNB when the switched off HeNB power up with a d ifferent IP address, but other parameters 

(e.g. PCI, g lobal eNB ID) are not changed? This may be even worse if the eNB does not know the HeNB 

switches off, i.e. The eNB did not in itiate any X2 procedure towards the HeNB after the HeNB switched off , so 

the method as described in the 1st bullet does not work.  

6.2.3.4 Support of X2 via an SCTP Concentrator 

An SCTP concentrator acts as an IP proxy between an eNB and its HeNB neighbors. It addresses the issue of reducing 

the number of SCTP connections toward the macro network by leaving the X2AP layer untouched and by concentrating 

the SCTP layer. The SCTP concentrator is part of the transport layer, and it is transparent to the application layer. It can 

be completely “orthogonal” to the HeNB-GW. 

6.2.3.4.1 Logical Architecture 

In Figure 6.2.3.4.1.1 the logical arch itecture for an SCTP concentrator is shown. In  principle, if a HeNB-GW is 

deployed, both logical nodes could be implemented in the same physical node, but by decoupling the X2 SCTP 

concentration functionality from the S1-GW functionality, a  higher flexib ility for the operator is obtained. 

eNB
X2X2X2
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1

MME / S-GW
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1
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X2X2

X
2
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Figure 6.2.3.4.1.1 Logical network architecture for an SCTP concentrator.  

6.2.3.4.2 Functions 

The SCTP concentrator hosts the following functions: 
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- Mapping the application layer to the TNL as needed, by setting up and maintaining SCTP associations 

underneath the end-to-end X2 interface; 

- Performing NAT if desired, between HeNBs and eNBs; 

- Switching the appropriate SCTP streams into the various SCTP associations as required. 

6.2.3.4.3 Protocol Stack 

In Figure 6.2.3.4.3.1 we show the current protocol stack for the X2 control plane with the presence of an SCTP 

concentrator. A single SCTP association per X2-C interface instance is used with one pair o f stream identifiers for X2-C 

common procedures. An SCTP concentrator terminates the lower layers so that the eNB does n ot need to be aware that 

several peers, with which it maintains X2 interfaces, are actually behind the concentrator. 
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Figure 6.2.3.4.3.1 Protocol stack for the X2 interface over an SCTP concentrator.  

The key characteristics are: 

1. There is a single X2AP association (application layer) between the eNB and each HeNB, so the eNB directly 

“sees” each neighbor. 

2. There is a single SCTP association (transport layer) between the eNB and the SCTP concentrator. 

3. There is a single SCTP association (transport layer) between the SCTP concentrator and each HeNB connected 

to it. 

4. The SCTP concentrator does not touch the application layer, and transports it transparently. 

5. For each HeNB, the SCTP concentrator maps the X2AP signaling on the appropriate SCTP associa tion, 

“switching” between the various SCTP streams from the X2 interface between itself and the eNB.  

6. The SCTP concentrator can also act as a “smart NAT”, in case the HeNBs are assigned private IP addresses.  

Points 2 and 3 may require changes to [16], as  detailed in Sec. 6.2.3.4.6.4. 

In principle, the presence of the SCTP concentrator does not prevent a HeNB from setting up a direct X2 interface with 

another (H)eNB. 

6.2.3.4.4 Leveraging SCTP Multi-Streaming 

Point 5 above descends from the multi-streaming capabilities of SCTP. The eNB can map X2AP signaling for different 

HeNBs on different streams over the same SCTP association. The concentrator receives the messages, terminates the 

SCTP connection, and maps each message on a new SCTP association toward the  appropriate HeNB according to the 

stream number used. Since there can be up to 65535 streams in an SCTP association, in principle it is possible to 

address a large number of HeNBs from the same eNB. The SCTP concentrator handles the appropriate switching 

between each stream number on the SCTP concentrator-macro eNB association and each HeNB-SCTP concentrator 
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association (see Figure 6.2.3.4.4.1). This functionality is completely contained in the SCTP concentrator and only 

requires that the (H)eNBs map X2AP signaling to different peers, on different SCTP stream identifiers. 
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Figure 6.2.3.4.4.1 Switching of SCTP streams into different SCTP associations by the SCTP 
concentrator. 

6.2.3.4.5 Autonomous X2 Setup through the SCTP Concentrator 

6.2.3.4.5.1 X2 Setup from HeNB to eNB 

Let us assume that one of the HeNBs pictured needs to set up X2 with the macro eNB.  

1. The HeNB can obtain the TNL address of the eNB e.g. by doing a DNS lookup toward the core network, o r by 

sending an eNB CONFIGURATION TRANSFER message to  the MME, containing the eNB ID to look up, and 

reading the corresponding address in the answer (the MME CONFIGURATION TRANSFER from the MME 

can contain up to 2 IP addresses for the X2 SCTP endpoint). 

2. The HeNB sets up an SCTP association with the concentrator if none is already present. In the SCTP INIT 

chunk, the HeNB indicates both the address of the concentrator and the address of the eNB.  

3. The HeNB sends the X2 SETUP REQUEST to the concentrator. 

4. The concentrator reads the eNB address from the SCTP INIT chunk and sets up an SCTP association with the 

eNB if none is already present, negotiating a suitable set of SCTP stream identifiers. The concentrator also maps 

the stream identifiers from the SCTP association with the eNB, to the stream identifiers from the SCTP 

association with the HeNB. 

5. The concentrator forwards the X2 SETUP REQUEST to the eNB.  

6. Assuming a positive response, the eNB rep lies with X2 SETUP RESPONSE to the concentrator. The eNB needs 

to send the response over the same stream nu mber as the received X2 SETUP REQUEST in order to allow 

mapping by the concentrator. 

7. Based on the mapping between SCTP streams in Step 4, the concentrator forwards the X2 SETUP RESPONSE 

to the HeNB and the procedure ends. 

6.2.3.4.5.2 X2 Setup from eNB to HeNB 

In this case, we assume that it is the eNB that has just discovered one of the HeNBs in and needs to set up an X2 with it. 

We assume the HeNB has already indicated both its address and the address of the SCTP concentrator to the MME, e.g. 
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using the X2 TNL Configuration Info IE in the eNB CONFIGURATION TRANSFER message which the MME 

transparently passes to the target. 

1. The eNB could obtain the TNL address of the HeNB for example by sending an eNB CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER message to the MME, containing the HeNB ID to look up. The MME will answer with both the 

HeNB address and the concentrator address in the MME CONFIGURATION TRANSFER message. 

2. The eNB sets up an SCTP association with the concentrator if none is already present, negotiating a suitable set 

of SCTP stream identifiers. At least two pairs of stream identifiers per HeNB, one for UE-associated signaling 

and one for non-UE-associated signaling in both directions, may be needed. In the SCTP INIT chunk, the eNB 

indicates both the address of the HeNB and the address of the concentrator. 

3. The concentrator reads the HeNB address from the SCTP INIT chunk and sets up an SCTP association with the 

HeNB if none is already present. The concentrator also maps the stream identifiers from the SCTP associat ion 

with the HeNB, to the stream identifiers from the SCTP association with the eNB.  

4. The eNB sends the X2 SETUP REQUEST to the concentrator. 

5. The concentrator forwards the X2 SETUP REQUEST to the HeNB.  

6. Assuming a positive response, the HeNB replies  with X2 SETUP RESPONSE to the concentrator. The HeNB 

needs to send the response over the same stream number as the received X2 SETUP REQUEST in order to allow 

mapping by the concentrator. 

7. Based on the mapping between SCTP streams in Step 4, the concentrator forwards the X2 SETUP RESPONSE 

to the eNB and the procedure ends. 

6.2.3.4.6 Open Issues 

6.2.3.4.6.1 ANR Impact on OAM 

It is possible that, due to proprietary OAM extensions / features, the eNB might report the TNL addresses of newly -

found neighbors in the NR report to its OAM. If th is is the case, all d iscovered neighbor HeNBs that are connected 

through an SCTP concentrator will be reported with the same TNL address. The impact of having several neighbors 

with the same TNL address on the OAM, however, depends on the single OAM implementation.  

6.2.3.4.6.2 Handling multiple peers connected to the same (H)eNB  

In each (H)eNB there would be separate X2AP associations for each peer, regard less if it is connected directly or 

through the SCTP concentrator. For this reason, provided that two (H)eNBs are not connected via direct X2 and via X2 

through the SCTP concentrator at the same time, a (H)eNB should be able to handle direct and indirect (i.e. through the 

concentrator) connections simultaneously. This, however, requires that each (H)eNB is able to map the X2AP to 

different peers, onto different SCTP streams.  

6.2.3.4.6.3 Impact on Current SCTP Stack 

Even though the capability to switch the different SCTP streams resides only in the SCTP concentrator itself, fu rther 

analysis might be needed to assess the impact on the SCTP stack in the (H)eNBs connected through the concentrator.  

In particular, the fo llowing open issues have been identified:  

1. SCTP was originally  designed for pure point-to-point connections. The SCTP concentrator implements internal 

functionality on top of SCTP. It is FFS whether such functionality should be considered as an application 

requiring an SCTP PPI (Protocol Pay load Indicator) of its own.  

2. The SCTP concentrator functionality exp loits (“abuses”) the mult ihoming capability of SCTP. The IP addresses 

communicated over SCTP INIT chunks, according to the multihoming requirements in [16],need to be in 

different IP sub-networks, while still required to give access to the same SCTP stack. This might pose some 

limitat ions on IP address allocation. Without further configuration, the receiving side might have no informat ion 

about the nature of the received IP address. 

3. According to [15], all IP addresses contained in the SCTP INIT chunk are considered as valid IP addresses of the 

sending host. By using an IP address received in the INIT chunk to establish an SCTP association to a third node 
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(the other X2AP endpoint), the SCTP concentrator “abuses” this principle. A similar “abuse” happens in the 

sending node. It is FFS whether this is acceptable behavior. 

4. The number of SCTP streams between the concentrator and the eNB is greater than the number of SCTP streams 

between the concentrator and each HeNB. In other words, there need to be as many in/ou tbound streams between 

an eNB and the concentrator as HeNBs should ever connect to that eNB via the concentrator. According to [15], 

it is not foreseen to increase the number of streams once the SCTP association has been initialized. In principle it 

is possible to address a large number of HeNBs from the same eNB since there can be up to 65535 streams in an 

SCTP association, nevertheless in some cases this might pose dimensioning problems (some tens of bytes per 

stream may need to be reserved statically in each node). A mechanis m to negotiate an additional set of stream 

IDs for each eNB-HeNB pair over the same SCTP association needs to be defined in IETF.  

5. The eNB needs to send the response over the same stream number as the received X2 SETUP REQUEST in  

order to allow mapping by the concentrator. 

6. Depending on the SCTP implementation in the sending node, an SCTP INIT having the same port and IP address 

as an existing SCTP association might not be sent by the source. 

7. Whenever a new X2 needs to be set up between a (H)eNB and a new neighbor via the concentrator, this needs to 

be done without setting up an additional SCTP association with the concentrator. A mechanism to set up SCTP 

only when there is none set up, needs to be defined. 

6.2.3.4.6.4 Impact on Current Specifications  

According to [16], there shall be only one SCTP association established for X2 between one eNB pair. It needs to be 

verified whether using the X2 SCTP concentrator violates this principle.  

There might be some impact to [17] in order to include and differentiate the addresses of the SCTP concentrator from 

the addresses of the target (H)eNB, since both are signaled to the (H)eNB in the MME CONFIGURATION 

TRANSFER message. 

6.3 Inter-CSG Mobility 

6.4 RAN Sharing 

6.4.1 Issue 1: Determining set of PLMN id(s) for which the UE is a 
member for HO to a CSG cell which is advertising multiple PLMN-
ids 

In RAN2, it was recently agreed to extend the membership check to also cover equivalent PLMN, see the following 

definit ion form TS 36.331: 

CSG member cell: for a UE in RRC_CONNECTED, a cell b roadcasting the identity of the Registered PLMN or 

Equivalent PLMN and for which CSG whitelist of the UE includes an entry comprising of cell’s CSG ID and the 

respective PLMN identity. 

If the target cell is a CSG member cell, the UE will report membership in SI request for HO procedure together with 

ECGI/TAI/CSG ID. 

The source eNB/HeNB only knows the UE is a member of the target cell, but doesn’t know the PLMN-id(s) for this 

CSG for which the UE is a member. So the source eNB/HeNB can’t select proper PLMN for the UE.  

Therefore, to support handover to a CSG member cell, the following soltions exist:  

Solution 1: eNB/RNC selects PLMN 

Solution 1a: The UE reports the subset of the broadcasted PLMN identities passing access and CSG membership 

check, the eNB/RNC verifies access check for the PLMNs indicated by the UE and selects one if multiple pass the 

access check and finally the MME/SGSN verifies the CSG membership check for the PLMN selected by the source 

eNB/RNC. 
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Note: the access check means to verify whether the reported PLMN is the UE’s rPLMN or ePLMN. CSG 

member check means to verify whether the PLMN ID and CSG ID is in UE’s allowed CSG list.  

RNC/eNBUE Source CN target CN
target 

H(e)NB

1. Measurement Report 

(PLMN ID list)

3. Relocation/Handover 

Required

5. Forward Relocation 

Request
6. Relocation/Handover 

Request

7. Continue with Relocation/Handover Procedures

Subset of target cell broadcast PLMN ID

- The PLMN is rPLMN or ePLMN。
- The PLMN ID and CSG ID is in  

allowed CSG list of the UE

2. Select one reported 

PLMN that is rPLMN 

or ePLMN of the UE.

4. Perform access 

control/membership chck 

based on the reported 

PLMN and the  CSG ID

 

Figure 6.4.1.1: Signaling flow for Solution 1a 

Solution 1b: The source eNB verifies if the UE is allowed to access the target cell for the target cell broadcasted PLMN 

identities. If the check succeeds for more than one PLMN identity, the source eNB in itiates an additional handshake/ 

procedure with the MME. As part of this procedure, the source eNB provides the list of accessible PLMNs to the MME. 

The MME subsequently verifies the CSG membership for each of the indicated PLMNs and the CSG identity. The 

MME returns the subset of PLMN identit ies that pass the CSG membership check to the eNB. If the MME returns more 

than one PLMN identity, the source eNB selects the PLMN identity. 

RNC/eNBUE Source CN target CN
target 

H(e)NB

5. Relocation/Handover 

Required

6. Forward Relocation 

Request
7. Relocation/Handover 

Request

8. Continue with Relocation/Handover Procedures
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 (PLMN ID list)
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- The PLMN is rPLMN or ePLMN。

Subset of RNC/eNB reported PLMN ID

- The PLMN and CSG ID is in allowed 

CSG list of the UE。

4. Select one PLMN ID

 

Figure 6.4.1.2: Signaling flow for Solution 1b 
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Solution 1c: MME/SGSN provides CSG subscription information to the eNB/RNC. The source eNB/RNC verifies if 

the UE is allowed to access the target cell based on the CSG subscription information provided by the MME/SGSN.  

RNC/eNBUE Source CN target CN
target 

H(e)NB

4. Relocation/Handover 

Required

5. Forward Relocation 

Request
6. Relocation/Handover 

Request

7. Continue with Relocation/Handover Procedures
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PLMN ID list from UE or by 

configuration. 

3. Select one PLMN ID
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.

To select the PLMN within the target cell 

broadcast PLMN ID list

- The PLMN is rPLMN or ePLMN。
- The PLMN ID and CSG ID is in  

allowed CSG list of the UE

 

Figure 6.4.1.3: Signaling flow for Solution 1c 

Solution 2: UE selects PLMN 

The UE select one of the broadcasted PLMN identities passing access and CSG membership check and report the 

selected PLMN to the eNB/RNC. 

RNC/eNBUE Source CN target CN
target 

H(e)NB

2. Measurement Report 

(PLMN ID)

1. UE selects a PLMN that 

broadcasts in the target H(e)NB 

cell according to the rule
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PLMN and the  CSG ID

5. Forward Relocation 

Request

6. Relocation/Handover 

Request

7. Continue with Relocation/Handover Procedures

 

Figure 6.4.1.4: Signaling flow for Solution 2 

UE selects the PLMN by the following rules: 

- If the rPLMN broadcast in the target cell and the rPLMN + CSG ID broadcasted in the target cell in UE CSG 

whitelist, UE select the rPLMN. 

- If the UE’s HPLMN broadcast in the target cell and the HPLMN is part of UE’s ePLMN and the HPLMN + 

CSG ID broadcasted in the target cell in UE CSG whitelist, UE select the HPLMN.  
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- If one of UE’s ePLMN broadcast in the target cell and the ePLMN + CSG ID broadcasted in the target cell is in 

UE CSG whitelist, UE select the ePLMN. If more than one ePLMN+CSG ID in UE CSG Whitelist, UE will 

select the ePLMN based on the broadcasted order. 

Solution 3: MME/S GSN selects PLMN 

The source eNB verifies if the UE is allowed to access the target cell for the target cell broadcasted PLMN identities. If 

the check succeeds for more than one PLMN identity, the source eNB/RNC provides the list of accessible PLMNs to 

the MME/SGSN. The MME/SGSN subsequently verifies the CSG membership for each of the indicated PLMNs and 

the CSG identity. If the CSG membership check succeeds for more than one PLMN identity, the source MME/SGSN 

selects the PLMN identity. 

RNC/eNBUE Source CN target CN
target 
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3. Relocation/Handover 

Required (PLMN ID list)

5. Forward Relocation 

Request
6. Relocation/Handover 
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PLMN and the  CSG ID. 

Select one PLNN.

 

Figure 6.4.1.5: Signaling flow for Solution 3 

6.4.2 Issue 2: Architecture for network sharing for H(e)NB 

The LS R3-113148was sent to SA2. The following summarises the response from SA2 in R3-120477. 

The following network sharing arch itectures should be supported for H(e)NB subsystem:  
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Figure 6.4.2.1. GWCN Network sharing for H(e)NB Subsystem with H(e)NB-GW and without HeNB-
GW. 
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Figure 6.4.2.2. MOCN Network sharing for H(e)NB Subsystem with H(e)NB-GW and without HeNB-GW 

SA2 understanding is that the RAN developed H(e)NB subsystem arch itecture  p rinciples remain in Release 11. 

Based on that understanding, SA2 would like to provide the fo llowing input: 

- A HeNB shall only connect to a single HeNB GW at one time, namely  no S1 Flex function shall be used. A 

HeNB GW can be connected to one or more MMEs/Core Networks via S1 or S1-Flex interfaces. 

- When there is no HeNB GW, the HeNB can d irectly connect to one or more MMEs via S1 or S1-Flex interfaces. 

6.4.3 Impact analysis and comparison for issue 1 

Solution 1a and solution 2 are in the RAN2 scope. The solution has no impact on RAN3. The 'si-RequestForHO 

procedure' needs to be extended such that the UE reports the subset or one of the broadcasted PLMN identities that pass 

both the access and CSG membership check. 

Solution 1b, solution 1c and solution 3 need to involve RAN3/SA2. 

Comparision: 
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 Soluton 1a 
 

Soluton 1b 
 

Soluton 1c Solution 2  Solution 3  

Change the 
role of 
PLMN 

selection 

No  No  No  Yes  Yes  

Overhead 
on Uu 

interface 

More  
UE reports 
several PLMNs. 

More  
UE reports several PLMNs. 

More  
UE reports several 
PLMNs. 

Little  
UE report one 
PLMN 

More  
UE reports several 
PLMNs. 
 

Handover 
delay 

Short  Long  
An additional handshake 
procedure between 
eNB/RNC and CN is 
needed. 
 

Short  
 

short  Short  
 

UE impact Yes.  
'si-

RequestForHO 
procedure' 
needs to be 
extended  
 

Yes.  
The UE report the full PLMN 
list   
 
 
 
 

Yes.  
The UE report the 
full PLMN list   
 
 
 
 

Yes. 
UE select 
PLMN and 
report it.  
 

Yes.  
The UE report the full 
PLMN  list   
 
 
 
 

eNB/RNC 
impact 

Yes  
Low 
 

Yes  
Possible Higher 

Yes  
Possible Higher 

Yes  
Low 

Yes  
Low 

MME/SGSN 
impact 

No  Yes  Yes  No  
 

Yes  
 

Work for 
pre-Rel-11 

UE 

Not work  Support inbound handover 
to a CSG cell for a pre-REL-
11 UE for the following 
case: 

E-UTRAN is aware of 
the list of PLMNs 
broadcast by the target 
CSG cell 

 

Support inbound 
handover to a CSG 
cell for a pre-REL-
11 UE for the 
following case: 

E-UTRAN is 
aware of the list 
of PLMNs 
broadcast by the 
target CSG cell 

Not work  Support inbound 
handover to a CSG 
cell for a pre-REL-11 
UE for the following 
case: 

E-UTRAN is 
aware of the list of 
PLMNs broadcast 
by the target CSG 
cell 

 
Notes  Need SA2 involvement. Violate the current 

assumptions about 
network security and 
trust; 
Need SA2 
involvement. 

Open issue: 
either we 
specify how the 
UE makes this 
choice or risk 
that different UE 
implementations 
lead to different 
selections. 

Need SA2 
involvement. 

 

6.4.4 Conclusion 

Agreement to adopt solution 1a for PLMN selection (both 3G and LTE) . 

7 Conclusions and Recommendations 

7.1 UMTS topics 

1) Enhanced Mobility in CELL_FACH, CELL_PCH and URA_PCH  

 Solutions 1e and 2b are agreed to be considered for further specificat ion work. RAN2 specific impact would 

still need to be elaborated for solution 2b.  
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2) Macro to HNB Enhanced Hard Handover Mobility 

 Solution 1d is agreed to be considered for fu rther specification work, i.e. membership verification (MV) is 

triggered by the target HNB while first accepting the UE according to its reported CSG membership status 

and later downgrading it if MV fails. Th is agreement does not apply to closed mode HNBs.  

3) Macro to HNB Soft Handover Mobility  

 SHO between a macro RNC and open/hybrid access HNB (both may either serve as SRNS or DRNS) is 

agreed to be feasible if care is taken concerning the involved HNBs. Such HNBs need to be deployed in a 

secure and operator controlled way (coordinated deployment). This agreement does not apply to closed 

HNBs. A number of aspects have been identified for interoperability between RNC and HNB. Their 

resolution is FFS. 

4) Legacy UE mobility 

 All the solutions in clause 6.1.3 are agreed to be feasibile, unsolved FFSs are not regarded as showstoppers. 

 It is commonly understood that any of those options are not suitable for closed cells. 

It is also commonly understood that options 1a, 1b and 1c would require modificat ion of UTRAN interface 

signalling specifications. 

 Solution 2c is feasible without standardization changes if OTD signatures can be maintainted up to date. 

Otherwise, handover failures may occur.  

 It is commonly acknowledged that there is a tradeoff between handover failure and solutio n complexity. 

7.2 LTE Topics 

Properties for a standardized X2-GW : 

- X2-GW shall be exp licitly defined but optional to deploy. 

- X2 interface to the X2-GW shall reuse SCTP without any changes. 

-  Decoupling S1-GW  from X2-GW. 

- Priority should be given to minimize implementation impact on the eNB and HeNB, thus min imizing the 

standard impact. 

- Minimize the complexity of the X2-GW , 

- * X2-GW shall not terminate UE-dedicated procedures (only route in a similar way as e.g. the S1 HeNB GW )  

- * X2-GW may terminate the non-UE dedicated procedures when appropriate. 
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